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By Sharon Andersoneditor’s notebook

t
Wo events stanD out in the last few months as 
most pleaurable and inspiring. The first in november 
was a commmemorative tour of the uss enterprise 
(cVn 65) on the eve of her inactivation ceremony 
in celebration of her 51 years of legendary service. 

There were so many goosebump-producing moments that 
it's impossible to describe each one, so I'll just say that the 
enterprise's crew clearly made the most lasting impression for 
their dedication to duty and espirit de corps. you can read about 
the enterprise on page 68. 

In december, I had the honor of interviewing don cIo Terry 
halvorsen at the Pentagon. we talked about the don cIo's 
ongoing efforts to reduce the department's business IT bill while 
modernizing and streamlining business systems and processes 
across the department. The don cIo is working closely with 
many commands across the navy and marine corps to ensure 
the department meets its efficiency goals. you can read mr. 
halovsen's interview on page 12. 

In step with efficiencies is the ability for the navy and marine 
corps to operate effectively across all the warfighting domains, 
including cyberspace. In this issue, leadership from across the 
Information dominance corps provide their unique perspectives 
regarding intelligence, information warfare, meteorology and oceanography, and 
space. 

  welcome new e-subscribers!

  sharon anderson
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The Building Blocks of Efficiencies

norfolK (dec. 1, 2012) guests observe 
the inactivation ceremony of the aircraft 
carrier uss enterprise (cVn 65). enterprise 
was commissioned nov. 25, 1961 as the first 
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. The ceremony 
marks the end of her 51 years of service. u.s. 
navy photo by mass communication specialist 
seaman joshua e. walters.international 
organizations. 

QueStIOnS? SenD all inquiries 
and questions to our editor 
chips@navy.mil

eDitorial CorresponDenCe



By Terry Halvorsenmessage from the don cio
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Transparency: The Right Data at 
the Right Time

 C
hanCes are you've 
seen the TV ad for a 
used-car company 
that begins with a 
potential buyer look-

ing for “a car.” he is suddenly facing a 
sea of automobiles, which he narrows 
down by being more specific: “a red 
car. with good gas mileage. with four 
doors.” and so on.

This is a good example of what we 
in the IT world call “transparency.”

contrary to common misconcep-
tions, data transparency does not mean 
access to all data, which is too often 
the case — as “megatrends” author 
john naisbitt noted, “we are drown-
ing in information, but starved for 
knowledge.”

Transparency means greater access 
to the right data within our funding, 
budget, processes and data systems. 
This “right data” becomes actionable 
information, which becomes know-
ledge, and that knowledge is crucial 
to decision-making at all levels of the 
workplace. In the department of the 
navy, transparency fosters greater 
efficiencies and effectiveness of data-
driven decision making and auditability 
requirements.

during the past year, we have 

made significant strides in improving 
transparency.

we have instituted a department-
wide dashboard used by department 
of the navy senior leadership and 
the data center consolidation Task 
force. The dashboard presents cur-
rent cost data on IT initiatives targeted 
for savings gathered from authorita-
tive data sources from industry and 
across the department of defense. It 
tracks progress on key efficiencies and 
helps inform future strategic decision 
making.

for mobility tracking and mobile 
plan optimization, the don established 
enterprise wireless contracts in january 
2011 with the intent of streamlining the 
department’s mobile purchasing habits. 
These contracts enable the don to 
pool its cellular purchasing require-
ments to drive down costs and gain 
greater transparency into purchasing 
habits. The savings to date amount to 
$35.7 million.

naval IT exhibits/standard report-
ing (nITe)/sTar line Item definition 
changes provide greater transpar-
ency into the IT budget by “binning” 
the IT spend more appropriately. This 
enables the don to have far more 
visibility of its IT budget and more 
accurately reflects where its IT money 
is being spent. for example, prior to 
the updated nITe/sTar categories, 
21 percent of the navy’s budget was 
recorded under line 13 (other costs, 
commercial). Today, that percentage 
has dropped to 4.5 percent. similarly, 
during the same period, the marine 
corps decreased its reporting of line 
13 items from 51 percent to 23 percent.

don enterprise licensing agreements 
(elas) build on the best practices of the 
dod enterprise software agreements. 
They enable transparency of software 
cost savings, providing insight into 
the products being licensed by don 
commands and programs. addition-

ally, don elas include the necessary 
software maintenance and vendor 
support items to ensure compliance 
with information assurance policies 
and prices to ensure sustainment of the 
software investment.

system and application rationaliza-
tion is the systematic analysis and rec-
onciliation of systems and their associ-
ated applications operating across the 
enterprise to determine gaps and over-
laps in an effort to streamline opera-
tions and maintenance and realize cost 
savings. The don has actively prac-
ticed system and application portfolio 
management for several decades, but 
the system and application rationaliza-
tion effort is in its infancy. The don 
cIo and don deputy cIos (navy and 
marine corps) will oversee and manage 
the system and application rationaliza-
tion efforts for the secretariat, navy 
and marine corps, respectively. The 
navy has merged its system and appli-
cation rationalization effort with its data 
center consolidation initiative under 
the direct oversight of the navy data 
center consolidation Task force.

canadian philosopher and commu-
nications theorist marshall mcluhan 
summed up our modern era in this 
way: “one of the effects of living with 
electric information is that we live 
habitually in a state of information 
overload. There’s always more than you 
can cope with.” 

In such a world, having the right 
information at the right time is essen-
tial to making the right decision. data 
transparency ensures that rather than 
drown in information, we satisfy our 
need for knowledge. 
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In november 2012, Vice adm. Kendall l. card, deputy 
chief of naval operations for Information dominance/
director of naval Intelligence, and Vice adm. michael s. 
rogers, commander, u.s. fleet cyber command/u.s. 10th 
fleet, signed the Information dominance corps human 
capital strategy 2012-2017,  (http://www.public.navy.mil/
fcc-c10f/strategies/navy_Information_dominance_corps_
human_capital_strategy.pdf) which establishes a frame-
work to drive programmatic initiatives, policy changes and 
supporting actions needed to achieve the vision for the Idc.

recognizing the importance of information to maritime 
warfighting, the navy established the Information domi-
nance corps in 2009. In an unprecedented organizational 
change, professionals from the intelligence, information 
professional, information warfare, meteorology and ocean-
ography communities, and members of the space cadre 
were combined under the leadership of the deputy chief 
of naval operations for Information dominance (n2/n6). 
This transformation resulted in an aggregated, unified corps 
of professionals that produces precise, timely warfighting 
decisions. 

sustaining the navy’s human capital advantage in this 
group of highly skilled professionals is a challenge. But 
maintaining the navy’s operational and technological 
advantages depends directly on the continuous education, 
training and development of this elite workforce. The navy 
requires an incomparable Idc workforce that is recruited, 
trained and educated on pace with technology that under-
stands the maritime environment and can deliver integrated 
warfighting effects on demand.  

 
goals anD objeCtives

The Idc human capital strategy provides a structured, 
balanced and deliberate approach for ensuring that the 
navy’s Idc is qualified, ready and sustainable. The strategy 
reinforces the navy’s commitment to leveraging the Idc’s 
talent, developing its expertise, advancing the careers of 
its members, and promoting its ability to succeed in 21st 
century warfare. 

The four goals of the Idc human capital strategy are: 
•	 manage the corps as a Total force; 
•	 Build competencies through training, education and 

experience; 

the navy information DominanCe 
Corps human Capital strategy 
A comprehensive plan to ensure an elite workforce retains the competitive edge in the 
Information Dominance warfare domain

by the offiCe of the Deputy Chief of naval operations for information DominanCe (n2/n6)

•	 strategically integrate and align the Idc workforce 
with mission and capability requirements; and 

•	 create a warfighting culture. 

each goal has a set of objectives that will help assure that 
goals are met. 

WorkforCe alignment
The workforce is currently composed of 69 percent 

military (active and reserve) and 31 percent civilian person-
nel. a detailed study of the specific knowledge, skills and 
abilities afforded by civilian resources will inform deci-
sions on the appropriate Total force mix. The Idc will then 
develop strategies to attract, recruit and retain those with 
the needed skillsets based on a balance of requirements.  
This strategy will also ensure the Idc creates a diverse 
workforce, capable of meeting 21st century challenges, and 
engendering agility and adaptability. (refer to the charts on 
the next page for a detailed workforce breakdown.)

The navy developed an Id competency framework de-
scribing the core competencies required for the workforce. 
The Idc has also conducted separate competency devel-
opment initiatives (e.g., human Performance requirements 
review) for each community. Though all billets within the 
navy are important to mission achievement, the cyber and 
acquisition workforces are critical specialties. The navy’s 
ability to dominate cyberspace and respond to emerg-
ing security threats depends upon these workforce seg-
ments: (a) being sized correctly, and (b) having the requisite 
knowledge, skills and abilities to perform their missions and 
exploit new technology advances.

The strategy aligns with the chief of naval operations’ 
sailing directions and navigation Plan, the navy’s Vision for 
Information dominance, the navy’s Total force Vision for 
the 21st century, the department of the navy human capi-
tal strategy and the navy strategy for achieving Information 
dominance. It was collaboratively developed by represen-
tatives from a dozen Idc organizations. additionally, more 
than 240 military and civilian Idc members participated in 
the Idc human capital capabilities assessment, which was 
conducted preparatory to the strategy’s development and 
provided valuable input on workforce challenges unique to 
the Information dominance corps. 
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aCtion plan
The Idc human capital strategy provides direction to 

the workforce and to the supporting manpower, personnel, 
training and education enterprise that ultimately supports 
the Idc as a profession. The strategy sets the Idc on a path 
toward actualizing information as a principal warfighting 
pillar in the navy’s arsenal. The Idc’s success depends on 
agility, flexibility and adaptability to deliver the right people 
with the right skills, at the right time and place, and at the 
best value. see the charts at right for a Idc workforce 
breakdown.

a list of strategic guidance documents and appendices 
detailing specific areas for action and the warfighting effects 
to be achieved as a result of implementation of the strategy 
are included. This systematic approach and methodology 
for action plan development, management and monitoring 
will translate strategy into execution while ensuring ongoing 
accountability, ownership and progress evaluation. 

HumAn CApItAl StrAtegy 2012-2017

total Force according to IDC-coded billets

IDC military Force

IDC Workforce

sharon anDerson, chIPs senior editor, contributed to this article.

for more information
Please contact Sara ratcliff, senior advisor for human capital, sara.
ratcliff@navy.mil or (703) 604-5594. 

washIngTon (nov. 26, 2012) Vice adm. Kendall l. card, deputy chief of 
naval operations for Information dominance, seated left, and Vice adm. 
michael s. rogers, commander of u.s. fleet cyber command/u.s. 10th fleet, 
sign three documents that set the course for the future of the u.s. navy's 
Information dominance and cyber warriors during a signing ceremony at 
the Pentagon. looking on are staff members representing all those who had 
a part in putting these documents together. The u.s. navy has a 237-year 
heritage of defending freedom and projecting and protecting u.s. interests 
around the globe. join the conversation on social media using #warfighting. 
u.s. navy photo by mass communication specialist 1st class abraham 
essenmacher.
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to
p navy leaDer-

ship, ChargeD 

With ensur-

ing the u.s. 

navy remains 

a CritiCal Contributor to national 

seCurity anD eConomiC prosperity, 

signeD a strategiC plan in november 

that proviDes the frameWork anD vision 

for the intelligent use of CyberspaCe to 

aChieve superior operational outComes 

into the future.

Vice adm. Kendall l. card, deputy 
chief of naval operations for Infor-
mation dominance/director of naval 
Intelligence (oPnaV n2/n6), and Vice 
adm. michael s. rogers, commander, 
u.s. fleet cyber command/u.s. 10th 
fleet, signed navy cyber Power 2020 
(www.public.navy.mil/fcc-c10f/strate-
gies/navy_cyber_Power_2020.pdf), 
which identifies distinct qualities the 
navy must possess to succeed in cy-
berspace, and introduces methods to 
build a relevant and extremely capable 
navy cyber warfighting force for the 
future.

u.s. maritime power is comprised of 
six core capabilities: forward presence, 
deterrence, sea control, power projec-
tion, maritime security and humanitar-
ian assistance/disaster response (ha/
dr). In today’s highly networked world, 
each one of these core capabilities is 
enhanced by effective navy cyber-
space operations.

navy cyber Power 2020 (ncP 2020) 
is a strategy for achieving the navy’s vi-
sion for cyberspace operations. navy 
cyberspace operations provide navy 
and joint commanders with an opera-
tional advantage by: 
•	 assuring access to cyberspace 

and confident command and 
control (c2);

•	 Preventing strategic surprise in 
cyberspace; and 

•	 delivering decisive cyber effects.

ncP 2020 describes the key end-
state characteristics that the navy must 
create and the major strategic initia-
tives it will pursue to achieve success. 
It serves as a guidepost to inform en-
terprise architecture, investment deci-
sions, and future direction in the cyber 
realm.

To this end, u.s. fleet cyber com-
mand led an assessment of cyber 
threats, key trends, and challenges ad-
versely affecting navy cyberspace oper-
ations to identify decisive opportunities 
that will enable the navy to maintain its 
advantages in cyberspace. To achieve 
this vision for cyberspace operations, 
the navy will pursue strategic initia-
tives across four key focus areas: inte-
grated operations; an optimized cyber 
workforce; technology innovation; and 
requirements and planning, program-
ming, budgeting and execution (PPBe) 
and acquisition reform, which are sum-
marized in figure 1. 

The navy will continue to work with 
industry, academia, interagency and 
joint partners, as well with the other 
services, and allies to maximize cyber 
integration and ensure the most ef-
ficient use of defense resources. To 
measure success, the navy intends 
to establish a set of strategic perfor-
mance measures for each key focus 
area to evaluate progress and ensure it 
is achieving the desired effect. 

collectively, these efforts represent 
a fundamental change in the way the 
navy conducts operations. success 
requires an “all hands” effort, from the 
Pentagon to the deckplate. 

ultimately, the vision for ncP 2020 is 
that it will allow navy cyberspace oper-
ations to continue to provide navy and 
joint commanders with an operational 
advantage by assuring access to cy-
berspace and confident command and 
control, preventing strategic surprise in 
cyberspace, and delivering decisive cy-
ber effects. 

Cyber threats
To defeat threats, one must under-

stand the insidious nature of the threat 
environment. cyberspace extends far 
beyond the traditional boundaries of 
navy and joint networks. Practically all 
major systems on ships, aircraft, sub-
marines and unmanned vehicles are 
“networked” to some degree. This in-
cludes most combat, communications, 
engineering, and positioning, naviga-
tion and timing (PnT) systems. 

additionally, cyberspace extends 
equally across joint and navy business 
and industrial control systems. while 
connectivity provides navy platforms 
and weapon systems with unprec-
edented speed, agility and precision, it 
also opens numerous attack points of 
entry for cyber adversaries.

at the same time, cyberspace pro-
vides a low barrier of entry for a wide 
range of state and non-state adversar-
ies to effectively challenge and hold 
navy forces at risk. over the past sev-
eral years, navy networks have been 
attacked in cyberspace by a broad array 
of state actors, terrorist organizations, 
“hacktivist” groups, organized crime, 
and individual hackers. motivations in-
clude personal gain, information theft, 
discrediting the united states, sabo-
tage, political gain, denial or degrada-
tion of the navy’s access to cyberspace, 
and mapping navy networks. 

attacks have resulted in a leveling of 
the battlespace for adversaries, com-
promised security, and imposed stress 
on systems and personnel. The most 
troubling of these are advanced per-
sistent threats (aPTs) by state and non-
state actors with the capability and 
intent to relentlessly probe and attack 
navy networks as part of a larger anti-
access/area denial (a2/ad) strategy. 
The navy must be able to mitigate the 
impact of aPTs through defensive, and 
when directed, offensive measures. 

a large number of lesser cyber 

navy Cyber poWer 2020 
by the offiCe of the Deputy Chief of naval operations for information DominanCe (n2/n6)
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threats also affect the navy’s effective-
ness in cyberspace. failure to adhere 
to long-standing information technol-
ogy policies increases the spectrum of 
threats the navy must address on a daily 
basis and distracts from identifying and 
defending against other threats inten-
tionally targeting the navy and defense 
department. These lesser threats can be 
mitigated by strict observance of navy 
IT policies.
 
key trenDs
while it is difficult to predict exactly 
what the 2020 cyber environment will 
look like, several key trends provide in-
sight into the future: industry changes, 
IT efficiency efforts, vulnerability of the 
commercial IT supply chain, and an in-
creasing complexity in configuration 
management.

inDustry innovations
Industry drives the accelerating pace 

of change in cyberspace, not govern-

ment. In practically all other areas of 
warfare, government investments drive 
innovations in new capabilities and 
weapon systems. however, in cyber-
space, it is industry, driven by customer 
demand, which invests billions of dollars 
to enhance current and develop new 
cyber capabilities. each innovation cre-
ates new potential vulnerabilities that 
adversaries will attempt to use to com-
promise security. 

conversely, innovation also creates 
opportunities to advance navy cyber-
space capabilities, but current require-
ments and budget and acquisition 
practices are not agile enough to take 
advantage of them in a timely manner.

it effiCienCies
IT efficiency efforts continue to drive 

consolidation and standardization of 
service networks across the dod. The 
goal of these efforts is to create a joint 
Information environment. The jIe will 
consist of a shared IT infrastructure that 

provides: a single, joint network archi-
tecture for each security level, con-
solidation of data centers and network 
operations centers, and a comprehen-
sive security architecture. The capabili-
ties to enable information sharing, col-
laboration, and interoperability will be 
provided as enterprise services across 
the dod. long-term savings from these 
efforts are expected, but the transition 
costs and additional bandwidth require-
ment costs will likely further strain exist-
ing budgets. 

however, IT efficiency efforts also 
provide a unique opportunity to miti-
gate cyber risks. network consolidation 
will reduce the number of defensive 
fronts and provide an opportunity to 
design in defensive measures from the 
start. It will also create greater oppor-
tunity for unity of effort across the dod 
and the development of common doc-
trine and tactics, techniques and pro-
cedures (TTPs) across joint cyberspace 
operations.

FIgure 1. Current CHAllengeS For CyberSpACe operAtIonS.



supply Chain anD Configuration 
management

The commercial IT supply chain, for 
both hardware and software, is increas-
ingly outsourced overseas, particularly 
to asia. each node within the global IT 
supply chain presents adversaries with 
an opportunity to introduce a cyber 
threat or exploit the system for their own 
purposes. IT hardware and software de-
veloped all or in part overseas are used 
by navy forces every day. The navy ac-
quisition system must have greater vis-
ibility and more effective controls across 
the entire supply chain.

as the navy continues to evolve its 
warfighting capabilities, an expand-
ing number of critical shipboard and 
airborne systems, including combat, 
communications, engineering and PnT 
systems, are becoming increasingly 
networked. This creates enormous con-
figuration management challenges and 
increases the avenues for adversaries 
to deliver cyber attacks. The mindset of 
what is considered “part of the network” 
needs to expand to include all devices, 
systems, and components. 

system development will require in-
creased coordination within and across 
the systems commands to ensure in-
teroperability and defensive measures 
are built in during the design stages.

Challenges 
navy cyberspace operations face sev-
eral challenges typical of other emerg-
ing warfare disciplines in the navy’s his-
tory, such as air and undersea warfare. 
once again, a look at figure 1 illustrates 
some of the more prominent chal-
lenges across the areas of operations, 
workforce, technology, requirements 
and PPBe and acquisition. exacerbat-
ing these four challenge areas is a con-
strained budget climate. overcoming 
these challenges will require careful pri-
oritization of requirements and resourc-
es, tough fiscal choices, and program 
alignment decisions.

Way aheaD
The future of u.s. maritime power de-
pends heavily on the navy’s ability to 
achieve its vision for cyberspace op-

erations. strategy for achieving this vi-
sion is based on careful consideration 
of the threats, trends, and challenges 
facing the navy in cyberspace. success 
requires a comprehensive approach 
across the four focus areas that will yield 
desired outcomes:
•	 fully integrated navy cyberspace 

operations in support of achiev-
ing joint force objectives;

•	 navy and joint cyberspace op-
erations driven by an effectively 
recruited, trained, and positioned 
workforce;

•	 Industry, academia, and joint 
partnerships that assist in rapidly 
updating navy cyberspace capa-
bilities to stay ahead of the threat; 
and 

•	 enhanced cyber budgeting and 
acquisition to meet the navy’s 
cyber operational needs.

In association with the work being 
done in support of the four focus areas, 
the navy intends to evolve cyberspace 
doctrine, TTPs, and operational plans to 
take full advantage of cyber capabilities 
across the full range of military opera-
tions. further, the navy will fully exercise 
all aspects of cyberspace requirements 
and operations in battle exercises, unit 
inspection, and all fleet readiness 
Training Plan (frTP) phases in tandem 
with other warfare areas to facilitate the 
transition of cyberspace operations into 
a seamless component of maritime op-
erations. 

aDaptive navy forCe moDel
while the navy maintains a workforce 

of cyber professionals who are profi-
ciently skilled, appropriately trained, and 
effectively positioned to carry out cy-
berspace operations in support of navy 
and joint commander objectives, the 
navy must continue to develop a com-
prehensive cyber training and education 
model that can rapidly adapt to indus-
try advances and evolving joint com-
mander needs. The navy must continue 
to be able to rapidly respond to evolv-
ing cyber needs through robust training 
and an agile force model that ensures 
the navy’s cyber workforce remains op-
timally aligned and personnel resources 

are used most efficiently.
The navy will be working to over-

come cultural barriers impeding the full 
integration of cyber capabilities through 
communication, training, incentives, 
enforcement of policies and effective 
governance. This effort will focus on 
increasing awareness of cyber threats 
and continually improving cybersecurity 
practices across the navy.

To diminish the challenges of emerg-
ing technologies, the navy plans to 
institute a robust pilot program to ag-
gressively seek out and test emerging 
cyber technologies in real world and 
cyber ranges, assess their operational 
impact, and be able to quickly integrate 
them across the navy. This will require a 
coordinated effort across the navy that 
focuses cyber technology pilots and 
demonstration projects on the most 
pressing operational needs.

assessment anD Course 
CorreCtion

The secretary of defense’s strategic 
guidance highlights the critical role cy-
berspace operations play in the success 
of the joint force across all mission ar-
eas. The navy’s success in the maritime 
domain depends upon its ability to proj-
ect power and prevail in cyberspace. 
The ncP 2020 strategic initiatives pro-
vide the ways and means to achieve and 
sustain the navy’s advantage in cyber-
space. To assist with implementation of 
navy cyber 2020, oPnaV n2/n6 and 
u.s. fleet cyber command/u.s. 10th 
fleet will issue a supporting roadmap 
detailing lead and support organiza-
tions for each strategic initiative and the 
major actions necessary to accomplish 
them. however, as cyberspace evolves 
navy’s leadership will periodically as-
sess this strategy to ensure it effectively 
guides the navy’s efforts to maintain an 
operational advantage in cyberspace.

when necessary, the navy will adjust 
course to respond to, if not anticipate, 
change that continues apace.  

for more information
fLtCyBerCOm/10th fleet
www.fcc.navy.mil
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By Steve Muck and Steve Daughetyhold your breaches

Emailing Personally Identifiable Information

 t
he folloWing is 
a recently reported 
personally identifiable 
information (PII) data 
breach involving the 

transmission of an email containing PII. 
Incidents such as this will be reported 
in each edition of chIPs to increase PII 
awareness. names have been changed 
or omitted, but details are factual and 
based on reports sent to the department 
of the navy chief Information officer 
(don cIo) Privacy office.

The Incident
an unencrypted email was sent to three 
military members’ government email 
accounts. attached to the email was a 
roster that contained the names and full 
social security numbers (ssn) of 48 
service members. not all the recipients 
had an official need-to-know. one 
of the recipients had the email auto-
forwarded to a personal commercial 
email account. additionally, the attached 
document was not marked appropriately 
for privacy sensitive content in accor-
dance with don policy.

Actions Taken
upon confirming there was a PII 
breach, all copies of the unencrypted 
email were properly deleted. a breach 
report was submitted and individual writ-
ten notifications were sent to the 
48 affected individuals.  

Lessons Learned
when emailing PII, the sender must un-
derstand and apply the following rules:

 Î emails containing PII must be 
digitally signed and encrypted.

 Î recipients must have an official 
need-to-know.

 Î rosters may not contain ssns in any 
form.

 Î storage of any form of PII is pro-
hibited on personally owned laptop 

commands should consider requiring 
PII awareness and PII refresher train-
ing for individuals who cause a breach. 
Both training sessions are available on 
navy Knowledge online, Total workforce 
management services and the don cIo 
website. The training will also soon be 
available on marinenet. refresher training 
is a new resource and consists of nine 
short scenarios. each standalone scenar-
io covers a single privacy-related topic. 
commands can require an individual 
to take any number of the scenarios as 
deemed appropriate. Breach notifications 
not only cost scarce resources (time and 
money), but can also negatively affect 
morale and trust in an organization. 

computers, mobile computing de-
vices and removable storage media.

 Î auto-forwarding email to a com-
mercial account is prohibited.

 Î The body of the email should 
include: “for offIcIal use only 
(fouo) – PrIVacy sensITIVe. any 
misuse or unauthorized disclosure 
may result in both civil and criminal 
penalties.”

 Î as a best practice, the email’s subject 
line should contain: “fouo - PrI-
Vacy sensITIVe.”

 Î attachments should always be 
checked for PII. excel spreadsheets 
can have multiple tabs. all tabs 
should be double-checked for 
content.

 Î PII once transmitted outside the 
security of the navy marine corps 
Intranet or other government 
firewall cannot be safeguarded 
or controlled.

steve muCk is the department of the 

navy privacy lead.

steve Daughety provides support to the 

don chief Information officer privacy team. 

steve muCk is the privacy lead for the 
Department of the Navy Chief Information 
Officer. Need to fill this line. Need to fill. 
Need to fill this line. Need to fill. 

poliCies anD guiDanCe on hanDling pii
The following policies and guidance for handling PII can be found on 
the don cIo website. 

•	 don cIo washington dc 032009Z ocT 08, “don Policy updates 
for Personal electronic devices (Ped) security and application of 
email signature and encryption” 
www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?id=782;

•	 secnaVInsT 5211.5e, “department of the navy (don) Privacy Program” 
www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?id=799;

•	 don cIo washington dc 171625Z feB 2012, “department of the 
navy social security number (ssn) reduction Plan Phase Three” 
www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?id=3757;

•	 don cIo washIngTon dc 171952Z aPr 07, “safeguarding Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII)” 
www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?id=1976;

•	 don cIo washIngTon dc 031648Z ocT 2011, “acceptable use Policy 
for department of the navy (don) Information Technology (IT) resources” 
www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?ID=2829; and

•	 don cIo washIngTon dc 081745Z noV 12, “don fax Policy” 
www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?id=4267.

http://www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?ID=2829
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Q&a

Mr. Terry Halvorsen is the Department of the Navy Chief Information 
Officer (DON CIO). Shortly after being named DON CIO in November 
2010, Mr. Halvorsen was designated the department’s IT/Cyberspace 
Efficiency Lead. As such, his focus is on improving the way the de-
partment manages business IT with the end goal of identifying and 
implementing opportunities for greater operational efficiencies and 
effectiveness to deliver increased cost savings. Prior to Mr. Halvors-
en’s appointment to DON CIO, he served as the Deputy Commander, 
Navy Cyber Forces, from January to November 2010. Before that, he 
was Deputy Commander, Naval Network Warfare Command.

Q: Under Secretary of the Navy 
Robert Work’s directive to 

save $2 billion in business IT spend-
ing was a huge undertaking. How 
would you evaluate the success of 
the efforts so far?

A. Progress has been good. we still have 
a couple of things to work, such as how 
the department tracks dollars so that 
they actually come from the right places. 
and, we still have some work to do with 
data center consolidation to get that 
moving at a quicker pace. overall, the 
numbers we have seen are right at what 
we predicted for 2012 and 2013. I’m very 
confident we will get to where we want 
to be.

Q: How do you think the work-
force is responding to all the 

policy changes?

A. I think most of the workforce recog-
nizes that we have to take cuts across the 
board given the financial challenges that 
face the department. They do believe 
the business side is the right place to find 
those efficiencies in order to protect op-

Mr. Terry Halvorsen
Department of the Navy Chief Information Officer

mr. halvorsen responded to questions 
regarding the department of the navy’s 
ongoing efforts to achieve improvements 
in business IT efficiencies in december at 
the Pentagon.

terry Halvorsen

erational dollars for sailors and marines. 
By protecting those dollars, we can invest 
in the equipment and training they need. 

Q: I noticed that you’ve issued 
policy jointly, for example, 

with the Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy for Research, Development 
and Acquisition; Assistant Secretary 
of the Navy (Financial Management 
and Comptroller); and the Deputy 
Chief of Naval Operations for 
Information Dominance (OPNAV N2/
N6). We rarely see jointly signed IT 
policy memos. Can you explain why 
we are seeing this trend?

A. I’m glad you asked, and I hope this 
change is recognized across the depart-
ment. we are a big bureaucracy, and 
big bureaucracies respond better when 
their senior stakeholders are involved. 
so if I issue a policy from the don cIo, 
other parts of the organization may see 
it as something that pertains only to IT 
people and don’t see the importance or 
relevance to them. But when their own 
senior leaders sign a document, they 
see the seriousness of it and it does influ-
ence the outcome. 

In the past, we all wrote policies, but 
the fact that they were not signed by all 
the key stakeholders may have led some 
people to believe there was misalign-
ment. In jointly signing policy memos, 

we want everyone to understand that 
there is complete alignment between 
the finance groups, the acquisition group, 
the management team under (deputy 
under secretary) eric fanning, the service 
teams and the don cIo. feedback I 
have received on the memos has led me 
to believe we have sent the right mes-
sage, and we will continue to issue policy 
memos jointly.

Q: Besides implementing new 
policies or revising current 

ones, what innovations are being 
considered by the DON to achieve 
its goal of saving $2 billion over the 
next five years? Have the policies 
sparked innovation or stifled it?

A. I think the drive to be more efficient 
has certainly helped us look at different 
ways to do things. It might not be obvi-
ous in that we didn’t buy a brand new 
technology. changing technology is only 
part of the equation. what we have done 
is refine our IT processes to make them 
more effective. The focus on budget 
reductions has made us more accepting 
of ideas that, in the past, we may have 
thought too extreme to consider. The 
next step will be a more fundamental 
change to the way we do business and 
the way we act as a business. for ex-
ample, does the department of the navy 
need to be in the data storage business 
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is more energy efficient, which supports 
secretary mabus’ policy that the depart-
ment should be as green as possible 
without negatively affecting the mission.

we have had some great comments 
from the field about using multifunction 
devices that print, copy, scan and fax. 
The good news is that we are also getting 
great support from senior leadership who 
has been willing to give up their own 
printers and walk the extra steps or look 
at data on the screen. from a business 
standpoint, printing hard copies costs 
money, so getting away from print-
ing and doing everything electronically 
would be a big savings but it is a huge 
change. some of the changes involve 
pushing these cultural boundaries.

Part of this fundamental change is the 
way we think about data. In addition to all 
the dynamics surrounding printing, com-
mander, navy Installations command 
(cnIc) has some interesting sugges-
tions for saving energy using computers 
to monitor room temperature and turn 
lights on and off when people go in and 
out of a room. some commands are 
already doing this. In fact, the lights in 
my Pentagon office go off automatically 
at 6:00 p.m. after they go off, I have to 
turn them back on, but they only stay on 
for two hours at a time so they will never 
burn all night. we could do this on an 
enterprise scale. These are just a few of 
the great ideas from the field; we are very 
happy about that and encourage people 
to keep thinking of new ideas. 

Q: Can you discuss the scope 
of these two policies: 

Information Technology Expendi-
ture Approval Authorities (ITEAA) 
(www.doncio.navy.mil/Content View.
aspx?id=2538) and Achieving Mea-
surable Efficiencies Through Data 
Center Consolidation, System, and 
Application Rationalization Guidance 
(www.doncio.navy.mil/contentview.
aspx?id=4163)? Specifically, is your 
intent to reduce the number of 
business IT systems as well as the 
physical footprint of business IT 
systems?

A. The drive is to reduce cost. Because 

and run its own data centers? or could 
we turn unclassified data storage over to 
the commercial sector at a much lower 
cost yet continue to have oversight? 

we should be sharing processes within 
the navy and marine corps, and at the 
don level, dod level, and maybe with 
the other services. we know that similar 
communities have different processes 
for similar work. we are going to have to 
learn to share and standardize processes, 
which helps reduce costs.

Q: I noticed that you have a 
process for business case 

analysis, and you have asked the 
workforce to contribute suggestions. 
Have any good ideas bubbled up?

A. yes, and we are still evaluating some 
of those ideas. for instance, ways to 
reduce printing costs have been devel-
oped through a combination of some of 
the don policy work and input from the 
field. 

most people think we are just go-
ing to reduce paper use but it is more 
than that. It is a fundamental change to 
transmitting, moving and displaying data. 
for example, we are here in the chInfo 
conference room where there is a nice 
big led screen. If I were giving a brief, 
why would I provide printed copies of the 
brief? why not display the brief on the 
screen and give everyone a tablet to take 
notes? or better yet, change policy so 
that they can bring their own tablet Pcs 
and take notes electronically, which is 
less expensive and moves data faster. 

Ideas from the field involve expanding 
savings by reducing printers and fax lines. 
we want to get away from faxing since 
it is one of the most non-secure ways of 
transmitting data. most people don’t have 
faxes on their desk, so documents just 
wait in a queue somewhere for pick up. It 
is hard to verify who takes possession of 
the document. 

a digitally signed electronic document 
is more secure and it moves faster. The 
department of the navy jag (judge 
advocate general) and ogc (office of 
the general counsel) have led the way to 
make digitally signed documents legally 
binding. In addition, it saves money and 

the department is so big, we have found 
that we often buy the same thing twice. 
The IT expenditure approval authority 
provides a central authority to review and 
approve planned IT spending.

one of the things we looked at hard 
this year was storage capacity. Prior to 
the establishment of the ITeaa process, 
I signed a memo that said no one can 
buy data storage, because we already 
had so much extra capacity within the 
department. Program offices were buying 
storage, mostly because they didn’t know 
about or know how to take advantage of 
the capacity we already had. so now we 
are leveraging the storage solutions we 
already own. 

storage is just one example of how 
having a centralized process, identify-
ing duplication and requirements, and 
consolidating resources is allowing us to 
more effectively spend limited IT dollars 
and save money.

Q: There must be some risk in 
consolidating all your as-

sets, so how do you evaluate the risk 
versus the benefit?

A. The same way you evaluate any risk 
equation. we don’t want to go extreme 
and have only one data center. sure, it’s 
possible to pick a site and put all our data 
in one center; but that is probably not a 
good idea from a risk analysis standpoint. 

right now we are on the opposite 
end of the spectrum. depending on the 
definition used, we have between 140 to 
150 data centers in the department of 
the navy. we definitely don’t need 150. 
The current target is to go down to 25 
or fewer. Twenty-five provides enough 
redundancy so that the security risk is 
lower. If we decide to push the savings 
and go lower to 5 or 10 data centers, 
then that would be a more risky equation. 

with application rationalization, the 
thinking used to be that if the applications 
were not 100 percent overlapped, we 
thought rationalization was not a good 
decision. now the thinking is that if an 
application is 60 percent overlapped then 
that is a good starting point to do the 
analysis and possibly collapse the other 
apps. for example, we may have an

http://www.doncio.navy.mil/contentview.aspx?id=4163)
http://www.doncio.navy.mil/contentview.aspx?id=4163)
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Q: Is the next step cloud 
computing?

A. The answer is yes. But, I don’t like the 
word cloud because it means so many 
different things. The next step is more 
distributed computing. The data and 
apps you will be using will be in central 
locations. That will reduce the desktop 
infrastructure. 

I am participating in a pilot for nmcI 
called hVd, hosted virtual desktop. It is 
basically the newest version of thin or 
zero-client. I don’t have a computer. I 
have a little black box on my desk that 
pulls the data I need from servers, or 'the 
cloud.' This is both less expensive and 
'green' in energy savings. The other big 
gain is security. when I turn off my de-
vice there is no residue, no data is stored 
on that device. The only way to get to 
the data is to break into the main servers. 
That is much harder than breaking into 
an individual device. It is a much easier 
footprint to secure at less cost, which is 
the best of both worlds.

Q: You have been a huge 
proponent of the Navy’s 

“audit readiness” plan to achieve full 
financial auditability by 2017. Why 
is this important to the department 
and why does the DON CIO care 
about audit readiness?

A. understanding how the money flows 
through our financial systems is more 
valuable than just saying the depart-
ment’s financial systems are auditable. It 
really means you understand the financial 
data, what you are spending and your 
projections. It will have a huge impact on 
us, not only for being more efficient but 
for being better able to make financial 
decisions. 

The reason why the cIo organiza-
tion is so involved is because the field 
of cyber and IT has the potential for 
more economic impact than other areas 
because much of today’s money moves 
in the cyber environment. The don is 
required to produce certified financial 
statements by 2017, but aside from the 
requirement, audit readiness is some-
thing to strive for because it produces 

application which has a financial piece, 
and you see that different applications 
have the same requirements and use the 
same type of programming for those 
financials. we can decide that everybody 
is going to use this one financial module 
and eliminate all the others. This is hard. 
commands and people are going to have 
to change their processes so they can 
comply, eliminate systems and get to 
one system inside the don. let me be 
very clear — we are doing that right now 
exclusively for business IT systems — not 
warfare or direct missions systems.

Q: How many data centers 
have been closed so far and 

how many more consolidations are 
anticipated? I’ve read some different 
numbers from different offices; how 
do you account for the differences?

A. over the future years defense Pro-
gram (fydP) [which covers fy13-fy17], 
we want to get down to fewer than 
25 data centers. we will have to close 
100-plus data centers to meet that goal. 
There are groups working on the closure 
plan who say we are going to close 20 
to 30 data centers, but that might be in 
the 2013 to 2014 timeline. Based on your 
question, I can see where the confusion 
occurs. so, I’m going to ask people to be 
more specific and not only provide the 
numbers, but also their phased timelines. 

In what I have reviewed to date, I have 
not seen any conflict. we are closing 100 
over the fydP, and 20 to 30 of those in 
the next two fiscal years. The different 
numbers come from the different time-
lines. how many are you closing over the 
fydP? how many are you going to close 
in the next segment? and how many have 
you closed so far? each question has a 
different answer. 

To date, we have closed three to five, 
actually moving data and systems out 
of them. one of the things to recognize 
is that we have moved some systems 
and data out of some data centers, but 
haven’t actually closed the entire data 
center yet. we’re getting there. It may 
happen that we close five or six or ten at 
one time because all of the systems and 
data move out at the same time.

accurate financial controls and transpar-
ent business processes.

Q: Under Secretary of the Navy 
Robert Work released a 

memo focused on safeguarding per-
sonally identifiable information such 
as Social Security numbers, medical 
information and other PII. What is 
the DON CIO doing to comply with 
the intent of this memo, which is to 
protect Sailors’ and Marines’ PII?

A. we have released some good guid-
ance about privacy data, protecting 
privacy data, and consolidating record 
systems. one of the efforts I am work-
ing on with ms. carla lucchino (assistant 
for administration to the secretary of the 
navy) is how we can get to one records 
management system in the department 
of the navy. This will improve our ef-
ficiency and help identify where the data 
is and where it goes. 

we are trying to emphasize to com-
manders that data is as valuable as a 
weapon. anyone who has ever served 
knows that there are severe penalties for 
losing a weapon. we want to get to a 
point where we are able to hold people 
accountable for losing privacy data. 
Today, it can be more devastating to 
lose data than a weapon. we are trying 
to change the culture while at the same 
time providing better tools for managing 
data.

The more places I put privacy data, 
the more chances there are for unau-
thorized people to get to it. we are trying 
to better understand the physical loca-
tion of the data — who has access to it, 
and whether they actually need it. maybe 
they really need aggregate information 
about groups of people for analytics, but 
they don’t need access to privacy infor-
mation about specific individuals. 

one of the things we need to en-
force is that when you require data, you 
must get it from the authoritative data 
source. we have too many instances 
today of data being pulled from vari-
ous data sources and stored in various 
systems, but none of the data is from an 
authoritative source. It’s not updated and 
controlled, and there are no processes in 
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navsup.navy.mil/navsup/ourteam/
navsupgls/prod_serv/contracting/
market_mgt) in January 2011, the 
DON has saved $11.7 million in fiscal 
year 2011 and $24 million in FY12 
for a total savings of $35.7 million. 
How did those savings come about 
and what else can mobile IT users 
expect to see in the future regarding 
mobile IT solutions and efficiencies?

A. we have found savings, and all of the 
credit for this goes to the navy and ma-
rine corps echelon II and major subordi-
nate commands. I don’t get the credit for 
what they have achieved. we helped put 
a spotlight on things so they could see 
their data better and we gave them the 
tools. It is becoming more of a success 
every day because we are becoming bet-
ter at evaluating how many devices we 
need. we want to encourage commands 
to use the devices smarter and more 
efficiently.

If I can get to the full version of hVd, 
one of the possibilities is that personnel 
could use their own personal computer; 
therefore, we don’t have to buy them 
one. you could be at home on any com-
puter that meets the minimum require-
ments and log on to your unclassified 
email, access your folders and the only 
thing you would need is a cac reader. 

There is a lot of good work being done 
by the dod cIo and at dIsa (defense In-
formation systems agency) by (director) 
lt. gen. ronnie hawkins and (Vice direc-
tor) rear adm. david simpson to get to 
the next set of mobility policies and how 
we can take advantage of commercial 
applications. 

we are not yet to a 'bring your own 
device' or Byod state. I don’t know if we 
will ever get to a pure Byod environ-
ment. But I think in the not too distant 
future, we will be able to provide a list 
of several approved cell phones that 
you can purchase and have access to 
your work email and some of your files 
and applications. People will really like 
that because it will simplify their lives. 
for example, I have a both a personal 
windows phone and a BlackBerry. In an 
ideal world, I could have one phone that 
would do everything I need. 

place to update or control it. how do we 
know who owns it? or protects it? and is 
it even accurate data?

we just updated the policy on the 
reduction of ssn use. The most com-
mon method of identity theft is to use an 
individual’s social security number. In the 
don, in the services and in all of dod, 
we put the ssn everywhere. years ago 
when I was in the army, I stenciled my 
ssn on my duffle bag. we have moved 
way past that; but, we have to go even 
further. we have to determine when it 
is absolutely essential to use an ssn or 
other privacy data, and how to securely 
store and display it. we have put out 
policy about the rules for collecting and 
using privacy data, and we will be issuing 
more guidance to hold people account-
able if they violate the rules. 

Q: It sounds like everything 
boils down to data manage-

ment. Are you developing an over-
arching strategy?

A. It really is an overarching data man-
agement strategy. data is our bread and 
butter. Besides our people, it is the most 
valuable thing we own. It really is a value 
statement about the kind of data, how 
much it costs to store and an evaluation 
of the real threat. It takes in all the things 
we have talked about in a comprehensive 
way. It is not just looking at individual 
pieces of data. during our discussions 
with industry, we found that it is a uni-
versal problem. It is about understanding 
all the key elements of data as a whole. 
some data by itself is not valuable but 
when combined with other data ele-
ments, it becomes really, really valuable. 

for example, many firms use shop-
ping data to target potential customers 
for the types of things they tend to buy. 
Take that to another level and you can 
interpret lifestyle and personal informa-
tion about people. Information is valu-
able; it allows you to make decisions. In 
the don, we use data in business and 
warfare.

Q: Since the Department of the 
Navy established the DON 

Enterprise Wireless Contracts (www.

The other thing senior leadership is 
working on is improving telework. we 
have learned from industry that there are 
both cost savings and quality of life im-
provements to be gained with telework. 
If you get enough people to telework, 
you lower space requirements, and 
perhaps reduce the amount of leased of-
fice space. In high-density traffic areas it 
reduces the number of cars on the road, 
and it’s a huge savings to both employees 
and the country as a whole. It’s green. we 
would like to get policies and processes 
in place to make telework more acces-
sible to more employees.

Q: You wrote in your CHIPS 
column in the October-

December edition that mandatory 
use of DON enterprise licensing 
agreements (ELA) will provide better 
asset and spending visibility. Current 
expectations are that ELA use will 
render approximately $153 million 
in savings over the Future Years 
Defense Program (FY13–FY17). Can 
you talk about the contracts that are 
available? Will enterprise licensing 
opportunities expand?

A: The enterprise contracts have done 
very well. The acquisition community 
gets huge credit. The Program executive 
office for enterprise Information systems 
(Peo eIs) had a lead in this, as well as the 
marine corps. They’ve done great work. 
we have the microsoft enterprise licens-
ing agreement in place and are working 
several others. we are also improving 
the toolsets that commands can use 
to evaluate what other applications the 
department can buy as an enterprise. 

we are talking to dIsa and the other 
services. sometimes you can get too big, 
but we are looking at some of these pur-
chases and asking whether licensing for 
all of dod would generate more savings. 
maybe dIsa can be the broker to gather 
the requirements and establish option 
contracts — not necessarily mandatory 
contracts — but contracts that can save 
money. 

https://www.navsup.navy.mil/navsup/ourteam/navsupgls/prod_serv/contracting/market_mgt
https://www.navsup.navy.mil/navsup/ourteam/navsupgls/prod_serv/contracting/market_mgt
https://www.navsup.navy.mil/navsup/ourteam/navsupgls/prod_serv/contracting/market_mgt
https://www.navsup.navy.mil/navsup/ourteam/navsupgls/prod_serv/contracting/market_mgt
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proteCting
VALUABLE asset

our mosT

Our PeOPLe

BY DON ENTERPRISE IT COMMUNICATIONS

1st lt. eric j. wilmot, assistant operations officer, 3rd 
light armored reconnaissance Battalion, sits with his 
2-year-old daughter Kayla during the 3rd lar change of 
command ceremony at lance cpl. Torrey l. gray field. 
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o
ne of The mosT ImPorTanT funcTIons 
the department of the navy can perform on behalf 
of its sailors, marines, civilians and their family 
members, is to protect their personally identifiable 

information (PII). The social security number 
(ssn) is one of the most common elements of PII, and its loss, 
theft and compromise can result in identity theft, financial 
difficulties and loss of privacy. In 2011 alone, identity fraud 
increased by 13 percent in the united states, affecting more 
than 11.6 million people according to the 2012 Identity fraud 
Industry report, released by javelin strategy & research. 

The department of the navy has taken significant steps to 
ensure the security of its most valuable asset — our people. 
The most notable of these steps came in the form of the under 
secretary of the navy’s memo “safeguarding Personally Iden-
tifiable Information” (february 2010) (www.doncio.navy.mil/
contentView.aspx?id=1583), which emphasized the importance 
of personal privacy and the safe management of the don’s PII, 
including the ssn.

This is what has been done so far to limit the risk of identity 
theft from ssn use:

•	 In 2011, the department completed Phase one of the don 
ssn reduction Plan (www.doncio.navy.mil/contentView.
aspx?id=2089), as outlined in the memo, which requires the 
don to justify the continued use and collection of ssns on 
all official navy and marine corps forms. 

•	 In Phase Two, program managers and system owners iden-
tified information technology systems that could 
eliminate the collection of ssns by substituting the 
department of defense (dod) identification number  — the 
electronic data Interchange Personal Identifier (edIPI). 

•	 Phase Three authorizes the use and substitution of the dod 
Id number and provides strict guidelines for its use.

yet, more remains to be done, particularly regarding Phase 
Three, which requires the don to take three significant actions: 

•	 commands must follow strict guidelines for the use of the 
edIPI. all don business processes must meet specific 
criteria outlined by the don for continued ssn use, 
elimination of the use of ssns, or transition to the dod Id 
number as a substitute for ssns. 

•	 all letters, memoranda, spreadsheets, hard copy and elec-
tronic lists must meet specific criteria if they collect ssns. 

•	 when changes to a process result in the elimination of 
the use of ssns, don directives and instructions shall be 
updated to reflect those changes.

another significant aspect of Phase Three affects the use of 
fax technology to transmit PII/protected health information 
(PhI). The current policy states that, effective immediately, the 
use of fax machines to send information containing ssns and 

other PII by don personnel is prohibited, except under the fol-
lowing circumstances:

•	 when another, more secure, means of transmitting PII is 
not practical;

•	 when a process outside of don control requires faxing 
to activities such as the defense finance and accounting 
service, Tricare, defense manpower data center, etc.;

•	 In cases where operational necessity requires expeditious 
handling; or

•	 when faxing PII related to internal government operations 
only, such as office phone number, rank or job title.

however, external customers such as service veterans, air 
force and army personnel, family members and retirees may 
continue to fax documents containing ssns to don activities 
but are strongly encouraged to use alternative means, such as 
the u.s. Postal service to mail documents and scanning docu-
ments. scanned documents must then be transmitted using 
a secure means such as encrypted emails or the safe access 
file exchange (safe). details regarding the use of safe can be 
found at www.doncio.navy.mil/contentView.aspx?id=4098. 

Processes that require less modern transmissions techniques, 
such as faxing, have inherent risks and should be reviewed to 
minimize their use. The same review should apply to the as-
sociated products of these processes, such as paper copies. If 
the department can minimize the need to fax, we can reduce 
or eliminate the need for storage of paper copies, the cost of 
paper, equipment and supplies and the likelihood of PII/PhI be-
ing lost or stolen.

federal privacy laws require agencies to establish appropri-
ate administrative, technical and physical safeguards to ensure 
the security and confidentiality of records to protect against any 
anticipated threats or hazards to their security or integrity. as a 
department, and within the larger dod, we need to ensure that 
our processes and policies provide the most appropriate level 
of security for this vital information. By using the most current 
technology, such as encrypted emails, we can increase our 
security while reducing the risk of loss of PII/PhI.

as under secretary of the navy robert work stated in his 
2010 memo, “our sailors, marines, and civilians, along with their 
dependents, expect us to keep their PII safe, and it is our charge 
to ensure that all systems and processes we employ adequately 
safeguard this information. we cannot tolerate the continued 
loss of this data as it directly impacts the morale, security, and 
financial well-being of our personnel.” 

for more information visit the don cIo’s privacy tips located 
on the don cIo website at www.doncio.navy.mil/contentView.
aspx?id=906 and the defense Privacy and civil liberties office 
website at http://dpclo.defense.gov.

To contact a privacy subject matter expert, please submit a 
request via the ask an expert section of the don cIo website. 
Be sure to select the privacy topic area. 
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Q&a

John Pope  
SPAWAR Director, Data Center and Application Optimization 

John Pope took on a new role as Director of Data Center and 
Application Optimization (DCAO) at the Space and Naval Warfare 
Systems Command (SPAWAR) in October 2012. In this capacity, 
he oversees the execution of the Navy's data center consolidation 
effort. Prior to assuming this position, he served 29 years in the 
U.S. Navy, most recently as the fleet support program manager 
within SPAWAR’s Fleet Readiness Directorate. The Navy’s data 
center consolidation effort is a little over a year old. Mr. Pope was 
interviewed by Tina Stillions in December. Edited excerpts from the 
interview follow.

john Pope

Q: Can you give a brief update 
on the Navy’s data center 

consolidation effort? What has been 
accomplished so far?

a: since the navy’s data center consoli-
dation effort began in late 2011, the navy 
has consolidated 18 data centers from 
across the country into three u.s. navy 
enterprise data center (nedc) locations. 
we moved 107 systems and their 600-
plus servers into an enterprise environ-
ment so that they could be hosted in a 
more efficient manner. as we transitioned 
systems, we refined our processes and 
captured some good lessons learned.

The nedc sites are maturing in how 
they work together as an enterprise, and 
customers are seeing the benefits in terms 
of standard hosting services and lower 
rates. although we are still experiencing 
some challenges in the nedc, due to the 
consolidation of a variety of systems from 
inconsistent hosting environments, our 
data center technicians have been able to 
work with the legacy application owners 
to fix application hosting issues rapidly as 
they are identified. 

In fiscal year 12, we were required to 
physically move servers and equipment 
for some systems due to technical limi-
tations that prevented virtualization. we 
learned a lot about the health of the 
applications as we migrated them into the 
nedc. It is not simply a matter of acquir-
ing the software, copying it onto a disc 

and moving it over — and it’s certainly not 
like loading microsoft word on to your 
Pc. we discovered that there are a lot of 
systems out there that need security help 
and nedc transition engineering to get 
them to a state to be able to be hosted 
and functioning properly in an enter-
prise environment. This has provided us 
with the opportunity to increase the effi-
ciency of the navy’s IT infrastructure and 
improve the security of our data. 

By capitalizing on state-of-the art 
virtualization technology and efficient 
data center management, we are saving 
money on both systems administration 
manpower and power usage. we have 
tracked the percentage of servers that we 
are able to virtualize through the transi-
tion process, with an internal target of 90 
percent. 

reducing the number of data cen-
ters and using more efficient technol-
ogy enables a net savings in maintenance 
costs. additionally, bulk hardware and 
software procurements promote com-
petitive pricing. when we take physical 
servers and virtualize them, we are able 
to ensure they are ‘right sized’ according 
to requirements, which saves the navy 
money in terms of providing optimal 
space and computing power to run the 
systems effectively. 

The nedc sites have also estab-
lished sophisticated information assur-
ance monitoring techniques and disaster 
recovery processes to better protect data. 

during hurricane Irene, which impacted 
both the charleston and new orleans 
nedcs, there were security protocols 
and continuity of operations measures 
in place to avoid any system outages. 
we plan to work with our future custom-
ers to provide proactive steps to prepare 
their systems for transition to nedc sites, 
including expediting the transitions and 
reducing the time and resources needed 
to move legacy systems into their new 
hosting environments. we published a 
nedc catalog of services and a common 
nedc rate card, so system and applica-
tion owners can clearly understand their 
service and pricing options. The rate card 
standardizes data center costs across our 
nedc sites and provides system owners 
with more detailed cost information for 
each level of service. 

There are a lot of players when it comes 
to running a system on a navy network, 
including the hosting facility, the secu-
rity accreditors, and those that support it 
day-to-day with information assurance 
patches. In many cases, these players 
have been working independently. Part of 
our role working with so many applica-
tion owners is to bring the various play-
ers together. we have developed stronger 
relationships and our communication 
channels are getting better. even though 
it’s still not easy, this tends to minimize 
some of the uncertainty, builds trust 
among everyone involved and stream-
lines the whole process a little bit. 
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Q: What is the data center con-
solidation approach? Will 

your team work to execute a new 
plan, stay with the already estab-
lished approach, or create a blended 
plan that encompasses a little of 
both old and new?

a: The team is following the same suc-
cess formula that was in place when I 
came on board. we have a list of systems 
and legacy data center sites that need to 
be consolidated, closed or removed from 
the list. we are working our way through 
that list,  and are going after the sites that 
provide the highest return on investment. 
we are also looking at the sites that are 
out there and are part of some other IT 
efficiency effort, so that we can optimize 
our efforts. 

The current fy13 plan is to transition 
more than 150 systems from 22 data cen-
ters into consolidated government and 
possibly other hosting facilities. To the 
greatest extent possible, these will be full 
closures — meaning, data center opera-
tions will no longer be conducted in the 
facility and transformation of the facility 
or room to its final disposition state will 
be underway. our objective during this 
process will be to provide the most cost 
effective, efficient and secure hosting ser-
vices to our navy customers and build on 
the momentum created in fy12. 

we will continue to follow our four-
step process for consolidation. as part of 
the assessment phase, transition and cost 
teams perform on-site visits to data cen-
ters and gather information on current 
capabilities, IT assets, system require-
ments and cost elements. during the 
engineering analysis phase, they conduct 
a more detailed analysis of the systems 
and hardware, identify any dependen-
cies, and develop the transition plans to 
migrate systems to the targeted hosting 
facility. 

In the transition phase, sPawar works 
closely with commands and data cen-
ter system and application owners to 
prepare their systems for migration and 
the execution phase of transitions. dur-
ing this phase, it is critical for the legacy 
data centers to have all the system secu-
rity documentation in place and perform 

any necessary mitigation actions. finally, 
in the sustainment phase, the systems 
and applications are hosted based on the 
agreed-upon service levels and estab-
lished nedc rates. 

we have also seen how important 
application rationalization is to the pro-
cess. The navy is focusing on application 
rationalization in order to fully understand 
the functionality and business value-
added benefit for each application in the 
don portfolio. If a system does not justify 
its up-front or support costs, then deci-
sions must be made to remove it from 
the portfolio. functional redundancies 
can be identified during the process and 
converged to create a reduced applica-
tion count. from a data center consoli-
dation perspective, it is very important to 
be involved in this process. as a technical 
advisor, our engineers will evaluate appli-
cations against technical criteria to help 
application rationalization decision mak-
ers. Ideally the decision to sunset applica-
tions will be made before they are con-
solidated into a nedc, which will save us 

time and money. 
Because there are multiple groups  

addressing IT infrastructure issues and 
trying to optimize them, we will make 
every effort to work together. what I’m 
trying to do this year is work synergisti-
cally with other organizations in targeting 
IT efficiency savings. If we are focusing on 
the same site, we’ll work to synchronize 
efforts to reduce redundant effort and site 
disruption. This is a positive change in the 
way we do business, and I think it will yield 
better savings for the taxpayer. 

Q: Has the schedule changed? 
Is the effort on schedule or 

behind schedule?

a: we have developed a preliminary inte-
grated master schedule for executing the 
22 site closures targeted for fy13 and 
have completed nearly all of the site visits. 
Typically, the first third of the year entails 
conducting detailed engineering analy-
ses where we verify system requirements 
and lay out a more detailed, risk-based 

special floors and energy-efficient cooling 
technology are part of the navy's effort to 
realize fiscal and energy savings. data center 
photos by rick naystatt/sPawar hq.

"reducing the number 

of data centers and 

using more efficient 

technology enables 

a net savings in 

maintenance costs. 

additionally, bulk 

hardware and software 

procurements 

promote competitive 

pricing. When we take 

physical servers and 

virtualize them, we are 

able to ensure they are 

‘right sized’ according 

to requirements, which 

saves the navy money 

in terms of providing 

optimal space and 

computing power 

to run the systems 

effectively." 



schedule. The remainder of the year will 
be allocated for executing the site transi-
tions. my feeling is that we certainly have 
a challenging, but achievable schedule for 
fy13.

Q: Can you explain the Data 
Center and Application Opti-

mization office alignment with the 
Fleet Readiness Directorate and the 
reason behind it? How will it impact 
the consolidation effort? 

a: In november 2011, sPawar was 
appointed by assistant secretary of the 
navy for research, development and 
acquisition as the navy data center exe-
cution agent and technical authority. The 
data center consolidation Task force 
was stood up to oversee the consolida-
tion process and the sustainment of the 
transitioned systems. In november 2012, 
sPawar established the data center and 
application optimization (dcao) office 
within the fleet readiness directorate 
(frd) to replace the task force with a 
more permanent organization.

The frd provides a fleet focus on read-
iness and sustainment of in-service c4I 
systems. It was an ideal candidate home 
because the frd was already working 
issues that affect fleet readiness, and cer-
tainly data centers are an element of that. 
The fleet modernization aspect of what 
we do in frd is very similar to data cen-
ter consolidation. The process of taking 
a ship, removing old capability, and put-
ting in new capability and optimizing it is 
not unlike what we do when we go into a 
data center and move that application to 
a more efficient, modern system. 

as we strive to make sure the navy’s 
data is secure and available, we also want 
to host it in the most cost-effective man-
ner possible. By administratively aligning 
under the frd, we can ensure the navy’s 
data center consolidation effort will have 
the resources and support required to 
achieve its mission. It remains a high-pri-
ority navy IT efficiency initiative, under a 
different name.

Q: Have the Navy Enterprise 
Data Centers (NEDCs) 

changed, including expanded or 

retracted? What is the current 
status?

a: last year, we migrated systems to 
three nedc sites located in charleston, 
new orleans and san diego. we are cur-
rently working with the department of 
navy deputy chief Information officer to 
evaluate other nedc options, including 
marine corps facilities. In addition, we are 
reviewing commercial hosting options. 
as we anticipate growth and project for-
ward, sPawar’s chief engineer is devel-
oping the technical architecture for data 
centers. Part of this will determine the 
optimum lay down of navy data centers, 
while also taking into consideration vari-
ous technical factors, such as connectiv-
ity, people, power usage and data center 
location in relation to the customer. at 
that point, we can make some recom-
mendations as to where we think the 
centers should be located. I expect the 
number of data centers will grow in some 
amount as a result.

Q: Are any figures available 
yet as to how much money 

the Navy anticipates saving with 
consolidation?

a: The short answer is: not yet. however, 
there have been some improved projec-
tions about savings. we are taking a look 
at some of the sites that were closed in 
fy12, the applications that are hosted 
today, and doing a comparison of the 
before and after hosting costs. when the 
applications were hosted at their old data 
centers, the site often did not keep data 
on exactly that one application, running 
on one server, sitting on one rack, located 
in one room. The [owners of the] site 
didn’t know how much money it cost to 
run that one application. They were run-
ning several; not just one. we have to go 
back and estimate what the cost was for 
individual applications running on the old 
system, and do some analysis while it runs 
in our data center today, so that we can 
get a better estimate of cost savings. 

There are some models available that 
can tell us what we should be saving. But 
it is kind of like the car mileage estimates 
we get from car manufacturers. There are 

a lot of variables. metaphorically speaking, 
I want to get some of those actual mile-
age estimates so that we can get a more 
accurate picture. In doing that, we can 
also help the modelers by telling them 
this is a better set of models and whether 
they are doing it right or not.

as other federal agencies have dis-
covered — and the u.s. navy is no differ-
ent — accurately measuring cost savings 
is an extremely challenging effort. with 
our sites providing a computing environ-
ment, security and support services at an 
enterprise service rate, we hope to have 
a better understanding of what the host-
ing costs for consolidated systems will be. 
we are collaborating with the legacy data 
centers to gain an accurate characteriza-
tion of the current operating costs, so we 
can determine actual cost savings. mov-
ing forward, we are developing a good 
cost baseline from which to measure our 
efforts, so I anticipate we will have a bet-
ter understanding of what our savings are 
in the near future.

Q: Have there been any techni-
cal challenges or glitches 

in the effort so far? Anything that 
wasn’t anticipated but that was dealt 
with immediately to keep the effort 
on course? Do you foresee any tech-
nical challenges as you step into this 
new position?

a: some of the technical challenges we 
are experiencing include trying to charac-
terize the health of the applications that 
we are moving over. we are using a red, 
yellow, green status approach. applica-
tions are green if they are modern, run-
ning smoothly, have security patches 
installed, everything is current, and it is 
just a matter of moving the application 
from one hosting environment to a more 
efficient environment. Then you have 
other application categories that are older 
and may need a more current operating 
system or security patch, or more engi-
neering to clean them up a bit. If an appli-
cation is in what I categorize as the red 
zone, the application may not be able to 
be moved. 

The challenge occurs if I lay out a tran-
sition schedule that assumes a certain mix 
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of some easy, moderate and hard (green, 
yellow and red), but we do not see the full 
picture until I am well into transitions. at 
that point I may see a skewed picture of 
more yellow and red systems, in which 
case it starts to affect the overarching 
schedule. It is at that point that you begin 
to comprehend the difficulty of the task 
at hand and what impact it will have on 
perturbing the schedule. 

Technically, however, the consolida-
tion effort has been fairly straightforward. 
we documented quite a few of the les-
sons learned in fy12, so that our transition 
teams can draw from this year to refine 
our standard operating procedures. The 
certification and accreditation piece, and 
ensuring all the system security docu-
mentation was in place, was more time-
intensive than originally planned. we 
spent a lot of time working to expedite the 
process without sacrificing security pre-
cautions. one of the significant lessons 
learned was the importance of engaging 
with our customers and stakeholders. we 
were able to see the need to keep them 
informed of our process and progress. we 
will continue to conduct site visits to most 
of the legacy data centers to meet with 
their leadership, address any concerns 
and gather feedback on the process. 

Q: Have any green techniques 
and technologies being 

incorporated into the strategy to 
manage and minimize the Navy’s car-
bon footprint? 

a: we received funding from the office 
of naval research to evaluate new tech-
nologies that can make the data center 
more energy efficient. one is a smart 
metering technology for our data cen-
ters in charleston, new orleans and 
san diego. This technology enables the 
navy to understand energy use, iden-
tify improvement areas and track energy 
consumption. The second project is a 
new self-cooling technology for servers. 
This technology is the size of a placemat 
that is placed directly on servers to cool 
them, rather than cooling all of the sur-
rounding air. This is much more efficient 
than cooling the entire room. we are 
definitely trying to determine what drives 
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our cost, such as power and cooling. Prior 
to consolidation, a site may have metered 
power for the whole data center room 
and now we have technology that allows 
us to monitor our power and cooling bet-
ter. I can cool more locally and that is cer-
tainly a big savings.

Q: How will you measure 
success? 

a: we will measure our success by how 
well we efficiently and effectively consoli-
date legacy data centers and maximize the 
navy’s return on investment. Transition 
progress will be tracked by reporting on 
metrics for site consolidations and system 
and server transitions. That level of detail 
will enable us to more fully understand 
the scope of our efforts. another metric 
we will be tracking will be the percentage 
of savings in sustainment costs, which is 
the difference between the previous cost 
to host systems and how much it costs 
post-consolidation. 

another part of return on investment is 
the reuse of software and hardware. our 
office is implementing processes that will 

capture cost avoidance through the reuse 
of assets in the enterprise data centers 
and in offsetting new IT purchases across 
the navy. I also want to track the number 
of physical servers that were virtualized, 
so that we can ensure the ‘right-sizing’ 
of existing applications and reduce the 
physical footprint required to sustain navy 
applications. These metrics will provide 
leadership with a rounded picture of how 
well we are succeeding in our mission to 
consolidate the navy’s data centers.

This is a challenging job, and success 
isn’t going to be easy. now that the nedc 
sites are up and running, we’re already 
seeing enhanced security, efficiency and 
reliability. data center consolidation isn’t 
something we can succeed at with just a 
couple of years of effort. There are enter-
prise behaviors and results we are try-
ing to achieve, and I think we are getting 
there a step at a time. 

data center facilities 
manager, Bobby 
nutting, examines 
color-coded wires, 
which replaced 
more expensive 
copper wires, at the 
nedc san diego.

"We are definitely 

trying to determine 

what drives our cost, 

such as power and 

cooling. Prior to 

consolidation, a site 

may have metered 

power for the whole 

data center room 

and now we have 

technology that 

allows us to monitor 

our power and 

cooling better. I can 

cool more locally and 

that is certainly a big 

savings."

tina C. stillions is with the sPawar hq 
public affairs office.
lisa hunter provides strategic communica-
tions support to sPawar’s data center and 
application optimization office.
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Q&a

Rear Adm. Samuel J. Cox 
Director, National Maritime Intelligence-Integration Office
Commander, Office of Naval Intelligence 

As part of the Naval Intelligence realignment, Rear Adm. Samuel J. Cox, 
assumed command of the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) Nov. 30 and 
Director, National Maritime Intelligence-Integration Office (NMIO) Dec. 10 
in separate ceremonies at ONI headquarters in Suitland, Maryland and the 
Office of the Director of National Intelligence in Washington, D.C. 

The National Maritime Intelligence-Integration Office is the unified 
maritime voice of the United States Intelligence Community (IC). It 
operates as an IC "service of common concern" to integrate and streamline 
intelligence support, providing a whole of government solution to maritime 
information sharing challenges. NMIO neither collects nor produces 
intelligence. It breaks down barriers to information sharing and creates 
enabling structures and cultures to set the conditions for maritime 
partners to optimally share data.

rear adm. Samuel j. Cox

NMIO works at the national and inter-
national level to facilitate the integration of 
maritime information and intelligence col-
lection and analysis in support of national 
policy and decision makers, Maritime 
Domain Awareness (MDA) objectives, 
and interagency operations, at all lev-
els of the U.S. government. Its goal is to 
enable maritime stakeholders to proac-
tively identify, locate and track threats 
to the interests of the U.S. and its global 
partners.

Established in 1882, ONI is America’s 
longest continuously operating intel-
ligence service employing world-class 
analysts, engineers, technicians, lead-
ers and managers. Consequently, ONI 
maintains a position of unparalleled 
leadership in the collection, analysis 
and production of foreign naval scien-
tific, technical, geopolitical, and military 
intelligence, as well as transnational civil 
maritime intelligence. 

ONI employs approximately 3,000 
military and civilian Intelligence profes-
sionals including active and Reserve 
officers and enlisted Sailors and Marines 
and contracted personnel at the mod-
ern National Maritime Intelligence Cen-
ter facility in Suitland, Maryland and at 
other strategic locations around the 
world.

Cox's previous flag assignments 
included head of the Multinational Intel-
ligence Task Force investigating the 
sinking of the Republic of Korea warship 
Cheonan. He was a senior member in 
the Afghanistan-Pakistan Hands pro-
gram, and director of Plans and Policy 
(N5) and Fleet Intelligence for Naval 
Network Warfare Command. Rear Adm. 
Cox most recently served as the Director 
of Intelligence (J2), U.S. Cyber Command.

Q: With the recent Naval Intel-
ligence realignment, what is 

achieved by the end-state and what 
are the effects on NMIO and ONI?

A: from my perspective, the impact on 
the national maritime Intelligence-Inte-
gration office and the office of naval In-
telligence is actually not going to be that 
great internal to these organizations. The 
n2/n6 realignment will have a signifi-
cantly greater impact on the oPnaV staff. 
If you look at the deputy chief of naval 
operations for Information dominance 
Vice adm. Kendall card, who is also the 
director of naval Intelligence and deputy 
department of the navy chief Informa-
tion officer for the navy, he has quite a bit 
on his plate — [he wears] several different 
hats. over the last couple of years there 

has been a minimal presence of senior 
intelligence professionals on the oPnaV 
staff. This reorganization fixes that with 
the creation of the deputy director of 
naval Intelligence and also the assign-
ment of a one-star naval intelligence flag 
officer to the oPnaV staff as basically the 
cno’s intelligence briefer, all of which 
should be a big help to Vadm card. 

nmIo is a little bit different in that the 
organization is essentially administratively 
supported by the united states navy with 
a memorandum of understanding with 
the director of national Intelligence to 
serve as a service of common concern 
to the broader national maritime intelli-
gence community, which we can define 
later in greater detail, but it is a very wide 
range of government and non-govern-
ment, including federal, state, local, tribal 
and territorial governments, as well as 
commercial, academic and foreign part-
ners, who all have a stake in maritime 
intelligence. But nmIo takes its direction 
from the director of national Intelligence, 
and the navy is just providing this service. 

The money for nmIo, if you trace it 
back, comes from the national level. es-
sentially, national Intelligence gives the 
navy money to do a variety of things, 
one of which is to run nmIo in support 
of national Intelligence requirements. so 
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nmIo will keep doing what they have been doing for the last 
four years since the organization stood up. as we do that mission 
we get better at it. as the connections with the rest of the Intel-
ligence community and our maritime intelligence partners get 
better, the mission just continues to improve. 

meanwhile, onI is the source, or essentially the engine, for 
the navy to produce intelligence for the navy and maritime do-
main. It supports naval intelligence requirements, which, in turn, 
supports joint warfighting. But the analysis in onI is the same 
analysis that informs the nmIo piece. so we actually get effi-
ciencies by not having different analytic organizations that have 
redundancies or overlaps. we avoid that by having the national 
organization construct, nmIo, stay very small, very lean, kind of 
senior, focused on policy and maritime intelligence integration 
while onI continues its traditional role of collecting, processing 
and analyzing large amounts of intelligence all for the purpose 
of achieving a decisive warfighting advantage for the u.s. navy. 

Q: NMIO and ONI are separate organizations with 
one leader. What are the synergies between 

them, and what are the principal differences?

A: The synergies are that I’m dual-hatted, I’m the commander 
of onI and the director of nmIo and the initial savings is that I 
have one instead of two aides. other than that they are separate 
and distinct organizations, but we are in the same building so 
there is extensive coordination and communications between 
the two entities, and that has been ongoing for a long time. It’s 
less awkward now in the sense that since I control both organi-
zations, when it comes to setting the priorities for whatever type 
of analysis is going to be done, I only have to argue with the guy 
in the mirror. That actually results in significant efficiencies and 
we avoid redundancies. The principal difference is the mission 
focus of each organization. nmIo is focused on a very broad, 
inter-agency government, commercial, foreign set of custom-
ers, where onI is focused on support to the navy. But having 
said that, onI’s analyses frequently gets incorporated into the 
president’s daily brief. But essentially, whether it goes from onI 
via a national Intelligence production cycle or via nmIo, it is the 
same source of the analysis. so we don’t have any duplication or 
organizations fighting or competing with each other. 

In general, onI is very much focused on the warfighting re-
quirements of the united states navy, and nmIo is focused on, 
I would characterize it as, more on the security of the united 
states and our allies with a very strong homeland security flavor. 
But nmIo also focuses on other topics, for example, somali pi-
racy, which remains a high interest item for the national secu-
rity staff. It is not something the navy focuses a lot of time and 
energy on from an intelligence perspective but from a national 
requirement it is very high. so nmIo has the lead in coordinat-
ing with onI and coast guard and other foreign organizations 
around the world to make sure we get the best product to the 
national security staff. mostly, it is about the number of people 
doing the mission. nmIo has about 40 people total and onI — 
when you add everything up, including special communications 

centers and reserve units — gets to about 3,000.

Q: Regarding NMIO and the Global Maritime Com-
munity of Interest, can you please describe the 

community's stakeholders and recent successes? 

A: yes. The global maritime community of Interest, the acronym 
is gmcoI, is comprised of whoever has a need for intelligence 
and information to support security. It includes u.s. federal, state, 
local, tribal and territorial governments; the global maritime in-
dustry; academia; and our foreign partners. all of these have their 
unique maritime perspectives and requirements. nmIo’s task is 
to facilitate collaboration and information sharing. It’s right in 
our title, the integration of information. nmIo does not have au-
thority to compel anyone to do anything. It is entirely a collegial 
work-together organization to identify common concerns and 
issues and find the most efficient and cost-effective solutions 
that help the greatest number of customers. 

If you look across the u.s. government, for example, there are 
many organizations that have an important interest in maritime 
security. But within their particular organization, the maritime 
piece tends to be frequently relatively small and under-resourced. 
In the past, before nmIo was stood up, all these different smaller 
maritime organizations were pretty much on their own in trying 
to get national-level intelligence support. with the creation of 
nmIo and our ability to reach out and work with all of those folks 
and establish common requirements, we can go to the national 
Intelligence level with a much stronger position that will support 
a broader range of customers rather than every man for himself 
— which is how I would characterize it before nmIo. 

In many cases, these maritime organizations were under-
resourced, out of sight and out of mind from the primary mis-
sion of their parent organization, and they weren’t effective in 
breaking through the bureaucratic impediments within their or-
ganizations. now they have access without circumventing their 
own chain of command. Because we don’t have the authority to 
compel anyone to do anything, we are not a threat to other or-
ganizations’ budgets. This actually results in a much more effec-
tive approach to intelligence support to maritime security for the 
united states and its allies because we are viewed as an impartial 
source of maritime intelligence expertise. 

Q: What is your vision for the NMIO-ONI dual-hat di-
rectorship? What do you most want to achieve 

while in this historic position?

the national maritime 
Intelligence-Integration 
Office is the unified 
maritime voice of the 
united States Intelligence 
Community.

– http://nmio.ise.gov
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A: my primary purpose right now is to stop the constant reor-
ganization and put my foot on the accelerator and let people 
actually get some things done. There is a lot of work that has 
taken place in getting nmIo up and running and off the ground. 
anytime you establish a new organization in the washington bu-
reaucratic environment, particularly one that I would define as 
working for the common good, as the saying goes, the com-
mon good has no resource sponsor. so it’s very susceptible in 
the early stages to being strangled in the crib from a bureaucratic 
perspective. nmIo has done a lot of work with getting up and 
organized and getting the right alignment. There have been a 
couple of changes that had to be made over time, but I think it is 
about right now so the intent is to move forward rapidly. 

The end state, if I can be very blunt, is for nmIo to do ev-
erything we possibly can to ensure that there is never a 9/11 
that originates from the maritime environment. If I can put it in 
the basest possible terms, it is mostly about homeland security, 
counterterrorism and counter-proliferation [of weapons of mass 
destruction, illegal firearms and narcotics]; those are the main 
focus areas for nmIo.

for onI, the bottom line is to know the enemy and potential 
enemies and the intent is to create a decisive warfighting ad-
vantage for the united states navy. we do that primarily for onI 
at the strategic and operational level to understand current en-
emies and potential future enemies and inform our acquisition 
and organizational processes so we have the right resources to 
conduct our operations, and from an information advantage to 
make sure we have not been surprised by anything — including 
potential adversaries operating in the maritime domain. 

Q: The Intelligence Community has an interesting 
strategy to "move to the cloud." Would you de-

scribe ONI's involvement in transitioning to the cloud 
concept and the effects for Naval Intelligence?

A: onI is definitely moving toward the cloud. That is our inten-
tion, and we have been working with both odnI, the office of 
the director of national Intelligence, and the national security 
agency to move in that direction. having just come from a year 
and half at u.s. cyber command and naval network warfare 
command before that, which has now evolved into fleet cyber 
command, my view is that from the enhanced security perspec-
tive alone it is enough of a compelling reason to move toward 
the cloud. There is also the promise of resource and personnel 
resource synergies that will result in savings in going this way. I’ve 
been around long enough not to cash that check yet; although, I 
think eventually we will be able to achieve those savings. 

But the security aspect is critical. The other piece is that by 
going to the cloud it allows much greater ability for all the intel-
ligence agencies to be able to quickly share a wider range of data 
that will enhance everybody’s ability to do analysis and still be in 
a very secure environment. 

some of the difficulty is that in order to share data, there is a lot 
of up-front work that has to be done to tag data so that you have 
the classification, security and declassification in each discrete 

piece of data so that it all can work effectively within the intel-
ligence cloud. another challenge in going to the cloud is that 
while there is the promise of future savings projected, there are 
up-front costs in getting there. at the same time, you are trying 
to sustain legacy systems that in many cases are costing more 
and more to maintain but you don’t have the option of stopping 
them until the cloud gets going. many of these databases are 
supporting ongoing warfighting and they have to work until the 
cloud is up and running. It causes a significant budget crunch in 
the short term. so trying to get the money to make the transition 
so you can achieve the savings down the road is a significant 
challenge. 

Q: Have you been given a timeline to complete cer-
tain parts of the process to move to the cloud?

A: we have been working with an I2 prototype effort with odnI’s 
pilot cloud, and without getting too much into technical terms, it 
involves getting maritime intelligence into a data cloud that can 
be combined more rapidly with information from other agencies. 
The term for this is ghost machine; our part of this is projected 
to be up and running in march 2013. In terms of when we all get 
to the cloud, I don’t know of any specific task and timeframe that 
we are required to do that. my direction to the folks at onI is that 
my intent is not to be at the cutting-edge of Ic’s transition to the 
cloud, but I don’t intend to be the guy lagging behind last either. 
I want to be in the sweet spot of where we learn from the experi-
ences and mistakes of others but I don’t want to be the last one 
to get on board the train. 

Q: How do you envision the realignment in Naval 
Intelligence and bringing together the diverse 

expertise from the intelligence, information profession-
al, information warfare, meteorology/oceanography and 
Space Cadre communities will help leverage all the talent 
of these disciplines and provide the best support to In-
formation Dominance, and ultimately Navy warfighters? 
What will be the ultimate benefit to warfighters?

A: I’m a big believer in the information dominance concept and 
the community that we developed. There is great synergy that 
occurs by having the intelligence professionals in the same com-
munity as the information professionals, space cadre, ocean-
ography and metrology professionals in one team. It works es-
pecially well at the force provider and man, train, equip level. 

the Office of naval 
Intelligence is america’s 
premier maritime intelligence 
service and a core element of 
the u.S. navy’s Information 
Dominance Corps.

–www.oni.navy.mil.
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There are issues at the tactical warfighting level. If I could just 
back up a little, each of the communities within the Information 
dominance corps brings critical expertise that operational com-
manders require to fight. when you look across the 21st century, 
the drive is to increase specialization but also have the ability to 
quickly network those specializations into a common product. 

so our challenge on the intelligence side is to supply people 
who report to the operational commander who are no-kidding 
experts at intelligence and not having to spread their expertise 
too broadly too soon in their career and, therefore, not be par-
ticularly good in any one area. The idea is that up until the time 
someone has completed their commander 0-5 level, we call it a 
milestone, but you can think of it as a sea tour within the intelli-
gence and Idc community, and then after that we start branch-
ing out more to do cross-detailing and cross-pollination of the 
skill sets. If we do it correctly, it works. It makes the acquisition 
processes for all this a lot better. we will also improve the ability 
to do warfighting at the tactical level. 

But in some instances, you can have too much of a good thing 
so this has to be done very, very carefully and not lose the exper-
tise that results in another layer of generalists. In many respects, 
historically, the Intelligence community believed it wasn’t very 
well supported by the naval communications community. The 
communications officer had a whole other set of problems and 
intelligence wasn’t viewed as one of them. so the result was that 
over time independent stovepipe intelligence networks were 
created to move intelligence from one place to another because 
the regular communications systems couldn’t handle it. 

with the Idc, intelligence and communicators are in the same 
boat now. so we can solve these problems from the get-go, 
from the very beginning of the systems acquisition process and 
not try to do Band-aid [fixes] later in a warfighting environment. 
so from that perspective alone I think there is a heck of a lot of 
benefit that will result in operational commanders getting much 
better support to do their mission.

Q: The IDC is a couple of years old now. Do you think 
operational commanders in the fleet recognize 

the benefit?

A: That’s a good question. I would say right now it’s mixed. a 
number of operational commanders do, then some will ask 
the question: 'what’s broke that needs to be fixed?' others say 
we need to radically change. so we have the whole spectrum 
of views. I think what will happen over time is that the Idc will 
have to prove the value added that it brings to naval warfight-
ing. Then as the commanders become convinced that this is the 
right model, and again I would state that the Idc organizational 
structure at the oPnaV force provider, man, train and equip level 
and the Idc structure at the tactical warfighting structure won’t 
and shouldn’t be the same. They need to be tailored to sup-
port those particular levels of war. If we do that correctly, the 
operational commanders will then see the benefit and become 
believers.

certainly the senior leadership right now clearly recognizes 

the information domain and c4Isr as a critical warfighting pil-
lar. It’s not support, it’s not tail, if fact, if you look at the tooth to 
tail argument, I would argue that we don’t fit into either, we are 
the eyeball and ear and part of the brain. some of the debate 
is over the fact that it’s critical to every warfighting area, so the 
air warfare commander, surface warfare, subsurface, all have an 
important stake in the things that the Idc does and how well this 
pillar works and integrates with the other domains of warfare. so 
those are all the things that will have to be worked out very care-
fully, trained and exercised over the years to make it all work. 

Q: Beyond the organizational and personnel chang-
es, will there be changes in roles and responsibil-

ities, changes throughout Naval Intelligence and in doc-
trine as well? How important are unmanned platforms in 
the changes?

A: The realignment results in some organization changes but the 
fundamental building blocks of naval Intelligence are still essen-
tially the same. Particularly from onI’s perspective, we go from 
echelon II to echelon III, but other than that onI is still the same 
as it was before except with the enhanced capability of a two-
star being able to get into more decision-level meetings than 
the previous commanders did as an 0-6. That will be a big help. 
It’s also a signal to the Idc, the Intelligence community, and to 
the operational community that the navy is placing increased 
significance on this organization by having a two-star flag officer 
in charge of it. 

I don’t think there will be any big changes in doctrine. In many 
respects, naval Intelligence, and any other intelligence, has been 
recognized for 2,000 years as being critical to successful war-
fighting going back to sun Tzu. you can change the titles, but it 
still comes down to knowing the enemy in sufficient time to act. 
That’s the essence of what we do. 

as to unmanned platforms, they are going to have a big im-
pact in the future. I would argue that the use of the term ‘un-
manned’ creates a very false impression on people. I would 
prefer to call them ‘remotely piloted’ but in terms of unmanned 
platforms there is a big investment in TPed, tasking, process-
ing, exploitation and dissemination, that’s the term we use. as 
there are more of these platforms with more and more capabil-
ity, you get inundated by information and intelligence that you 
don’t have the manpower or the systems to adequately process 
so that back-end piece of it is actually a pretty significant invest-
ment in order to be able to take advantage of the increased ca-
pabilities that these supposedly unmanned systems bring. 

frequently, those exploitation pieces are not initially factored 
into acquisitions. They are viewed as an afterthought and some-
one will come up with a way to do this. But when you look at the 
vastly increased data that comes in, and it is not a trivial problem, 
and it’s not as though you can have an Is (intelligence special-
ist) look at 10 screens instead of two and expect that he is ac-
tually going to be able to detect something of significance in 
time. That is the significant challenge because that costs a lot of 
money in either getting the systems and automation right or to 
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be able to compensate for not having enough people or getting 
enough people if the automation isn’t where you need it to be. 
so that back-end TPed piece is still a very significant and critical 
problem.   

Q: You recently completed a tour as the Director of 
Intelligence (J2) of the U.S. Cyber Command. What 

role do you see ONI playing in supporting cyber warfare? 
Do you anticipate any other changes in Naval Intelligence 
when the Defense Department releases the rules of en-
gagement that will govern military action in cyberspace?

A: let me start from a general perspective. whether you are sup-
porting air warfare, surface warfare or cyber warfare, the primary 
purpose of intelligence is to penetrate as deeply into an enemy 
and potential enemy’s  research and development, training, edu-
cation and their acquisition process so that from a strategic sense 
we know long in advance what they are going to do before they 
do it. The same principle applies at the operational and tactical 
level as well. The same thing is going on in the cyber domain to 
penetrate adversaries’ research and development in cyber before 
they develop the tools so that we can have countermeasures in 
place before we get hit. 

cyber is particularly challenging in warfare because of the 
speed in which things happen. Because if you don’t have this 
advanced understanding of what the enemy’s going to do to you 
well before they do it then you have almost no hope of doing 
actual defense because it all happened too fast. for human rec-
ognition of the problem, in many cases, it is too late. from the 
navy’s perspective, we are as dependent as anyone else in dod 
on networks and the Internet to do our work and our business. 
so defending navy networks from cyber-attacks is critical. so we 
have a significant role in the intelligence to enable those in the 
navy who defend those networks to have advance warning of 
what’s going to happen before an enemy can do it. 

I don’t want to talk in an unclassified forum about the offen-
sive side other than to say that there is a lot of work to be done 
to prepare for those kinds of operations and it’s not a matter of 
you want to do them or not, or intend to do them or not, it is 
just the things as military professionals you have to do in order 
to be ready should the call ever come to do something like that. 
so we will be engaged in that. There are other organizations; the 
national security agency is by far the nation’s premier place that 
has the capability to do the intelligence collection and exploita-
tion to support cyber warfare. our intent is in no way to dupli-

cate anything they are doing, but to focus our efforts on those 
specific threats to navy networks, as well as specific things that 
navy cyber capability could be used for supporting other warfare 
domains. 

It is a huge task and we are just getting started with a new 
department called spectrum at onI’s nimitz operational Intelli-
gence center. They don’t do strictly cyber; they do the full range 
of non-kinetic warfare intelligence, which is consistent with how 
our potential adversaries are organized to do this. many of our 
adversaries don’t stovepipe cyber into a separate thing but rather 
the broad range of ew (electronic warfare), c5Isr (command, 
control, communications, computers and combat systems intel-
ligence, surveillance and reconnaissance.) so, as our purpose at 
onI is to understand the enemy, we organize the way they do 
because it is a better way to understand what our adversaries are 
going to do. nevertheless, there is a lot of work that will go into 
the cyber piece to generate the intelligence navy forces need. 

Q: Defense Secretary Leon Panetta has repeat-
edly discussed America's cyber vulnerability. He 

warned that the U.S. faces a catastrophic attack if its 
digital defenses are not strengthened, but some have ac-
cused Mr. Panetta of exaggerating such a threat. Since 
military networks ride on the publicly controlled Internet, 
does the possibility of a crippling attack concern you?

A: yes. Two things. secretary Panetta is definitely not exagger-
ating the threat. In fact, I think if people could see the classi-
fied data they would be very, very worried. now having said that, 
there are issues that adversely affect the way people view this 
and one is the sloppy use of the term attack. There is a tenden-
cy to view everything that happens in cyberspace as an attack. 
The reality is that most of it is nuisance activity, and then a big 
chunk is criminal activity, and the thing that affects us most now 
is espionage activity via cyberspace which is an extremely seri-
ous threat. as you go up the threat spectrum, you get to disrup-
tive attacks which are using botnets and things to disrupt. They 
don’t actually destroy anything, but if the disruptive event is large 
enough it could have a serious impact.

Then you have those cyber events which are actually destruc-
tive, either they destroy significant amounts of data or they cause 
a kinetic effect on computers by turning off power or causing 
machines to explode or go into asymmetric vibration and be po-
tentially lethal. Those destructive types of events are extremely 
rare but the disruptive ones are increasing. for example, we say 

"ONI is a national treasure with some of the most extraordinarily capable, dedicated, 

experienced analysts that you would ever find in the United States Intelligence 

Community. In some areas, like acoustic intelligence, as an example, nowhere else 

on the globe can anyone come even remotely close to what this organization can do 

in that domain. The folks who work here do incredible service to the nation and to 

the Navy."
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in the cyber world those “attacks” are increasing by a very large 
amount, but people see life goes on so what is the big deal? what 
we are, in fact, worried about are those events, which so far are 
extremely rare, but have the potential to be extremely damaging.

To be able to shut down the world’s Internet, that’s not go-
ing to happen. Turning off the power to the entire united states, 
that’s not going to happen. But well within the realm of possibili-
ties are smaller things that if coupled with, for example, a sophis-
ticated information operation — a psychological campaign — 
could have profound effects. you’ve seen in the press, attacks on 
wall street businesses. If those were to get effective enough to 
cause an uncontrolled run on the banks, that would have poten-
tially devastating effects on the u.s. economy. a low-end, unso-
phisticated attack could have a psychological effect that would 
have very profound impact. or even an attack that could shut 
off the power to lower manhattan for a short time could have a 
profound impact. The economic disruption is immense. 

Turning off traffic lights in a major metropolitan area would 
result in people being killed. you could easily have a cyber-event 
that could have a disruptive and political impact on the scale of 
[hurricane] Katrina. It may not result in deaths but it could have a 
serious, serious effect. The threat is only accelerating right now. 
so the dangers from these destructive and disruptive events are 
increasing at a very rapid rate. 

Q: It is very shocking to read in the press that ema-
nations and eavesdropping can still occur even 

when a computer is turned off when the previous think-
ing was that a shut-down computer is safe.

A: The things that can occur in cyberspace would blow most 
people’s minds. just because you think your computer is off and 
that camera is off, and it may look like it is off, maybe it is not. 
People need to be very, very concerned about that. They also 
need to be concerned about the role of oversight. many coun-
tries around the world that have this capability are using it to track 
and oppress their own people. so those people who are con-
cerned about their liberties have every reason to be, and it’s criti-
cal that our nation gets the oversight piece right. so that we can 
be both effective in the speed to operate in cyberspace, but yet 
still truly protect the liberties of the american people. 

The national maritime Intelligence center, located in suitland, maryland, is home to the nmIo and onI, and its four centers of excellence: 
the nimitz operational Intelligence center, the farragut Technical analysis center, the hopper Information services center and the 
Kennedy Irregular warfare center.

gen. alexander (commander, u.s. cyber command) very 
much dislikes the idea of balancing the security requirements 
of cyber versus the civil liberties requirements because it implies 
that you have to sacrifice one for the other. In his view it is like 
rails on a train track, you have to do both or else it doesn’t work. 
Those are important issues and very difficult ones with legal is-
sues [to consider]. 

Q: Is there anything else you would like to discuss 
about the important Naval Intelligence chang-

es?

A:  I would just add that nmIo is a relatively recent organization 
that is doing great and critical work that is really a new endeav-
or. In many respects it is a ‘herding cats’ job, but it is work that 
has to be done if we are going to close up the seams to protect 
our nation from threats from the maritime domain. 

onI has been around for a very long time. The name has ex-
isted for a long time. The actual organizations that were called 
onI have evolved over time. obviously, I’m the commander so I 
am a bit biased, but onI is a national treasure with some of the 
most extraordinarily capable, dedicated, experienced analysts 
that you would ever find in the united states Intelligence com-
munity. In some areas, like acoustic intelligence, as an example, 
nowhere else on the globe can anyone come even remotely 
close to what this organization can do in that domain. The folks 
who work here do incredible service to the nation and to the 
navy. 

frequently, it is unsung because what we produce gets 
briefed by other people and other organizations but the actual 
creation of the intelligence used in many, many places occurs 
here. It is very difficult because you just don’t turn the knob 
on the intelligence mission and intelligence pops out. These 
folks look at the chicken bones and the bits and pieces, and, 
in many cases, it’s essentially deceptive data because we are 
dealing with a thinking adversary that is trying to fool us. we are 
very good at looking through that and presenting to the navy a 
pretty clear picture of what the future threats are going to be in 
time for the navy [to respond].

I’m doing what I love with people who are a dream to work 
with. 
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Q&a

Capt. Tim Gallaudet Ph.D.  
Superintendent, United States Naval Observatory

Capt. Tim Gallaudet assumed duty as the 53rd Superintendent of 
the U.S. Naval Observatory Sept. 8, 2011. He graduated with distinc-
tion from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1989, receiving a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Oceanography. He received a Master’s Degree in Ocean-
ography from Scripps Institution of Oceanography in 1991. After 
receiving a Doctorate in Oceanography from Scripps Institution in 
2001, Capt. Gallaudet reported onboard USS Kitty Hawk (CV-63) 
which supported Operations Enduring Freedom in 2001 and Iraqi 
Freedom in 2003, for which he was awarded the 2003 Commander, 
Naval Air Forces Leadership Award. For Gallaudet’s complete bi-
ography go to the USNO website: http://www.usno.navy.mil/USNO/
tours-events/ChangeOfCommand2011Release.pdf. Capt. tim Gallaudet

Q: Can you talk about the USNO's 
mission and the services it 

provides to the Navy and public at 
large?

a: The united states naval observatory's 
mission is to provide astronomical and 
timing data that is essential for accurate 
and effective navigation, command and 
control, communications, targeting, and 
operation of space and cyber systems. 
usno's operations are vital to the navy 
and department of defense, the Intelli-
gence community (Ic), other government 
agencies, and the public at large.

usno's mission of Precise Time and 
astrometry (PTa) is really part of the key 
infrastructure upon which dod opera-
tions are built, and usno is the only orga-
nization with the mission to provide PTa. 
The interesting thing about infrastructure 
is that most people take it for granted, un-
til it's degraded or gone — just talk to the 
people recently hit by hurricane sandy. 

Q: Does the GPS and time data 
that the USNO provides in-

terface with the Navy navigation 
system? 

a: yes, it does. are you familiar with ecdIs, 
electronic chart display and Information 
system? our ships that use the electronic 
charting system currently receive their 

time through a ship’s internal navigation 
system called naVssI (navigation sen-
sor system Interface); it is in the process 
of transitioning to the gPs Positioning, 
navigation, and Timing system (gPnTs). 
Their time is provided primarily by the gPs 
constellation through an onboard gPs 
antenna. we provide that time to the gPs 
constellation. 

Q: 
So any Navy system that uses 
GPS and time data, for example, 

combat systems and Navy networks, 
rely on data provided by USNO, and it 
doesn’t matter which vendor devel-
oped it or what system it is?

a: yes, and that is the defense department 
policy. There is a joint chiefs of staff In-
struction and an osd cIo instruction that 
directs the department to use our time 
and directs us to provide the time as the 
authorized provider of dod time, and that 
is for all the services.

Q: 
As the official timekeeper for 
the Defense Department, can 

you explain the concept of an atomic 
clock? How do warfighters use 
the precision time data that USNO 
provides?

a: our atomic clocks are based upon the 
fact that atoms such as cesium, hydro-

gen and rubidium are composed of elec-
trons that have spin, and that spin can be 
aligned with their nucleus's spin in more 
than one way. as the electrons switch be-
tween different spins, they give off or ab-
sorb a very precise amount of energy. By 
a law of quantum mechanics, the energy 
can take the form of microwave radiation 
whose frequency is directly proportional 
to the energy (via Planck's constant). we 
measure the frequency of these micro-
waves. once we know the frequency, it is 
a technologically simple matter to com-
pute time. 

In practice, the atomic microwave fre-
quencies are converted to a 5 mhz sig-
nal, which is an electric signal that goes 
up and down five million times a second. 
Then we feed that signal into equipment 
that is designed to output a voltage spike 
every five millionth time the 5 mhz signal 
goes up. The rising edge of that spike sig-
nals the start of each second — to an ac-
curacy of a billionth of a second.

our master clock is actually a system 
with dozens of independent free-running 
atomic clocks. In any given system the 
more independent numbers or elements 
you have in the ensemble, the better 
the information you get when you aver-
age them; that’s why we have so many 
clocks. we have different types because 
each type of atomic clock has a different 
characteristic. clocks that use the cesium
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atom are very noisy on the short term but 
very stable on the long term, always cen-
tering around the correct average time. 
another type of clock we employ uses 
hydrogen and has very low short-term 
noise but in the long term it tends to drift 
off, so we use a balance of different clocks 
with different characteristics to produce 
what is called an operational time scale.

we’ve also just added four new clocks, 
with an atom called rubidium, which are 
the most precise operational clocks in the 
world. we designed them ourselves pri-
marily because the gPs III program, the 
next gPs system, has a more stringent 
time requirement, which is precision to a 
nanosecond, which is a billionth of sec-
ond. so to meet that requirement we had 
to build our own clocks; we just reached 
initial operational capability this year. we 
call them the navy rubidium fountains 
(nrf). 

many of the world’s labs that provide 
time don’t run continuously, but because 
we have a defense department require-
ment, our clock system is always opera-
tional, 24/7, always online, and it is the 
most precise operational clock system 
in the world. warfighters use the precise 
time we provide them for communication 
systems, command and control systems, 
intelligence operations, network opera-
tions, and data fusion.

Q: There have been a lot of 
press reports lately about 

hackers being able to spoof or hack 
GPS data; I imagine your security is 
very stringent?

a: It is, and that is the purpose of the 
new gPs III program. we participated in 
the development of the monitor station 
receivers for this system because of our 
expertise in timing technology, through 
which we monitor time of the gPs net-
work. The new signal that gPs III will 
use is more robust to jamming. In terms 
of computer hacking into the system or 
the vulnerabilities of gPs, I can say we are 
making efforts at a dod level to reduce 
those vulnerabilities. 

another interesting thing — gPs 
operates through a system of satellites 
that transmit radio signals to the user's 

receiver where a trilateration is performed 
to determine a position based on the time 
difference of arrival of those signals. The 
signals are electromagnetic waves that 
travel at the speed of light. The speed of 
light travels about a foot [in one nanosec-
ond], so if the precision of our clocks is 
within a billionth of a second, that pro-
vides for the theoretical positioning accu-
racy of one foot. 

for any kind of positioning and conse-
quent targeting applications, if you want 
to be accurate within a small area, pre-
cise time is important. The same goes 
for any kind of communications or com-
mand and control, whether satellite, sea 
or shore based: to communicate effec-
tively, a source and a receiver must be 
synchronized. when you lose synchro-
nization, you lose 'comms.' The term is 
drop sync; that’s the frequent reason why 
a shipboard radio, for example, might lose 
comms — whether through an error or 
signal delay or loss — and why precise 
time is so necessary to maintain continu-

ous communications. The same goes for 
computer networks too.

Q: Speaking of atomic clocks, 
the U.S. Army Research, 

Development and Engineering Com-
mand is developing miniature atomic 
clocks to be used by Soldiers. Is the 
USNO playing a role in this develop-
ment? Are they used in the Navy?

a: we call these chip scale atomic 
clocks. we have assisted osd and darPa 
(defense advanced research Projects 
agency) in preparing their program, in 
evaluating the development proposals, 
and in measuring progress. usno has 
also been involved in measuring the per-
formance of csac technology against the 
master clock. since then we have con-
sulted for other dod groups in specific 
implementations. They aren’t used much 
operationally in the navy now but much 
research is being done. They are not as 
accurate and precise but at a tactical level 

the navy rubidium fountain Clock no. 3, one of four such devices that 
are now part of the master Clock system. this device and its companions 
are the most precise clocks currently operating in the world. all uSnO 
photos by Geoff Chester/uSnO public affairs officer.



(for the dismounted soldier or seal team 
member) they may meet certain applica-
tions and that’s why a lot of research is 
being done. 

The army and navy labs are looking at 
them, and we have advised them both. 
we have a team of atomic physicists and 
engineers that work in our time depart-
ment that have been asked about per-
formance standards and certain research 
issues.

Q: USNO's website states that 
"the highest precision and 

accuracy in time dissemination is 
provided through Two-Way Satellite 
Time Transfer (TWSTT)." Can you 
explain how the two-way time trans-
fer method works?

a: The idea is that we send time signals up 
to a geostationary communications satel-
lite, which retransmits them to the user in 
the field. The user simultaneously shoots 
time signals towards us. Because the two 
signals travel over the same section of 
sky and ionosphere, the atmospheric dis-
tortions are almost the same each way. 
Therefore they cancel, and that makes 
it easier to compare our clocks with the 
remote clocks so as to keep users on time. 

To put this in context, we begin with 
our master clock that keeps precise 
time. But we then have to dissemi-
nate that time to users. we have sev-
eral ways of disseminating time that 
vary with respect to accuracy. some of 
your readers might remember dialing 
the number for time on rotary phones 
several decades past. we still provide a 
telephone time dissemination service 
that about 60,000 customers use each 
week. That is only accurate to a frac-
tion of a second. Then there is network 
Time Protocol (nTP), accurate to about 
1 millisecond, for dissemination to dod 
computer networks. 

dissemination via gPs is the most 
prevalent means used globally by our 
forces, with an accuracy of about 10 
nanoseconds. The most accurate is 
TwsTT with nanosecond level accu-
racy. our customers within the Intelli-
gence community use this form of time 
dissemination.

Q: The “great equatorial refract-
ing telescope” was first used 

in 1873. What updates have been 
made to this telescope? Does it 
work exactly the same way as it did 
when it was first built, aside from the 
added cameras?

a: The telescope is interesting. It is the 
oldest piece of navy operational equip-
ment still in commission. of course, you 
have the uss constitution in Boston — 
but that historic vessel is not really opera-
tional — it doesn’t deploy and lacks mod-
ern combat capability. 

This telescope has been used for navy 
astronomical needs and data collection 
since 1873. Then it was the largest tele-
scope in the world. a number of great dis-
coveries have been found with it, includ-
ing the two moons of mars by a usno 
astronomer. 

a major update of the telescope was 
performed back in the 1890s when the 
usno moved from the foggy Bottom 
area of d.c. up to our current location in 
georgetown heights. of course, the tele-
scope has been periodically refurbished 
since then, but you are correct, to a large 
extent the telescope works in much the 
same way it did when it was first built. 

however, the real heart of an astro-
nomical telescope is the device at the end 
of the telescope that records the focused 

image. Initially usno astronomers used 
their eyes and notebooks to record what 
they saw through the telescope. Photo-
graphic film was used with great success 
with the 26-inch throughout the years, 
and had the advantage that film is more 
sensitive to light than the human eye. 

currently, we use a high speed digital 
camera with the 26-inch telescope and 
utilize a technique called ‘speckle inter-
ferometry’ to compensate for the blur-
ring effect of the earth’s atmosphere. 
one interesting aspect of the science of 
astronomy is that a very old telescope like 
the 26-inch, when coupled with a mod-
ern camera, produces a cutting-edge 
instrument. nasa did the same thing with 
the hubble space telescope, performing 
several servicing missions to replace and 
modernize hubble's cameras, providing 
new and exciting capabilities in a very 
cost-effective manner.

although it looks like a late 19th century 
piece of equipment (because it is!), and 
it is not like some of the state-of-the-art 
telescopes that we have in our dark-sky 
site in flagstaff arizona, it still remains rel-
evant. It has a great lens and we still use 
it to collect bright star data for catalogs 
used by Trident missiles to navigate. 

what is a star catalog and why does 
dod care? To explain, we get into this 
topic of astrometry — not astronomy. 
astrometry is concerned with determin-
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the uSnO 26-inch "great equatorial" refracting telescope is located on 
the grounds of the u.S. naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., and it is 
included as part of the monday night tour when skies are cloudy.



ing the very precise positions, motions, 
and brightnesses of stars. we use those 
for navigation, positioning and targeting 
applications. an example is that we use 
the astrometry data that we collect with 
the 26-inch refractor telescope for the 
navy’s Trident missile program that I men-
tioned before. Trident missiles have star 
trackers on them that use the star cata-
log information basically to navigate and 
reach their targets. That’s how it was done 
in the early days of the u.s. navy during 
the age of sail using celestial navigation. 
There were tables constructed based on 
the given position of astronomical bodies, 
stars and planets, to chart your position 
on the earth. we have missile systems still 
using that technology today. 

Q: Fascinating. I read on the 
USNO website, that the Naval 

Observatory is one of the oldest sci-
entific institutions in the U.S.?

a: That’s true, it was originally established 
in 1830; it predates the smithsonian and 
national labs. It is a great place with a lot of 
history and a great mission. The contrast 
is interesting, we have this 19th century 
telescope and the superintendent’s origi-
nal house (now the vice president’s house 
at number one observatory circle) — it’s 
a wonderful Victorian-era mansion. But 
then next door, we have the very modern, 
cutting-edge nobel Prize-winning phys-
ics and engineering that goes into the 
master clock system. This year’s nobel 
Prize in physics went to dave wineland. 
The physics he won it for is central to our 

clock system.  he works for a collaborator 
of ours, the national Institute of standards 
and Technology, and he was working in 
atomic clock development. so we have 
recent nobel Prize-winning physics work 
being done here juxtaposed against this 
Victorian-era beautiful setting. 

Q: I read that a new survey cam-
era was incorporated into the 

astrograph telescope. What can you 
tell me about the advantages of the 
new camera?

a: a typical digital camera you can buy 
online or in an electronics store has about 
10 to 20 million pixels. The new camera 
we are using with our astrograph tele-
scope has almost 500 million pixels. with 
a camera that large, we can image a much 
larger area of the sky in a single exposure, 
and in the end produce much more accu-
rate star positions and star catalogs for 
the nation. our astrograph with the new 
camera is currently observing the north-
ern sky from the usno dark-sky site in 
flagstaff. Part of the usno PTa mission 
is to produce astrometric catalogs of the 
entire sky. 

The neat thing about it is it has the larg-
est charged-couple device (ccd) array 
in the world. again, we developed this 
technology in-house. In the navy, there 
is no supply system stock number for an 
atomic clock or astrograph telescope. 
so we had to develop it ourselves. we 
get some help from darPa  and onr, 
but much of it is so specialized, a niche 
area, so we do most of it ourselves. The 

Panoramic view of the u.S. naval Observatory shot in honor of its 182nd birthday in December.

traditional dod acquisition system is tai-
lored to large platforms and weapons 
systems, and not necessarily the unique 
applications we address. we circumvent 
that difficulty by speeding technology to 
operational applications quickly with our 
own internal research and development 
efforts.

Q: Are there any other new tech-
nologies that will affect the 

products USNO provides?

a: I did talk about the rubidium fountain 
clocks. It would be hard for me to simplify 
the advances in physics for the atomic 
clock system. we don’t like to advertise 
[our advanced technologies] because we 
don’t want to give adversaries a com-
petitive advantage. we tend to talk about 
advances in generic terms so we retain 
that expertise and advantage. 

as far as the astrometric telescope that 
we are putting online, the technology is 
very new and we are working to spread 
the technology across the dod at large. 
There are dod systems that use our star 
catalogs with star trackers. There are a 
number of strategic air systems that use 
our star catalogs, the B-2 and the rc-135 
rivet joint are strategic aircraft and there 
are a couple of other applications as well. 
The star trackers have to be accurate just 
like the star catalogs. we are working 
across dod and the national military labs 
to improve the detectors and sensors.

Q: In 1989, the USNO developed 
the Navy Precision Optical 
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Interferometer to produce space 
imagery and astrometry. Could you 
talk about its capabilities and how 
it differs from its predecessor, the 
Mark III Interferometer?

a: using the modern technique of astro-
nomical interferometry, the usno pro-
duces very precise astrometric images 
of celestial objects, both at the radio and 
optical ends of the electromagnetic spec-
trum. The nPoI is our optical wavelength 
interferometer located in flagstaff. The 
mark III, located on mount wilson near 
Pasadena, california, was the develop-
mental predecessor of the nPoI. 

The technique of interferometry works 
by combining the light from a number 
of separate individual telescopes into a 
coherent single data stream, and the more 
telescopes that are used in that combina-
tion the better the result. so the princi-
pal difference between the nPoI and its 
predecessor, the mark III, is in the num-
ber of telescopes that can be combined; 
the nPoI can combine the light from six 
separate telescopes simultaneously to 
make higher quality images and improve 
astrometry. 

It really is a telescope array with a num-
ber of elements that when you add them 
together produce a highly resolved image. 
you can apply the same principle for 
acoustic arrays on navy ships. you have 
receiving elements or transducers and 
that’s how navy ships or submarines find 
other ships or submarines, they use these 
arrays of sensors. we do the same thing at 
usno, we have an array of telescopes and 
this one is our most precise telescope. 

we are trying to determine the accu-
rate positioning of stars and the best way 
to do that is by using angular width. To 
understand this, the angular width of the 
entire sky from horizon to horizon is 180 
degrees. But that’s a pretty wide [mea-
surement] and we need to determine 
star positions much more precisely. each 
degree in the 180 degrees is composed 
of 60 minutes, and each minute is com-
posed of 60 seconds, and a thousandth of 
a second is a milliarcsecond. That's about 
the angular width of neil armstrong when 
he was standing on the moon, as seen 
from the earth. The nPoI has a resolution 

of about 16 milliarcseconds. It is a very 
minute resolution. 

we have a number of different tele-
scopes for different targeting and posi-
tioning applications, all of which require 
catalogs of different types of stars. we 
support the air force space command, 
and we give them star catalog data for 
what they call ssa, or space situational 
awareness. They track space objects so 
our satellites don’t run into them. so how 
do they know what those objects are? 
They need a reference background so 
they know that an object, for example, 
is an asteroid and not a satellite or space 
junk — and there is a lot of space junk 
out there. so we update that reference 
background every year because the stars 
move. we are in a galaxy that is rotating 
and moving. stars in the galaxy move [in 
orbits] around the center, stars outside the 
galaxy move apart, and they all change 
which is why we continuously sense their 
positions.

Q: USNO has an amazing mis-
sion — is there anything else 

you would like to discuss?

a: The naval observatory is under the 
commander, naval meteorology and 
oceanography command (cnmoc), 
which is under u.s. fleet forces com-
mand, and we are part of the larger infor-
mation dominance community. our role, 
much like the cnmoc, is that we charac-
terize the battlespace. conventionally, the 
maritime battlespace consists of surface 
sea and undersea missions to the seabed, 
and it goes up in the atmosphere if you 
are doing Bmd, ballistic missile defense, 
strike, Isr, and other missions. 

But in today’s information age, with 
increasing demands for faster communi-
cations and more precise positioning, our 
battle space has extended far beyond the 
atmosphere to include the stars in the sky 
that we use to position our own satellites 
and sensors. 

our role is predictive battlespace 
awareness so my command covers the 
battlespace that is above the atmosphere 
out to space — and we not only determine 
their current positions and movement, 
but we also predict their future positions 

and movement. also, usno represents 
an extremely high return on investment. 
for a modest annual budget of less than 
$20 million a year for all types of appro-
priations, we ensure the effective and safe 
operation of numerous multibillion-dollar 
dod capabilities, including gPs, Isr sat-
ellites, the department’s unclassified and 
classified computer networks, and the 
navigation and targeting systems that 
depend upon them. 

The time thing is really interesting; it is 
becoming more and more important for 
us due to the increased requirements for 
precise time and its dissemination in the 
dod. That is why I was named the dod 
PTTI (Precise Time and Time Interval) 
manager, with direct reporting authority 
to the osd cIo for all requirements, s&T 
plans and policies regarding dod precise 
time. 

even in the days of the Pony express, 
information traveled slowly. we are 
approaching the 200th anniversary of 
the Battle of new orleans, which didn’t 
even have to be fought because a peace 
treaty had been signed in england two 
weeks earlier. nowadays, information is 
so much more pervasive and it travels so 
much more quickly; now we can’t func-
tion without precise time. If we didn’t 
have precise time and rapid exchange of 
information we wouldn’t be able to do our 
mission. There is a book by a guy named 
james gleick, called 'faster' ('The accel-
eration of just about everything') that 
talks about how that is just the nature of 
modern life.

Q: I was reading about how the 
U.S. pivot to Asia is going to 

require better satellite and communi-
cations coverage.

a: yes, and as I discussed, our role is to 
support that capability with precise time. 
But a related issue is the anti-access, area 
denial (a2/ad) threats in the region that 
might prevent communications and even 
navigation with gPs through jamming. so 
we are involved in a number of efforts to 
provide for the ability for PnT, position-
ing, navigation and timing, in these a2/
ad environments. our focus is to better 
leverage the alternate, non-gPs means of 
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PnT I mentioned; TwsTT is one example. 
I want to conclude with a frequently 

quoted phrase ‘People are our most 
valuable asset.’ nowhere is this more true 
than at usno. highly skilled, trained and 
educated. Innovative and disciplined. we 
conduct much of our own research to 
speed technology to capability.

Q: Is everyone a scientist at the 
observatory?

a: no, but we do have the sharp-
est atomic physicists, mathematicians, 
astronomers and engineers in the navy. 
several have worked with a number 
of nobel Prize-winning physicists and 
are doing cutting-edge work. I am very 
proud to represent such interesting, 
hard-working people. But, we also have 
financial, personnel, and IT professionals 
all working as a team. we have a former 
yeoman in the navy running personnel. It 
is very diverse command in that respect, 
a wonderful mix of people. 

Q: Do you worry about recruit-
ing scientists for USNO?

a: I do. It is a concern everywhere. The 
dod pay scales can’t compete with 
industry or the big national labs but our 
staff is committed, and it isn’t about the 
money for them. It is a lot of work, but we 
know where to go to find the scientists 
and engineers we need. 

Q: Have you always been inter-
ested in science?

a: I always wanted to be an oceanogra-
pher, but I generally like science. coming 
to this command has been a blessing for 
me. I watch shows on the science chan-
nel, like 'Through the wormhole' and 
shows about space and cosmology at 
home. so working here doesn’t feel like 
work — it’s fun. 
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the 61-inch Kaj Strand astrometric telescope, the largest telescope located at 
uSnO's flagstaff Station in arizona.

the u.s. naval observatory

usno is a fourth echelon operational command reporting to the commander, naval meteorology and 

oceanography command (cnmoc). The observatory's headquarters are located in washington, d.c., with 

field activities located at the naval observatory flagstaff station (nofs) in flagstaff, ariz., and the usno 

alternate master clock located at schriever air force Base near colorado springs, colo.

The u.s. naval observatory performs an essential scientific role for the united states, the navy and the 

department of defense. Its mission includes determining the positions and motions of the earth, sun, moon, 

planets, stars, and other celestial objects, providing astronomical data; determining precise time; measuring 

the earth's rotation; and maintaining the master clock for the united states. observatory astronomers 

formulate the theories and conduct the relevant research necessary to improve these mission goals. This 

astronomical and timing data, essential for accurate navigation and the support of communications on earth 

and in space, is vital to the navy and department of defense. It is also used extensively by other agencies of 

the government and the public at large.

The observatory consists of four scientific departments: astrometry, astronomical applications, earth 

orientation and Time service. each department is responsible for specific products and services tailored to 

end-users within both the dod and civilian environments.
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Q&A

Rear Adm. Jonathan White  
Oceanographer and Navigator of the Navy

Rear Adm. Jonathan White holds the position of “oceanographer of the 
U.S. Navy” and is the 20th person to do so since its inception in 1960. 
Assigned to the Chief of Naval Operations staff, White is head of the 
Oceanography, Space and Maritime Domain Awareness directorate 
(OPNAV N2N6E). He also serves as head of the Navy's Positioning, Naviga-
tion and Timing directorate and he holds the title “navigator of the Navy.”  
In addition, White is director of the Navy's Task Force on Climate Change, 
the naval deputy to the National Oceanic and Space Administration, and 
director of the Office of the DoD Executive Agent for Maritime Domain 
Awareness.

The nation's quality of life and economic well-being are both criti-
cally dependent on the security of the global seas. On the heels of 
superstorm Sandy and Arctic Sea ice at its lowest extent ever recorded, CHIPS asked Rear Adm. White 
to discuss the consequences of climate change in regard to navigation and naval infrastructure and 
national security.

Q: Can you talk about your role 
as director for the Oceanog-

raphy, Space and Maritime Domain 
Directorate under the Deputy Chief 
of Naval Operations for Information 
Dominance (N2/N6E)?

A: My code on the OPNAV staff is N2/
N6E, where the 'E' stands for environ-
ment. As part of the Information Domi-
nance Corps, my responsibility is to 
provide information about the physical 
environment to enable the Navy and joint 
force to make the right decisions faster 
and better than the adversary — to pro-
vide decision superiority. We also play an 
important role in making decisions for the 
safe and effective operation of our fleet 
on a day-to-day basis — so ships are not 
running into hurricanes or typhoons, not 
running aground — and making sure that 
our aviators operate safely as well. 

There are two parts to that. When I 
say environment, I mean oceanogra-
phy, meteorology, and the timing and 
navigation parts of the environment. I 
mean space, as well, in how we are using 
objects in the space environment to allow 
us to do our job better. Maritime domain 
awareness is just this all-encompassing 

rear adm. Jonathan White

mission, knowing everything about the 
physical environment but also under-
standing where all the ships are that travel 
around the oceans. We do a great job of 
keeping track of all the aircraft around the 
world. If an aircraft launches, it has to have 
a flight plan. People know it’s out there, 
they track the aircraft. We’ve done that all 
over the world pretty much, except for 
maybe a few people who’ve built things in 
their garages and don’t go above a couple 
thousand feet. 

We don’t have the same level of knowl-
edge for all of the ships, but as you can 
appreciate, given the threats of terrorism 
and criminal activities, we need to have a 
good picture of basically everything that’s 
out there, on the surface of the ocean and 
undersea. When you put all that together, 
it’s a big job. It’s [about] knowing as much 
as we can about the physical environ-
ment and what’s out there in the maritime 
world.

 

Q: Does the Navy still use the 
Electronic Chart Display and 

Information System - Navy (ECDIS-N), 
introduced in 2005? 

A: Yes, we do. It is the system that is man-

dated right now for our surface forces. 
But not all of our ships have it yet, Sharon. 
Across the Navy, there are 285 ships that 
range anywhere from over 30 years-old 
to brand new. It takes a while to get these 
updated, to get all of our systems and our 
Sailors and civilians certified to use them, 
so we’re in progress towards making that 
our standard for navigation. We’ve come 
a long way, but we have a ways to go. 

Q: How many ships have the 
system installed?

A: I think it’s close to 80 percent right 
now. 

Q: As far as some of the prob-
lems with ships running 

aground and collisions in the past, 
is one of the problems not having 
the added safety feature of the elec-
tronic navigation system?

A: That’s a complicated topic. There’s a 
couple of different navigation systems 
that basically tell you where you are at a 
given time, that keep you from running 
aground or going somewhere that you’re 
not supposed to be, like inside of some-



body else’s territorial sea. It’s making sure 
that you’re in the right place at the right 
time. as far as traffic, we have different 
systems that allow cos and bridge watch 
standers to know where other things are 
in terms of radar and other types of con-
tacts, so we don’t have collisions at sea. 

with navigation, it’s where you are, and 
how to get from point a to point B safely.  
electronic navigation systems have actu-
ally helped that. But it’s like anything else, 
whether you’re using paper charts, elec-
tronic charting, an iPhone or a garmin, 
your knowledge of where you are and 
where you’re going is only as good as the 
data and information that’s inside of it. 

I’m sure you, just like all of us, have used 
a garmin, iPad or iPhone and found your-
self basically saying, ‘This thing isn’t right.’ 
It’s telling you to go somewhere that 
doesn’t exist, or it’s telling you to go down 
a street that may be one-way. data is not 
infallible. This applies to paper charts as 
well. what electronic charting has done 
is put the most up-to-date information at 
our fingertips when we need it. so, I think 
it has really improved our ability to navi-
gate safely on the high seas, but unfortu-
nately, I also believe there’s a danger with 
electronic navigation. we tend to rely on 
it as being 100 percent accurate all of the 
time, and it’s not. we still need to double-
check and ensure that the information 
that was provided to us from electronic 
systems is accurate and updated. If we 
find things that are wrong, we’ve got to 
make sure we let the authorities know so 
that they can send updates out to other 
ships to navigate safely and make correc-
tions as necessary.
 

Q: In 2009, Task Force Climate 
Change created the Arctic 

Roadmap to address the changing 
Arctic. What would you say is the 
greatest threat to our environment 
in regard to the changes in Arctic 
weather?

a: That’s a tough one. The arctic is sort 
of like a thermostat of climate change, 
if you will, but there are other ones out 
there, as well, including glaciers and the 
antarctic ice shelf. so we use it as one 
of the tools to monitor what’s happen-

ing with global climate change, but if you 
look at the arctic and what is happen-
ing, there’s a couple of things that come 
to mind. one is that as land-based ice 
melts, we end up adding more water to 
the ocean. add that to thermal expansion 
as the oceans warm, and the result is sea 
level rise, which could be very dangerous 
to global coastlines. we know there are 
many nations — including ours — that 
have a high population density in coastal 
areas that are not much above sea level.  
I recently moved here from just north of 
the city of new orleans. new orleans 
is actually below sea level. even a small 
amount of sea level rise could have a 
major impact. long term — that may be 
our most dangerous risk. 

nearer term, we have issues with peo-
ple trying to get into the arctic. The arc-
tic promises a wealth of resources. There 
are natural gas, oil and mineral resources.  
we’re seeing increases in fish populations 
in the arctic as warming oceans allow 
fish to migrate from lower to higher lati-
tudes. Transit routes are opening up, so 
we see more shipping traffic. more of our 
population is going to be up in the arc-
tic. That is hazardous because we don’t 
fully understand the arctic environment 
and some of the perils of operating in 
the high latitudes. arctic weather is harsh 
and changes rapidly; there could be dan-
gerous ice floes even though the arctic 
may be melting in terms of overall ice 
coverage. 

consider the deepwater horizon spill, 
and how hard that was to respond to.  
what if we had an oil spill of that volume, 
that magnitude in the arctic? Think of all 
the towns and all [of] the infrastructure 
we have on the gulf coast, the cities that 
had oil booms, ships that could help con-
tain the oil and treat it with the disburse-
ment chemicals. what do you do if there’s 
an oil spill north of alaska, north of rus-
sia, or north of canada? we have limited 
means to be able to respond. 

a lot of cruise ships are going into the 
arctic. There are not that many from the 
u.s., but many other nations, especially 
the european nations, are sending more 
and more cruise ships. what if there was 
an accident, like we had with the costa 
concordia cruise ship from Italy about 

a year or so ago? what if that happened 
in the arctic? we don’t have the type of 
emergency access and rescue equip-
ment assets to be able to respond. so 
I’ve given you a whole laundry list of haz-
ards from the long-term ones associated 
with climate change and sea level rise to 
the shorter term ones, like more of our 
human population living or operating in 
the arctic, probably in the near future, at 
least within the next decade or two.

Q: I know there’s still a lot of 
study to be done and deci-

sions to be made, but some people 
say that there could be benefits to 
the Arctic opening up. Are you look-
ing at any positives that the open 
seas in the Arctic may help the Navy 
or help the nation?

a: I’m not sure it’s going to help the navy 
or not. That’s another ocean we will 
have to be involved in — we may have to 
build more ships and that would be more 
expensive — I don’t know. That’s above 
my pay grade, by the way. certainly con-
gress would have something to say about 
that as well. But more seriously, I think it 
does have great benefits. I talked about 
some of them. we do have resources in 
the arctic that could be a great boon to 
our population, which is so reliant on oil 
and other petroleum-based resources.  
we know that you can save a lot more 
time by transitting route through the arc-
tic than you can by going through the 
Panama canal or suez canal. shortening 
the transit times for some nations will be 
a great benefit. 

Q: I understand that CNO has 
placed a great deal of impor-

tance on the Arctic and climate 
change — can you talk about any of 
the organizations that you are part-
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"Maritime domain awareness 

is just this all-encompassing 

mission, knowing everything 

about the physical environment 

but also understanding where 

all the ships are that travel 

around the oceans. "
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nering with or any other groups that 
you’d like to reach out to? 

a: first, I’m going to talk about the 
national level. we have a very close part-
nership with noaa, the national oce-
anic and atmospheric administration. 
They deal with u.s. domestic concerns 
regarding the arctic and climate change. 
as with any ocean, the navy’s focus is on 
national security. The coast guard, which 
falls under the department of homeland 
security, is focused on the security of 
our territorial waters, including our arctic 
waters, and also the interests of the over-
all security of our homeland and people. 
There is a partnership effort between 
navy and noaa and the coast guard in 
terms of trying to understand how cli-
mate change in the arctic, as well as  the 
rest of the world, will present challenges 
near term and long term, and the impacts 
that might have on global society. 

so, those are two that we’re in close 
partnership with right now. we are also 
partnering with other governmental 
agencies like nasa, the department of 
energy, the department of the Interior — 
all these agencies have a role in under-
standing the impact of climate change 
and an ice-free arctic. climate change 
has had a big impact on the department 
of energy in terms of the energy that will 
be required to possibly deal with more 

extreme temperatures and weather.  
There are a lot of pieces involved, and we 
work very closely with them. 

one thing that I am an advocate for is 
taking a more cohesive approach among 
all the interagency partners to understand 
and predict changes in our atmosphere 
and oceans, from daily forecasts of severe 
weather events to long-term climate 
forecasts. If we pool our resources, I’m 
convinced that we can do a better job, 
that we can have the world’s foremost 
capability to make a forecast for a specific 
place less than one hour from now, or to 
describe climatic conditions there in 30 
years. we ought to have a national plan to 
be able to do that. so we’re working with 
our partners to try to get to that end goal. 

on the international side, we have the 
arctic council. There are eight arctic 
nations involved — I think you probably 
know who they are — the u.s., canada, 
norway, Iceland, finland, denmark, 
sweden and russia. Those eight nations 
either have coastlines in the arctic or 
they’ve operated in the arctic for many 
years. we’re focused in trying to partner 
with those nations to understand how 
we [can] work together to resolve the 
issues. we’ve been able to make a lot of 
progress. for example, the arctic council 
sponsored the arctic search and rescue 
Treaty, which divides search and rescue 
responsibilities for the entire arctic. we’re 

looking to do a similar type of thing for oil 
spill incidents or other types of natural or 
manmade disasters. 

Partnerships will be critical because it’s 
expensive to operate in the arctic. It’s a 
long way up there, it’s very cold, and there 
are not a whole lot of places where you 
can build a base, an infrastructure, a deep 
water port, and those kinds of things. It’s 
extremely expensive. just to buy things at 
a grocery store in alaska, not even in the 
arctic, costs about twice or three times 
what it would cost to buy it here in d.c. 
how can we make sure that we can part-
ner with other nations to share respon-
sibility, leverage each other’s bases, ice-
breakers and assets to make sure we’re 
doing everything efficiently as partners? 

Q: Though concern over climate 
change affecting national 

security has long been an issue, 
the most recent hurricane (Sandy) 
has brought the issue to the fore-
front. Five military installations are 
directly threatened by their proxim-
ity to anticipated higher sea levels, 
including Norfolk Naval Station. Is 
the Navy taking any steps now to 
protect its bases?

a: sea level is currently rising a few mil-
limeters a year, so we see this as a chal-
lenge of the future but not a crisis. we 

arcTIc ocean (march 19, 2011) sailors and 
members of the applied Physics laboratory Ice 
station clear ice from the hatch of the seawolf-
class submarine uss connecticut (ssn 22) as 
it surfaces above the ice during IceX 2011. u.s. 
navy photo by mass communication specialist 
2nd class Kevin s. o'Brien.
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must consider future sea leve rise and 
enhanced storm surges when doing 
infrastructure development planning, but 
this subject is fairly new and we’re not 
sure of the best way to do it. The office 
of the secretary of defense is sponsor-
ing a series of studies to develop a proper 
methodology for future assessments.

In the near term, we’re more con-
cerned about storm surges. we do a good 
job of predicting storm surges from hur-
ricanes now. for instance, we knew what 
the storm surge level was going to be in 
new jersey and new york for hurricane 
sandy. we knew roughly what it might be 
with hurricane Katrina back in 2005. But 
even though we sometimes know what 
the level is going to be, we don’t exactly 
know which inlets, which rivers, which 
creeks, which harbors or whose backyard 
is going to be impacted by that much 
water. when it comes down to localized 
effects, it’s extremely hard to model. It’s 
like spilling a glass of water or a cup of 
coffee and trying to predict which way 
the spill is going to go and what’s going 
to get wet. There are a lot of variables in 
trying to model something like that. 

from a civil engineering perspective, 
we need to know where things fail, like 
electrical infrastructure or roadways, for 
example. That’s been a longtime issue in 
florida, where I grew up. you know, the 
hurricane evacuation route is I-95 up the 
east coast. what happens if I-95 gets 
inundated? what happens with I-10, the 
evacuation route along the gulf coast, 
which, by the way, was shut down after 
Katrina because of the bridges that were 
wiped out? 

so looking at the points of impact is 
very important to our nation. are we con-
cerned? sure we’re concerned. like I said, 
norfolk, san diego, jacksonville and new 
orleans are at risk, as well as overseas 
bases like diego garcia. look at some of 
our territories, like american samoa and 
guam. In the global environment, look 
at myanmar or Bangladesh, for example. 
hundreds of thousands of people liv-
ing within a couple of inches of sea level 
without a lot of infrastructure. 

It’s not just navy infrastructure, it’s 
also dod infrastructure. Bear in mind, if 
norfolk floods due to a hurricane or a 

nor’easter, there’s an air force base down 
the road called langley, the headquar-
ters of the air combat command, which 
usually gets flooded worse than the navy 
base in norfolk because of the way the 
water comes inland up through the 
chesapeake Bay. another point, is that we 
don’t want to spend money before need. 
we want to take a deliberate and respon-
sible approach to our strategic planning 
to prepare for the challenge before it 
becomes a crisis that results in knee-jerk 
reactions. 

Q: Are there any new tech-
nologies in the science of 

meteorology to help predict massive 
storms such as Hurricane Sandy?

a: yes, there are, there always are. we 
in the navy, with our interagency part-
ners, do a pretty good job in weather 
prediction, but I think we could do bet-
ter in long-term predictions. But in terms 
of weather forecasting, for hurricanes, 
typhoons and nor’easters, big snow 
events, big rain events, flooding and those 
kinds of things, we’ve come a long way. 

one way to look at this in terms of 
weather forecasting is that every 10 years, 
over the last 50 years or so, we’ve gained 
a day in accuracy. what was accurate as 
a three-day forecast back in the 1980s is 
now accurate as a five-day forecast. and 
that’s true with hurricanes and typhoons 
as well. Back in the 80s, we didn’t even do 
five-day forecasts in the western Pacific 
for tropical storms or for hurricanes in 
the atlantic and in the gulf of mexico. we 
only did three-day forecasts. 

now we do five-day forecasts and they 
are darn accurate. look at the forecasts 
for hurricanes Katrina, sandy, Irene, Isa-
belle, and other ones we’ve had over the 
last 10 years or so. They were extremely 
accurate forecasts in terms of speed 
and direction, but they were not always 
as accurate in terms of intensity. It’s very 
hard to forecast the intensity of these 
storms, so that’s one effort that we’re 
putting a lot of research into: what are 
the factors that either cause these hurri-
canes to really intensify, to maintain their 
intensity, or in some cases, to fall apart 
right before they come ashore? a lot of 

experts that work for universities — that 
are funded by the national science foun-
dation, by the office of naval research, 
the air force research laboratory, army 
research laboratory, or privately funded 
by the weather channel and others — are 
doing significant research.

what’s the impact? what’s the impact 
on a local area, town or city if you get a 
lot of rain, if you get four days of about 
three inches of rain per day, what’s going 
to cause major flooding and what’s not? 
If you have a storm surge of 12 feet along 
the coast of new jersey and new york, 
which areas are going to be the hardest 
hit? how can I predict that in advance so I 
can make sure that we get the people out 
of there, make sure they’re warned? 

another area of interesting research 
is in regard to human behavior. how do 
people react? how do we influence them 
to evacuate or not? how do we get the 
information to them? how do we make 
it clear and decisive in nature? If there’s a 
hurricane coming right now, people are 
going to four or five different weather 
sites on the Internet, on different cable 
channels, whether it’s cnn, nBc, fox 
news, your local news. They’re hearing all 
this and sometimes there’s an informa-
tion overload, and they’re not sure what 
to do. so the human factors are another 
piece. 

The navy has made huge gains in being 
able to understand the probability of the 
outcome of an event. not just the fore-
cast that you’re going to get 60 knots 
of wind, but what’s the probability of 50 
knots? when do I need to get ships out of 
the way? If I tell you it’s a 50/50 chance, 
it darn sure could happen. But if I say it’s 
a 95 percent probability that there is not 
going to be 50 knot winds in norfolk, the 
fleet commander will probably take that 
risk and not evacuate all the ships from 
port. 

These are the kind of decision-based 
tools that we’re putting into play in the 
navy. ensemble forecasting and proba-
bilistic forecasting are helping to make 
better decisions in the future. extend that 
out to when our children are our age, a 
10-day forecast may be able to tell them 
whether or not they’re liable to have a 
hurricane.



Q: Do you have any concerns 
from the Navy perspective 

about the gap in the weather satel-
lite coverage? 

a: I do have some concerns. The cost of 
things in space has increased astronomi-
cally — pardon the pun — it just seems 
like it costs more and more and takes lon-
ger and longer to get something in space. 
fuel costs, the cost to build instruments, 
or whatever it is. I don’t really understand 
why it costs so much, but I think we’re 
about a decade behind on the technol-
ogy we need to have in space. 

I could take you to laboratories that 
are building instruments that give you an 
amazing amount of information about 
what’s happening in the atmosphere, in 
the ocean, and over land, but it seems like 
it takes a long time to get that technol-
ogy into space. I am concerned about the 
space program. earlier I mentioned build-
ing a zero-hour to 30-year model of the 
atmosphere, the ocean and of ice. The 
name of that initiative is the earth system 
Prediction capability, or esPc. It’s largely 
a partnership between navy and noaa 
right now, and we’re both investing in it. 
In the future, we’re hoping to bring other 
agencies in as well to have a common 
national investment toward this goal.

Q: Can you talk about the new 
Navy Space strategy that 

your office is developing? 

a: I can talk about it in general. first, I’ll 
tell you that space is a vacuum and it 
sucks much of my time away from me 
while I’m in the Pentagon. other than 
that, it’s interesting in that it provides 
us with great capabilities for looking at 
what’s happening on the earth, and also 
outside the earth. once you get out of 
the earth’s atmosphere, you can see a 
lot more clearly into space. we need to 
be able to operate in space as a navy to 
facilitate effective communications, like 
voice communications, emails, sending 
information and imagery. so we need 
high bandwidth. 

The navy and dod, just like every-
body else, are starved for bandwidth. a 
lot of information moves through space, 

and we’re certainly going to need more 
bandwidth in the future. we use the abil-
ity of satellites to monitor what’s happen-
ing around the world, to basically look 
at things. The imagery actually comes 
from space, whether it’s satellite imag-
ery of atmospheric and oceanic factors, 
or intelligence imagery, like threats to our 
soldiers and sailors on the ground. 

There’s another piece that I talked 
about earlier — our ability to navigate 
accurately. gPs is a space tool and we 
have a gPs satellite constellation. other 
nations are putting a lot of things into 
space as well. It’s expensive to get stuff 
into space but the return on investment 
is great, so we’re seeing other nations put 
their own communication satellites in 
space, their own imagery satellites, and 
their own navigation systems. conse-
quently, space is becoming crowded. 

our superior level of information dom-
inance is based, in part, on our invest-
ment in space assets. as other big play-
ers begin to populate space with their 
assets, we may need to figure out how 
to get along and ensure our common 
national priorities are being met. a lot of 
my job is figuring all this out, determining 
what is needed by our navy and our mili-
tary today, and investing wisely in those 
capabilities. 

Q:  Is part of your space strategy 
working on how to best utilize 

the Space Cadre to implement the 
Navy strategy? 

a: yes, we are and there are some senior 
leaders in the space cadre right now who 
are looking at what it means to be part of 
the space cadre, what are the qualifica-
tions? one of the things that we have to 
deal with in terms of the cadre is that it 
includes people across platforms who 
have diverse skills that are gained through 
education and experience — aviators, 
oceanographers, intelligence profession-
als — they all have skills and experience 
that give them a certain level of special-
ized expertise. 

we need to understand how to put the 
right people in the right job to take the 
best advantage of space. a lot of times 
this is based on acquisition, getting people 
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who have experiece in space technology, 
who have worked in space environments, 
who have been educated in satellite sys-
tems, or whatever it may be. after five, 
ten years, they’re the people who will be 
making the right decisions on how we 
attain the capabilities that are going to 
give the actual best return on investment. 
The space cadre is engaged in that, and 
we’re looking at how to more effectively 
manage that in the future. I would say it 
actually goes across all the services as 
well. The joint force needs to do a better 
job in managing its space expertise.

Q: Is there anything that you 
want to talk about? 

a: The only other thing I’d like to men-
tion is the navy’s merging of information 
professionals into oPnaV n2/n6 and 
the Information dominance corps. we 
brought together oceanography, intelli-
gence, cyberwarfare and the information 
technology that we use to keep our net-
works working, and it is actually working 
out quite well. we have to maintain the 
information networks to move informa-
tion around, and we have to defend the 
networks, understanding that cyber is a 
whole new type of domain with a lot of 
people out there trying to attack us.

we have to be as effective in cyber-
space as we are in the physical environ-
ment. In terms of intelligence and envi-
ronmental knowledge, one way to look 
at that is battle space awareness. That’s 
the awareness of what’s happening in 
the physical battle space, that’s what I’ve 
largely talked about today. 

It also means understanding what’s 
happening in the human battle space, 
and that’s intelligence work, the content 
largely of what’s in our networks. you take 
the physical world and the human world, 
and you merge that together to make 
the best possible decisions that you can, 
whether it’s peacetime or war. having the 
ability to move that information around 
securely, effectively and rapidly to get it 
to the right people — that’s information 
dominance. This is actually working quite 
well, and I’m pretty excited about the 
future of information dominance in the 
navy. 
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The Sea Warrior program (PMW 240), 
within the Navy’s Program Executive 
Office for Enterprise Information Sys-
tems (PEO EIS), is pleased to announce 
a contract award for up to $65 million to 
modernize key systems supporting the 
Navy Recruiting Command (NRC). The 
new Recruiting and Accessions Informa-
tion Technology (RAIT) services contract 
helps lay the IT foundation for Recruiting 
Force 2020, a strategy that relies on agile, 
paperless technology to recruit quality 
applicants for America’s Navy. 

“The RAIT contract award is an impor-
tant next step toward realizing the Navy 
Recruiting Force 2020 strategic plan of 
‘anytime, anywhere’ recruiting,” said Mr. 
Kevin Sullivan, NRC chief information offi-
cer. “One of the first task orders under the 
RAIT contract will be the PRIDE Mod (Per-
sonalized Recruiting for Immediate and 
Delayed Enlistment Modernization) Incre-
ment II, which focuses on a Navy enter-
prise solution for recruiting and access-
ing enlisted and officer active duty and 
Reserve candidates.” 

Currently, the management of NRC 
officer programs is a manual, paper-based 
process for both active duty and Reserve 
personnel across 14 officer program cate-
gories, each with specific candidate selec-
tion criteria and a unique set of detailed 
qualification forms. As a result, NRC’s 
38 officer program managers maintain 
standalone spreadsheets on their various 
designators and programs.  In addition, 
the configuration of candidate forms — 
roughly 147 — is managed separately by 
the Navy’s 26 Recruiting Districts. 

“The PRIDE Mod Increment II will 
change the manual application process 
into a data-driven process supported by 
workflow management and electronic 
forms. As a result, we anticipate the 
error rate for officer applicant process-
ing, which is now around 35 percent, to 
decrease dramatically because of better 
data quality. Also, the time to enlist an 
applicant or commission an officer will 
be shorter, reducing the chance we’ll lose 

good candidates due to a lengthy pro-
cess,” Sullivan said. 

Under the RAIT contract, selected 
applications and systems will be migrated 
over time into common components 
that will yield a more flexible, interoper-
able solution for today’s mobile and agile 
Navy recruiting force. The RAIT team has 
initially identified cross-cutting capabilities 
from nine legacy stove-piped systems for 
modernization and integration into sev-
eral core web-based applications built on 
a services-oriented architecture. Exam-
ples of these capabilities are PRIDE Mod II 
to support officer and enlisted processing 
for active duty and Reserve forces, recruit 
marketing research and analysis, appli-
cant medical waiver review, investigative 
data for applicant security clearances, and 
other key functions. 

“The SOA-driven approach to RAIT 
modernization is the right course of action 
because it lets us leverage current appli-
cations as services; thereby, safeguarding 
our existing IT infrastructure investment,” 
said Ms. Laura Knight, program manager 
the the Sea Warrior program. “The SOA 
has proven effective for the implementa-
tion of PRIDE Mod I, which was launched 
in May 2011.  Recruiters in the field now 
have a web-based capability that enables 
a faster, more automated process to seek 
and admit future Sailors into the Navy.” 

PRIDE Mod’s complex data exchange 
environment interfaces core recruiting, 
accessions, training and personnel appli-

cations. With PRIDE Mod Increment I suc-
cessfully in operation, NRC seamlessly 
shares real-time accessions data with its 
business partners and key Navy human 
resources and training systems.  
PRIDE Mod II will also support technical 
and data exchange requirements antici-
pated in 2013-2014 for the U.S. Military 
Entrance Processing Command (MEP-
COM) Integrated Resource System (MIRS) 
enhancements. This includes the capa-
bility to capture personal identification 
about recruits such as fingerprinting and 
other biometrics. 

The RAIT services contract was awarded 
Nov. 1, 2012, to Stanley Associates, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of CGI Federal, 
Inc. It focuses on developing interoper-
able IT solutions to support recruiting 
and accessions business processes. The 
contract award was the culmination of 
a collaborative effort by the Sea Warrior 
program, PEO EIS, Navy Recruiting Com-
mand and the Space and Naval Warfare 
Systems Command. The solicitation was 
a full and open competition as a single 
award indefinite delivery/indefinite quan-
tity contract.  

Contract Award Paves Way for Agile Navy 
Recruiting, Advances Vision of RF2020
by Sea Warrior program 

san anTonIo (oct. 20, 2012) 
recruiters from navy recruiting 
district san antonio speak with 
students during the 3rd annual 
george gervin youth center 
college extravaganza at the 
campus of our lady of the 
lake university. The college 
extravaganza connects junior 
and senior high school students 
with the military, colleges, 
universities, and trade schools 
from across san antonio. u.s. 
navy Photo by Burrell Parmer.

for more information
Please contact the Pmw 240 public affairs 
office at (703) 604-0192 or email to 
Pmw240_Pao@navy.mil.
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The U.S. Military’s Joint Tactical Radio System

It is More Valuable Than Ever to the US Navy 

By S.S. Kamal and John T. Armantrout

the vision
lengthy details of the jTrs program 

history can be found in numerous public 
references, but a brief recap of that his-
tory provides a valuable foundation for 
this discussion. The genesis of the pro-
gram lies in the concept of exploiting 
advances in technology to separate the 
hardware of a wireless or satellite com-
munications device from the software 
that shapes the radio signal over the air; 
allowing information to be transmitted 
and received between the devices (aka 
the waveform software). This not only 
transformed the form and function of 
the communications devices, but the 
very nature of military tactical mobile 
networking itself.

The hardware/software separation was 
largely facilitated by advances in pro-
grammable semiconductor chips with 
the ability to be programmed to behave 
differently, perform at unprecedented 
speeds, able to store large amounts of 
information while costing less every 
year. This concept of a software defin-
able radio (sdr) was further facilitated by 
advances in standardizing the software 
communications architecture (sca), en-
abling small blocks of specialized soft-

ware to be assembled to deliver com-
plex networking capabilities. These two 
technology improvements: better chips 
and better software design produced a 
highly capable tactical radio. These same 
technology advances are also enjoyed 
today by the telecommunications carrier 
and cellular industries and smart devices 
in virtually every sector. They unleashed 
four powerful enabling capabilities for 
the military:

1. different devices of size, weight and 
shape can now be developed for widely 
different specialized purposes, yet be 
interoperatable while hosting the same 
software. The market continues to inno-
vate to meet the needs of military plan-
ners and warfighters.

2. The waveform software itself is de-
veloped once but reused many times 
as developers produce new innovative 
physical forms that meet the military’s 
varied missions and different platforms. 
a wireless device on a ship can connect 
to a miniature device on an unmanned 
aircraft, which itself can be exchanging 
information with even smaller sensor 
devices or a dismounted soldier’s hand-
held radio on the ground.

3. not only are development costs re-
duced by reusing the software, but the 
recurring per-unit production costs are 
kept low by multi-vendor competitive 
market forces. The military now has op-
tions without being wedded to a specific 
vendor.

4. lastly, but of paramount importance 
to the military’s modernization efforts: 
forces, teams, services, and even coali-
tion countries, can all deploy tactical 
networking devices that suit their special 
needs, yet are assured of interoperability 
when they come together in joint exer-
cises or live missions.

 These developments led to the vi-
sion, depicted in figure 1, of a battlefield 
consisting of multiple different physi-
cal devices based on mission and plat-
form requirements, all employing the 
same “family of waveforms” to ensure 
interoperability; eliminating stove-piped 
vendor-dependent networks. The form 
factor and physical configuration of the 
radio device itself is no longer defined by 
the network, but by how it will be used 
in the mission. for a different mission, 
these same physical devices can be con-
figured to host different waveforms; but 

Much is being discussed these days within the defense community about the legacy of, and investment in, the Joint Tacti-

cal Radio System (JTRS) program and its transition to the Joint Tactical Networking Center (JTNC). A key to understanding this 
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model and how best to exploit what it offers. We will examine technological, operational and programmatic dimensions to JTRS, 

a program that’s scope was never intended to produce “yet another generation of tactical radio."
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still continue to interoperate. for the first 
time, mission planners can now config-
ure networks that are mission-centric; 
not net-centric, device-centric or peo-
ple-centric. 

To realize this vision, the jTrs program 
incubated the technologies, concepts 
and processes that would implement 
and sustain this business model because 
industry would not venture into this am-
bitious new world on its own. jTrs was 
essentially embarking on overhauling 
how the military services define their 
communications requirements, translate 
them into acquisition strategies to buy 
what they need (not what is offered) and 
acquire equipment that meets their re-
quirements in a stunningly different way.

To prove the business model, jTrs 
was structured as an umbrella organi-
zation that encompassed not one, but 
five major defense acquisition Programs 
(acaT-Id) shown in figure 2. four of 
them developed hardware architectures 
for the tactical sdrs. The fifth focused 
on developing the waveform software 
and net management software that 

could be hosted by these devices and 
any other devices developed for the fu-
ture battlefield. 

collectively, these five programs un-
der jTrs validated the jTrs enterprise 
business model (eBm), its processes 
and technologies. once completed, the 
waveforms and net management soft-
ware were available to be hosted on any 
variety of physical devices to meet plat-
form, weight, battery power and size re-
quirements. military programs of record 
(Por) and independent vendors then 
requested to reuse this software on a re-
curring basis.

as a demonstration of the full range of 
sdr possibilities, jTrs chose to develop 
two categories of waveform software. 
The first category of software mimicked 
existing legacy radios currently deployed 
in the field, focusing on single chan-
nel ground and airborne radio system 
(sIncgars), enhanced Position loca-
tion reporting system (ePlrs), ultra 
high frequency satellite communica-
tions demand assigned multiple access 
(uhf saTcom/dama) and hf radios. 

fIgure 1. VIsIon of a mIssIon-cenTrIc jTrs TacTIcal BaTTlefIeld. srw, soldIer radIo waVeform, for dIsmounTed soldIers, sensors and smarT-

weaPons wnw: wIdeBand neTworKIng waVeform, for ground moBIle VehIcles and aIrBorne PlaTforms muos, moBIle user oBjecTIVe sys-

Tem, for ground, marITIme and aIr PlaTforms VIa saTellITe  lInK-16: eXIsTIng waVeform for aIrBorne PlaTforms.

fIgure 2. sTrucTure of The jTrs Program 

gmr: ground moBIle radIo (now mId-TIer 

neTworKIng VehIcular radIo (mnVr)); hms: 

handheld, man-PacK & small form fIT; mIds: 

mulTIfuncTIonal InformaTIon dIsTrIBuTIon 

sysTem radIo;amf: aIrBorne/marITIme fIXed 

radIo.
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The second category of software pre-
sented new and advanced capabilities to 
the u.s. military, focusing on the wide-
band networking waveform (wnw), the 
soldier radio waveform (srw) and a new 
beyond-line-of-sight (Blos) satellite 
waveform called the mobile user objec-
tive system (muos). 

why demonstrate two categories of 
software? It would have been simpler to 
prove an sdr can mimic sIncgars, or 
to ignore the large inventory of legacy 
radios and simply point to the future 
networking features of wnw or muos. 
But central to the jTrs business model 
was, and still is, the concept of provid-
ing a technology development roadmap 
showing the military how its legacy ca-
pabilities coexist with its modernization 
efforts. 

The jTrs model offers a powerful yet 
easy-to-understand transition roadmap. 
whether speaking to an army Brigade 
or smaller platoon, an air force squad-
ron or entire wing, a u.s. naval fleet or 
a smaller formation of naval assets, each 
software-defined communications net-
work can evolve at the “speed-of-need.” 
for the first time u.s. operational forces 
can determine their budgets, timetables, 
capability gaps and priorities and chart 
their own course for modernizing their 
tactical networks. what they are assured 
of is the consistency of the devices’ in-
teroperability across the tactical battle-
field.

examining figure 1 closely reveals that 
the family of jTrs waveforms depicted 
extends the defense Information sys-
tems network global Information grid to 
the very edge of the tactical battlefield. 
Information exchange and battlespace 
awareness can occur nearly instantly. 
now, missions need to be planned in 
ways that exploit these new “info-weap-
ons.” This requires equally innovative 
changes to training, mission planning 
and military doctrinal processes while 
preparation for and waging battle enter 
a new era. 

exeCuting the vision
much of the jTrs vision and mission 

have been accomplished, including the 
following: 
•	 The software depicted in figure 1 for 

all the waveforms (legacy and new) 
now resides in the jTrs Information 
repository (Ir), along with design 
and test documentation, to assist 
vendors and program of record of-

fices use of jTrs products in their 
preferred devices. 

•	 The handheld, man-pack & small 
form fit (hms) program has deliv-
ered handheld radios (an/Prc-154) 
hosting the new srw waveform to 
the following u.s. army units: 75th 
ranger regiment; 2nd Brigade, 1st 
armored division; 173rd airborne 
Brigade combat Team; and the 3rd 
and 4th Brigades, 10th mountain 
division. a manpack device (an/
Prc-155) hosting srw, sIncgars 
and saTcom 181 is currently un-
der limited production and testing. 
The same manpack device will also 
host dama and muos waveforms 
shortly.

•	 at their own cost, several industry 
vendors have “checked out” wave-
form software from the jTrs Ir and 
are porting it to their radio form fac-
tors. so reuse of jTrs software has 
begun, with several vendors’ devices 
passing interoperability testing at 
government test facilities.

•	 jTrs has defined and validated de-
tailed engineering processes for en-
suring the affordability, reusability 
and interoperability of government-
owned software on multiple ven-

fIgure 3. TransformaTIon of jTrs- sTage I.

dors’ devices. These processes were 
not developed overnight and were 
revised and improved as lessons 
were learned throughout the lifes-
pan of jTrs programs. high impact 
components of these processes in-
clude:
– access to an Information re-

pository that provides for each wave-
form: the source code; detailed design 
documentation; test specifications for 
how the waveform should be tested on 
any platform; and all previous test results 
conducted by government or vendor 
labs.

– The establishment of standard 
jTrs application programming inter-
faces (aPIs) and defined software com-
munications architecture (sca) stan-
dards that help vendors and developers 
port the waveform software to different 
hardware devices.

– jTrs collaboration with the dod 
joint Interoperability Test command 
(jITc) to select and upgrade its labs and 
test fixtures enabling jITc to conduct 
independent testing of a vendor  device 
hosting a jTrs waveform.

– quarterly technical exchange 
meetings convened to foster collabora-
tion among a “community of develop-



ers” who have a vested interest in their 
devices interoperating with each other, 
as well as training industry to step up and 
meet the rules of the new business mod-
el which includes affordable, interoper-
able and secure tactical devices that re-
use software in which the government 
has invested significant funds.
•	 jTrs aligned its processes for im-

proving, evolving and expanding its 
suite of waveforms to the defense 
department’s policies for future sdr 
development.

with much of its original mission 
completed, the jTrs program began a 
planned transition from an incubator to 
a maintainer and governing body for the 
reusable software it developed, com-
pleting the transition sept. 30, 2012.

having funded the body of work that 
defined unique hardware needs for these 
new advanced networking waveforms, it 
was time to exit the hardware business. 
The joint Program executive office 
(jPeo) for jTrs transformed into an or-
ganization that facilitated the expansive, 
yet disciplined reuse of the software in 
its Information repository; oversaw the 
evolution of these waveforms and ex-
pansion of the suite of waveforms, and 
certified security and interoperability 
compliance.

figure 3 depicts the first stage of this 
transformation: all hardware program 
offices have now been transferred to the 
services that will deploy them first. going 
forward, the military services can choose 
to port jTrs software to their own 
unique devices, reuse devices already 
deployed by other services or modify 
commercial off-the-shelf devices to suit 
their needs. cost and mission objectives 
will dictate each decision, but interoper-
ability would not be compromised.

stage II of the transformation, shown 
in figure 4, reorganized the remaining 
parts of jPeo jTrs to fulfill its future 
mission into the joint Tactical network-
ing center (jTnc) consisting of three 
components:
•	 Product manager joint Tactical net-

works (jTn) to support the current 
software life cycle management and 
develop new waveforms as needed.

•	 joint reference Implementation 
laboratory (jrIl) to assist programs 
of record and vendors in testing 
waveforms as they are ported or 
upgraded and assist dod in evaluat-
ing ideas and technologies for new 
waveforms as they are developed by 

fIgure 4. TransformaTIon of jTrs jPeo – sTage II.

“As Naval warfare enters the 21st century the balance and role of naval 

operations is changing drastically. Gone is the potential (at least for the 

foreseeable future) for Great Fleet clashes between carrier or battleship 

groups. Instead the new role of naval forces is participating actively in 

the land war.” 
Tristan Dugdale-Pointon 

industry. jrIl leverages government 
test labs.

•	 a technical directorate that will 
serve two principal roles: (1) over-
see the engineering processes that 
ensure the security and interoper-
ability that dod expects vendors 
and Pors to implement for the 
waveforms; and (2) interface to the 
science and technology communi-
ties (inside and outside the dod) to 
bring in new advanced capabilities 
to the current family of waveforms.

although jTnc was placed admin-
istratively under the u.s. army, dod’s 
acquisition decision memorandum di-
rected that all service branches lever-
age jTnc waveforms. with this new fo-
cus, jTnc has become the gearbox that 
drives the execution of the military’s ac-
quisition for advanced tactical networks 
for modern warfare. These networks will 
host secure interoperable software on 

whatever physical devices serve their 
missions.

navy relevanCe
many lessons were learned in execut-

ing the jTrs vision. while jTrs launched 
technology innovations and next gen-
eration communications capabilities to 
the military, it used equally innovative 
acquisition strategies, business models, 
test and evaluation processes, and test, 
modeling and simulation tools that vir-
tually did not exist anywhere in network 
labs around the world. Valuable lessons 
were learned in all of these areas. how 
does the navy leverage these capabili-
ties? a closer examination of figure 1 of-
fers a clue.

The navy’s study of littoral combat re-
fers to operations in and around the litto-
ral zone, within close distance of shore, 
including surveillance, mine-clearing 
and support for landing operations and 
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other types of combat shifting from 
water to ground and back. Interop-
erability must extend seamlessly be-
tween ground, air and sea platforms.

Today, the u.s. navy is building on 
its adoption of the software-defined 
mIds radio shown in figure 5. This 
radio has already incurred thousands 
of hours of flight testing, hosting the 
link 16 waveform. Its four-channel 
radio can carry any mix of legacy or 
networking jTnc waveforms. 

hosting a tactical data link (Tdl) 
allows naval airborne assets to com-
municate with ground forces. host-
ing the new muos satellite waveform 
allows the device to provide Blos 
reach-back to tactical link 16 plat-
forms and to ground forces.

equally, the navy is taking advan-
tage of another jTrs-incubated pro-
gram: the amf radio, shown in figure 
6. This two-channel radio is a smaller 
form factor than mIds, for smaller air-
borne platforms. 

hosting muos and any other 
ground or airborne waveform, this 
device can be another component for 
the navy’s new role in littoral warfare. 
whether interoperability is sought 
between the navy’s air and sea plat-
forms, across the services or with co-
alition and friendly forces, hosting the 
same family of waveforms on any ra-
dio device that fits the navy’s mission 
allows it to participate up close and 
personal with mission partners.

tHe jOInt taCtICaL netWOrKInG Center PrOVIDeS 

affOrDaBLe, InterOPeraBLe anD SeCure taCtICaL 

WIreLeSS netWOrKInG In SuPPOrt Of SerVICe, muLtI-

SerVICe/jOInt anD COaLItIOn fOrCeS.

HttP://WWW.jtnC.mIL

s. s. kamal is the chief scientist for engineering at saIc International. 
john t. armantrout is the technical director of the joint Tactical networking 
center.

PrOGram Key CHaraCterIStICS
Interoperability is defined as “the 

ability of diverse systems and organi-
zations to work together.” ultimately, 
this is a people challenge, not a de-
vice or technology challenge. jTnc 
has developed detailed processes for 
testing and verifying interoperability 
before a new device is inserted into 
the field. 

without interoperability, the busi-
ness model breaks down and we risk 
regressing back into the costly and 
fragmented networking morass that 
dod is resolved to fix.

affordability is achieved by be-
ing able to reuse the same family of 
waveforms so that dod’s return on 
investment increases as more devices 
host the software. jTnc has devel-
oped aPIs and sca guidelines and 
test tools to facilitate reuse and maxi-
mize return on investment.

security is safeguarded by pro-
tecting the membership of the fam-
ily of waveforms. jTnc’s waveforms 
are certified by the national security 
agency for each and every platform 
that hosts them, which guarantees 
the trustworthiness of the network 
fabric across the battlefield.

Interoperability, affordability and 
security are designed into each wave-
form. each waveform encompasses a 
clear architecture, disciplined con-
figuration management process and 
vigorous verification and validation 

fIgure 5. The u.s. naVy’s mIds radIo

fIgure 6. The amf radIo, courTesy of 
locKheed marTIn. 

testing to ensure compliance and 
certification before radio devices are 
launched into the battlefield. 

some parties resist assigning such a 
role to jTnc, viewing it as too much 
consolidation of authority into one 
organization. This argument misses 
the point. with the defense depart-
ment revamping its policies for devel-
opment of radio software and over-
hauling its acquisition practices to 
buy smarter, the legacy groundwork 
laid by jTrs should be exploited to 
get the maximum investment return 
on scarce defense dollars.

jTnc stands ready to sustain and 
further innovate the jTrs-developed, 
fully capable, secure and interoper-
able family of waveforms. 
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shrinking budgets and old ways 
of doing things don’t have to stifle 
innovation. In fact, in many ways 
austere budgets and impatience with 
inefficient processes can actually be 
catalysts for forward thinking and 
transformational change. The u.s. 
navy is counting on the "young turks" 
— young people, junior officers and 
those full of new ideas and impatient 
for change to raise their ideas 
through their command channels to 
increase the effectiveness of maritime 
operations or even perhaps to 
revolutionize warfighting concepts. 

To this end, rear adm. Terry 
Kraft, commander of navy warfare 
development command (nwdc), 
published The Innovator’s guide 
(https://www.nwdc.navy.mil/
ncoi/Innovation%20reading/
Innovator%27s%20guide%20Book.
pdf) which outlines the path to 
creative thought and the generation 
of new ideas. 

In early 2012, adm. john c. harvey, 
then-commander of u.s. fleet forces 
command, challenged Kraft and 
nwdc to jumpstart and formalize 
innovation efforts across the navy. 
since that time, much has been 
done, including the establishment of 
the navy center for Innovation and 
cno’s rapid Innovation cell, both 
hosted at nwdc. In essence, the cell 
serves as a mechanism to transform 
game-changing ideas into solutions 
and as an alternative path to fielding 
solutions.

other efforts by nwdc have 
included a maritime Innovation 
symposium 2012, junior leader 
Innovation symposium and Pacific 
rim Innovation symposium. The 
nwdc website also hosts an 
innovation blog: https://www.
nwdc.navy.mil/ncoi/blog/default.
aspx. nwdc is known for its stellar 
reputation as an enabler for the 

get ready, get set, Innovate
Navy Warfare Development Command – Navy Center for Innovation

by Sharon Anderson

rapid generation and development 
of innovations in naval warfighting 
concepts and doctrine in the joint 
and coalition arena. so establishing a 
navy center for Innovation at nwdc 
is a logical choice to advance fresh 
ideas in maritime operations and naval 
doctrine.

young leaders are encouraged 
to read The Innovator’s guide as 
a first step “to apply the american 
spirit of ingenuity that is ingrained 
in all of us” so that they have a solid 
understanding of what innovation is 
and why it is essential to the navy. It 
is also important to become familiar 
with proven techniques that will 
help young leaders become more 
innovative thinkers. 

young leaders are encouraged to:
•	Think	deeply.
•	Question	continuously.
•	Debate	rigorously.
•	Read	broadly.
•	Write	boldly.	
•	Never	give	up	on	a	good	idea.
nwdc is the navy’s executive 

agent for the concept development 
and concept generation program. 
The program provides a collaborative 
method for harvesting and 
transforming ideas into new 
capabilities by creating a channel for 
innovation that stimulates creativity 
and participation from the deckplates 

as well as to meet leadership demands 
for new capabilities. 

as the navy center for Innovation, 
nwdc is the entry point for ideas and 
manager of the process. Through the 
center website, you can submit an 
idea, see examples, and follow your 
idea as it is reviewed by an appropriate 
organization for adoption or further 
study. 

To keep the momentum going, 
nwdc periodically conducts live and 
online forums to increase awareness 
for innovative thinking, to harvest new 
ideas and to promote a culture of 
innovation in the navy. 

To submit a proposal or idea, please 
use the template located on nwdc’s 
website (https://www.nwdc.navy.mil/
ncoi/lists/Proposals/newform.aspx) 
and return the completed form to 
nwdc_nrfK_InnoVaTIons@navy.
mil. 

“onCe a neW teChnology rolls 

over you, if you’re not part of the 

steamroller, you’re part of the roaD.”

- sTewarT Brand

for more information

navy Warfare Development CommanD

https://WWW.nWDC.navy.mil

navy Center for innovation

https://WWW.nWDC.navy.mil/nCoi/

sharon anDerson is the senior editor of 
chIPs. she can be reached at chips@navy.mil. 
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Q&a

Capt. Lourdes Neilan  
Navy Warfare Development Command Director of Cyberspace Operations

From 2005-2008, Capt. Lourdes Neilan served as the knowledge 
manager for Carrier Strike Group 8, and then fleeted up as the N6 dur-
ing the strike group’s eight-month deployment to the 5th Fleet area 
of responsibility. She was selected for promotion to captain in 2008 
while assigned to Naval Network Warfare Command as a subject mat-
ter expert in fleet communications and information technology. Neilan 
is the assistant chief of staff overseeing cyberspace operations, 
information operations and intelligence for information dominance 
at NWDC, which is also the home of the Navy Center for Innovation. CHIPS asked Neilan to share her 
ideas about innovation and her work as the head of NWDC’s information dominance directorate. 

Capt. Lourdes neilan

Q: Can you talk about your job 
as the director for cyber-

space operations for NWDC?

a: what we’re trying to do with cyber-
space operations for the navy is to inte-
grate it into navy doctrine and assist in 
the concept development for [the] future 
of the navy and how we use cyberspace 
operations. I’m one of two Information 
Professional officers at the command, 
but we are represented across the 
Information dominance corps, although 
we are very small in numbers. The intel 
community has the largest representa-
tion, but that’s because they play a part 
in exercises playing the red team— the 
opposition team — so the intel commu-
nity is represented a little more, but it’s 
working really well. 

Q: Red teams?

a: They make up the adversary — ter-
rorist, nation state — playing what-ifs, 
almost like a chess game. It is really like 
a chess game when you look at it. war 
games have moves. cyberspace is the 
newest piece. everyone wants to find a 
way to make that piece fit into some-
thing we’ve traditionally done — surface 
warfare, anti-submarine warfare, air 
warfare — all those areas. 

with the addition of cyberspace, the 
navy has been integrating it within the 
traditional warfare areas, done through 

doctrine and tactics; more is needed 
in experimentation. It’s interesting, 
interesting work. It’s new for the senior 
leaders. some great ideas come from 
the younger generation but the tactics 
and way we fight come from the senior 
generation. 

systems or tactics that used to 
exist individually between the differ-
ent communities are now starting to 
be integrated together. for example, 
the weather material that comes into 
the ship is now getting integrated into 
the other systems that the information 
warfare community puts on the ship. The 
Information dominance corps [com-
ponents] are just not stovepipe entities 
anymore; we’re really making it work. 

Q: Can you tell us about the 
Junior Leader Innovation 

Symposium and Pacific Rim Inno-
vation Symposium NWDC hosted. 
NWDC Commander Rear Adm. Terry 
Kraft is a strong advocate for inno-
vation; will there be other events in 
the series?

a: our campaign to reinvigorate a 
culture of innovation throughout the 
navy started in march with a maritime 
symposium attended by fairly senior 
leadership from the war college, office 
of naval research, academia and more. 
we recognized during this symposium 
that the senior leadership has to help 
clear the path to innovation, but the real 

innovation often comes from the deck 
plate — junior leaders — so that’s why we 
held the junior leader symposium.

we had over 400 people on defense 
connect online (dco) and in-person 
at our headquarters. we held a similar 
event on the west coast in october for 
the Pacific fleet. a lot of the discussion 
was theoretical, although the two junior 
leader symposiums included practical 
workshops on certain problems that the 
fleet identified during the Pacific rim 
exercise. some very good ideas came 
out of several brainstorming sessions. 

admiral Kraft personally brought a 
couple of ideas back from the Pac rim 
event and is closely looking at them. we 
are now moving away from the theoreti-
cal and educating junior leaders toward 
helping them develop their [skills] and 
get [their ideas] assessed through the 
proper channels. we’re looking at things 
like online crowdsourcing type of events 
through [dco].

we’ve also stood up a navy center for 
Innovation site on the nwdc website. 
we want to be a conduit for junior lead-
ers to submit ideas directly to us, which 
can be done through the site. since 
june, we’ve seen the number of ideas 
submitted through the site gradually 
increase. we’ve also set up some blogs 
to open a discussion. There’s a navy 
center for Innovation blog at https://
www.nwdc.navy.mil/ncoi/blog/default.
aspx. 

we’re about to launch one on the sIPr 
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side, too. To really to get down into the 
tactics we need to move forward on, 
you need a classified environment. we 
will continue to look at symposiums and 
some micro events — probably warfare 
specific type of events. It’s very much 
alive and kicking. 

we want to communicate to people 
[that] we’re not just here to collect infor-
mation or to collect your great ideas; 
there’s a proactive process to review 
every submission and either act on it 
internally or send it to the proper subject 
matter experts to assess or collapse into 
other similar initiatives. 

rear adm. Kraft has also been tasked 
by the cno to set up a cno advisory 
Board charged with rapidly assessing 
ideas and getting them into the pipeline 
to be acted upon for the fleet.

Q: You mentioned that NWDC 
empowers employees to 

think outside the box. In what ways 
is NWDC encouraging its employees 
to go beyond the confines of the 
proverbial box? 

a: we are operating and collaborating 
between directorates all the time to keep 
ourselves outside the box. for example, 
our lessons learned and analysis teams 
created a meta-analysis process for 
post-deployment briefs that is now be 
looked at by the fleet.

Technology is also keeping us moving 
forward. for example, our simulation 
team is starting to put full motion video 
into simulation exercises now. and, as 
I mentioned earlier, some of our war 
games and exercises now have cyber-
space effects built in to stretch the train-
ing audience on how to deal with that. 
That’s about where we are. 

I think everybody’s got to think a little 
differently in the current environment 
not because it is your job, or part of your 
command’s mission, but because what 
[you] do affects other people or other 
commands. That’s the part I think we 
really need to get better at because it is 
such an information heavy world now 
that sometimes you’ll come across a 
piece of information that is relevant to 
somebody else, but they won’t know 

that because you have it. so that whole 
piece of the right information to the right 
person at the right time is getting worked 
through now. Because we are able 
to search and analyze structured and 
unstructured information, the need to 
follow rigid rules on storing and discov-
ering information is going away.

Q: One of the main themes of 
your presentation centered 

on the next generation, not only 
taking the helm in development of 
new products for the warfighter, but 
also leading the way. What steps do 
you think the Navy should take to 
attract the next generation of lead-
ers who want to mimic Steve Jobs’ 
way of thinking?

a: well, definitely getting out of their 
way is one thing. sometimes these ideas 
just get stifled somewhere as they go 
up the chain of command to somebody 
who actually can do something about it. 
when we had the junior leader Innova-
tion symposium, it was very interesting 
because I was watching from dco. as I 
was watching adm. [john] richardson 
give his presentation, I was also watch-
ing to see if there was any relationship 
between what was being chatted [about 
on dco] and what was being presented. 
so this generation is able to think and 
observe at the same time. They’re think-
ing a different thought at the same time 
they’re watching a presentation and you 
wonder if they are [paying attention]. 

But I really think it’s because they’re 
able to multitask so much better. That’s 
the generation that’s coming up. They’re 
not like us. and we should celebrate it 
and let them go ahead. not to be disre-
spectful or not understand that there’s 
a basic foundation, but [to know that] 
yes, you can deviate from what people 

are doing today because maybe what’s 
happening today may not be the best 
way to do it. and then, of course, there’s 
the issue of tools. you know, they want 
the digital tools. I think adm. cecil haney 
said it best when he had his innova-
tion symposium: 'let’s give these guys 
a digital sea bag.' let them have all the 
applications that they’re going to need to 
do their job. It’s not resident in some-
body’s head; it’s not resident in some 
analog book. let them have it the way 
they understand it. and that’s the way 
they understand it — in an app. 

and I think that’s great because it’s 
possible in our world that you could lose 
[connectivity]. when you look at these 
[natural] disasters, you could lose your 
communication connectivity and your 
ability to get your information. But you’ve 
got to have it somewhere near you so 
you can reference it. The one thing that 
I think adm. haney knows for sure about 
this generation is that they’re in the digi-
tal world, so give it to them the way that 
they understand it. 

Q: In your opinion, can the con-
straints the military must 

operate under be relaxed to allow 
development and testing of technol-
ogy products more quickly? Is there 
any controlled environment in which 
this can happen?

a: I think dod recognizes the need for 
rapid acquisition. nwdc is ready to 
support new initiatives to deliver the 
latest technology to the fleet. we always 
have the fleet in mind when determining 
where our efforts should be focused. our 
only constraint is to not break an opera-
tional platform. It would be neat if you 
could take a ship that’s being decom-
missioned and use that as your testing 
platform and also a training platform. 

"That’s the generation that’s coming up. They’re not like us. 
and we should celebrate it and let them go ahead. not to be 
disrespectful or not understand that there’s a basic foundation, but 
[to know that] yes, you can deviate from what people are doing 
today because maybe what’s happening today may not be the best 
way to do it. "



Navy Doctrine Library System
Find the information you need — when you need it  
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by Sharon Anderson

The first thing you notice about 
the much improved navy doc-
trine library system homepage is 
an image of alfred Thayer mahan, 
united states navy rear admiral, 
geostrategist and historian, who 
has been called "the most impor-
tant american strategist of the 19th 
century” and the father of the “sea 
power” doctrine which is based on 
the concept that countries with 
greater naval power will have greater 
worldwide reach. The concept has 
had an enormous influence in shap-
ing the strategic thought of navies 
across the world, especially in the 
united states. so mahan’s image is a 
fitting gateway into the navy’s library 
system which aims to empower the 
fleet and warfighter to carry out the 
navy mission more effectively.

features
The navy doctrine library sys-

tem is hosted by the navy warfare 
development command (nwdc), 
the navy’s lead for developing, cor-
relating and disseminating all navy 
doctrine. Bob wilhelm, nwdc’s pub-
lishing division manager and roger 
webster, ndls information manager, 
demonstrated the library system in 
late november and explained the 
redesign was the result of feedback 
from users who said that information 
was difficult to research and retrieve 
on the legacy site. 

former commander of nwdc, 
rear adm. john Kelly, championed 
a more user friendly system in 2005, 
explained wilhelm. The idea was to 
create an intuitive system based on 
popular, personalizable sites, like 
yahoo, that users are familiar with 
and use at home, webster said. 

early prototypes encompassed 

Xml and widgets and were based on 
the semantic web concept. 

current nwdc commander, rear 
adm. Terry B. Kraft, initiated the cur-
rent redesign focused on making it 
even easier for fleet users to locate 
information and save it for future 
reference, like the personalized 
bookshelves permit. now microsoft’s 
sophisticated asP.net web server 
forms the basis of the user interface 
with an oracle 11g database for the 
back-end.

The ndls website is well-orga-
nized and the information indexed 
similar to that of a library’s card cata-
log system. navigation is within a few 
easy clicks and the user interface is 
clean and simple. The top navigation 
bar has five main tabs that include: 
home, library, Terminology, Tacti-
cal Tasks and links with sub-tabs 
that delve deeper into mission areas, 
such as ballistic missile defense and 
humanitarian assistance/disaster 
relief. 

The library tab includes fold-
ers that expand with information 
regarding navy general reference 
categories and doctrine and tactics, 
techniques and procedures (TTP) 
related to intelligence; operations; 
logistics; planning; command and 
control; fleet exercises; Tacmemos 
(tactical memos); tactical bulletins; 
naval doctrine Publications (ndPs); 
navy wide oPTasKs (operational 
tasks); mission area bookshelves; 
allied, multinational and joint doc-
trine, the universal naval Task list; 
concepts of operations (conoPs); 
u.s. coast guard; and commander’s 
handbooks. 

There is a tab that provides the 
523 navy Tactical Tasks (nTa) and 
the ability to link the navy mission 

essential Task list (nmeTl) with the 
universal naval Task list.  

within the Terminology tab, users 
can look up acronyms and cross-
reference terms that may mean one 
thing in the u.s. army but have a dif-
ferent meaning in the navy. 

a navy terminologist reviews 
documents each month and works 
with the joint staff terminologist 
when necessary to identify and 
resolve any inconsistencies. a panel 
of subject matter experts vets all 
information posted to ndls so users 
can be assured that information is 
authoritative, accurate and timely, 
webster said. 

according to wilhelm, informa-
tion is not meant to just sit on a 
bookshelf. users are encouraged to 
comment and recommend changes 
through the social networking func-
tion on ndls. for example, each pub 
has a commenting feature, lists a 
stock number (to order a hard copy 
in the case of special field manu-
als, for instance), a Primary review 
authority (Pra) that specifies the 
issuing command, and an action 
officer’s (ao) email address. If a user 
makes a comment, the action officer 
is prompted to respond and a dia-
logue ensues with the commenter.

There are about 343 navy pub-
lications and official documents 
and about 1,000 joint documents, 
wilhelm explained. The plethora of 
information is easily accessed by 
robust search and filtering capa-
bilities that allow users to fine-tune 
search features. 

Customizable, easy-to-use
users can customize their work-

space by adding and sharing books 
with other users in the Bookshelves 
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area. They can create bookmarks 
and be alerted to pub changes or any 
changes in any of the library catego-
ries by going to the subscription tab 
and selecting the pubs and mission 
areas that interest them. when a 
change is made in the categories 
users select, they are alerted by 
email. In the what’s new tab, users 
can set a filter to see the new docu-
ments that have been approved or 
issued as a draft in the last 30 days, 
or, for example, the number of days 
since they last visited the site. 

nDls support
although the ndls has a strong 

search capability, there are two 
librarians that can assist in conduct-
ing research for information that may 
be hard to find. wilhelm explained 
that ndls includes legacy informa-
tion and canceled and superseded 
doctrine and many other pubs which 
can be useful to users who may 
be conducting research on legacy 
equipment that may still be used in 
the fleet or for users who may be 
interested in old air or anti-subma-
rine warfare doctrine, for example. 
also, publications are frequently 
renamed or renumbered when they 
are updated, and users can benefit 
from the knowledge of an experi-
enced librarian. webster said, “we 
have the two best librarians in the 
navy.”

ndls is available to any u.s. 
military or civilian government user 
with a common access card. The 
system is available in a classified and 
unclassified version. The user base 
is about 5,000 to 6,000 unclassified 
and 14,000 classified users. some 
documents have limited distribution 
and are closely held, for example, by 
special operations forces. 

Through a java mapping inter-
face function, users can view spider 
diagrams of relevant documents on 
any search topic, as illustrated in 
figure 1. By using this functionality, 
users can find documents they may 
not have even thought of referenc-
ing in their search for information. 

There is a "support" link in the upper 
right-hand corner of the homepage 
where users can ask for assistance or 
provide feedback. at this link, users 
can find answers to frequently asked 
questions about ndls. 

fleet users access a scaled-down 
version of ndls through collabora-
tion at sea to overcome the limita-
tions of limited bandwidth while 
operating at sea. 

Improvements to ndls are ongo-
ing and webster said there is a plan 
to provide fleet users with more 
capability. There are five full-time 
staff members to support ndls, 
including two librarians and three 
employees that maintain the website.

Both Bob wilhelm and roger web-
ster, who incidentally has the perfect 

sharon anDerson is the senior editor of 
chIPs. she can be reached at chips@navy.mil. 

for more information
navy Warfare Development CommanD
https://WWW.nWDC.navy.mil
 
CaC holDer aCCess 
navy DoCtrine library system
https://nDls.nWDC.navy.mil

last name for someone working in 
a library system, are enthusiastic 
about the improvements to ndls 
and encourage and invite cac hold-
ers to visit the navy doctrine library 
system and provide feedback about 
their experience. 

figure 1. Through a java mapping interface function, users can view spider 
diagrams of relevant documents on any search topic, as illustrated in figure 1. 

the navy Doctrine library system is available to any u.s. military or 

civilian government user with a Common access Card. the system is 

available in a classified and unclassified version. 



by Thomas Kiddfull spectrum By Thomas Kiddfull spectrum

Remarkable Professionals Ensure Command 
and Control of Electromagnetic Spectrum

 t
he Department of 
the navy’s highly skilled 
electromagnetic spectrum 
professionals are more 
vital to the mission today 

than ever before. without access to the 
electromagnetic (em) spectrum, much 
of the technology that is so integral to 
our daily lives and military operations 
could not function, and never before 
have both peacetime and battlefield 
access to electromagnetic spectrum 
been more contested. 

high-bandwidth wireless networks 
in homes, businesses and public spaces 
and satellite Internet access for ships 
at sea and troops on the ground have 
made spectrum an integral part of 
computer networks. we use remote 
em transmitters to control televisions 
and unlock cars, and cell phones (em 
transceivers) to talk, email and text. 
we rely on radio (em receiver) and TV 
for news and entertainment. as ines-
capable as the em spectrum is in our 
personal lives, however, it is essential 
to military operations. unprecedented 
advancements in wireless technol-
ogy have resulted in critical shortages 
of this unseen and finite resource. 
without the don’s em workforce’s 
dedication to ensure spectrum access, 
the department would be unable to 
maintain, train and equip combat-ready 
naval forces capable of winning wars, 
deterring aggression and maintaining 
freedom of the seas. 

 electromagnetic spectrum, the radio 
frequency (rf) a system operates on, 
is a common wireless enabler for many, 
if not most, new communications- 
electronics systems. whether acquired 
as commercial off-the-shelf products 
or developed specifically to support 
naval operations, virtually all spectrum- 
dependent systems require some action 
by spectrum professionals before they 
can be brought into operation. 

to prevent interruptions, degradation or 
limitations to the effective performance 
of a system. 

Because spectrum is a finite resource, 
sometimes a frequency band is not 
available for an emerging technology. 

new spectrum-dependent systems 
must comply with national and interna-
tional regulations meant to protect exist-
ing users and ensure equitable spectrum 
access. ensuring a new system will not 
interfere with current users is essential 

I am consTanTly ImPressed By The 

commITmenT and The PassIon of These 

folKs. They really, really wanT To do good. 

The desIred drIVe of The folKs aT eVery 

leVel of The worKforce from The BoTTom 

To The ToP should noT Be underesTImaTed. 

chrIs Kelsall, deParTmenT of The naVy chIef InformaTIon 

offIcer, Branch head, cyBersPace/IT worKforce

sgt. david evans of hedley, Texas monitors the data 
traffic and servers that support high-tech satellite 
communications in the combat operations center.
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thomas kiDD is the lead for strategic 
spectrum policy for the Department of 
the Navy.

To accommodate the entrant, a pro-
cess called "reallocation" is employed. 
spectrum reallocation can be arduous, 
requiring years of careful national or 
international negotiations. spectrum 
professionals must be vigilant to ensure 
that agreements reached in negotia-
tions do not negatively affect don 
operations. so, in addition to being 
exceptional technical experts, don 
spectrum professionals are skilled 
negotiators. 

one of the spectrum workforce’s 
most fundamental duties is continu-
ous review and evaluation of the don’s 
radio frequency use to ensure naval 
forces’ ability to operate effectively 
with minimal impact to the electromag-
netic environment. new commercial 
and consumer uses of spectrum are 
introduced almost daily, increasing 
global demand. The resulting changes 
to national regulations and international 
treaties demand constant reevaluation 
and reassessment. The management of 
increasingly complex systems and their 
access to the finite em spectrum in a 
chaotic environment is just business as 
usual for the don’s incomparable spec-
trum management professionals.

The entire don electromagnetic 
spectrum workforce of military, civilian 
and contractor personnel totals fewer 
than 500 individuals. however, when 
combined with professionals from the 
other military departments, federal 
agencies, the federal communications 
commission, as well as commercial and 
private spectrum users, a large work-
force of dedicated professionals ensures 
that the united states em environment 
supports cutting-edge wireless technol-
ogy. Through close coordination and 
skillful negotiations, these professional 
spectrum managers are able to ensure 
consumer wireless technology is able to 
operate in the same environment along 
with high-powered commercial and 
military systems. 

management professionals give back to 
their community as instructors for the 
electromagnetic spectrum management 
course on Keesler air force Base in Biloxi, 
miss. such schools produce a workforce 
capable of ensuring that the don’s 
latest acquisitions are employed to their 
maximum effectiveness with the least 
possible impact to the electromagnetic 
spectrum. continuous curriculum revi-
sion at these schools ensures that new 
spectrum managers graduate with the 
knowledge and skills necessary to make 
immediate mission support contribu-
tions to the don. ongoing professional 
development helps the electromagnetic 
spectrum workforce keep pace with the 
frenetic pace of innovations in spec-
trum dependent technology. 

most spectrum managers learn their 
skills through specialized technical 
schools while others got their start in 
the military. a spectrum manager must 
develop a mastery of general communi-
cations policy, as well as the technology 
and approved architecture, in order to 
function as a technical authority. spec-
trum managers’ technical mastery must 
extend beyond the ability to recommend 
certain frequencies or frequency bands. 

The scope of training includes: regula-
tion of spectrum management; principles 
of spectrum management administration; 
mathematics of spectrum management; 
communication-electronics principles; 
spectrum planning for line-of-sight, tro-
poscatter and satellite communications 
systems; navigational aids, radar and 
non-communications systems; electro-
magnetic environmental effects; spec-
trum management in a joint environment 
and training in service-automated tools.

The don has long supported profes-
sional development. don spectrum 

In 1967, whIle aTTached To The chIef of 

naVal oPeraTIons, VIce admIral jon l. 

Boyes famously sTaTed: “radIo frequency 

(rf) managemenT Is done By eXPerTs who 

meld years of eXPerIence wITh a curIous 

Blend of regulaTIons, elecTronIcs 

PolITIcs and noT a BIT of larceny. 

They jusTIfy requIremenTs, horse Trade, 

coerce, Bluff and gamBle wITh an 

InTuITIon ThaT cannoT Be TaughT oTher 

Than By long eXPerIence.” 
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REDUCING
SOCIaL

SeCurIty
NUMBERS

In accordance wITh federal laws 
requiring agencies to establish appropriate 
administrative, technical and physical safe-
guards to ensure the security and confiden-
tiality of personally identifiable information, 
the department of the navy (don) continues 
to make progress in reducing the use of 
social security numbers (ssn) in business 
processes under the department's control. 
as the department’s senior military compo-
nent official for Privacy safeguards, the don 
chief Information officer has instituted a 
series of policies and steps that commands 
must take to be applied to information 
technology systems, shared drives, computer 
networks, email, paper records and websites 
to ensure privacy of personal information. 
The following success story illustrates how 
an organization developed a strategy to sig-
nificantly reduce reliance on ssns and better 
protect the privacy of don personnel.

The use of

A GOOD NEWS STORY

by steve muck and 
steve Daughety
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steve muCk is the Department of the Navy deputy privacy officer.

steve Daughety provides support to the DON Chief Information 

Officer privacy team.

The naval education and Training command (neTc) 
directed a complete review of all forms, IT systems and 
processes to determine and establish a baseline. each neTc 
form, IT system and process was reviewed and recorded. 
The review identified:

•	 where ssns were collected;
•	 what authority allowed continued ssn use;
•	 If ssns could be eliminated, masked or truncated; and
•	 If ssns could be replaced with the department of de-

fense identification number or other unique identifier.

The goal was to reduce the collection and use of ssns to 
the bare minimum across the command without negatively  
affecting the neTc mission.

a program manager was assigned, teams were estab-
lished, charters were developed, timelines were created, and 
processes were validated. after eight months of hard work, 
neTc was able to:

•	 justify continued collection of ssns in specific 
required instances;

•	 Begin replacing ssns with dod Id numbers; 
•	 eliminate the collection of ssns where possible;
•	 crosswalk ssns and dod Id numbers to allow 

substitution in IT systems; and 
•	 coordinate substitution with interfacing IT systems.

neTc rejected the notion that substituting an ssn with 
another unique identifier "is too hard." Instead, the neTc 
team established a baseline, determined their resources, 
and discovered ways to significantly reduce the collection 
and use of ssns. as a result of their efforts, the neTc team 
considerably improved the protection of don employees' 
privacy. The process is ongoing and significant progress 
continues in the reduction and use of ssns.

commands that would like to benefit from the experience 
neTc has gained through this process may contact Ivan 
rivas at ivan.rivas.ctr@navy.mil. additionally, ssn reduction 
resources can be accessed on the don cIo website: www.
doncio.navy.mil/privacy. 

the Don's three phase ssn reDuCtion plan

phase 1: In july 2010, the don chief Information 
officer (cIo) released don cIo washington dc 192101Z 
jul 10, “department of the navy social security number 
(ssn) reduction Plan for forms Phase one,” requiring 
commands to:

•	 review all don forms to identify those that collect ssns 
and justify continued collection if necessary; and

•	 Identify forms that are not official don forms and 
discontinue or take steps to make the form official.

phase 2: In june 2011, the don cIo issued a tasking for 
commands requiring:

•	 review of all IT systems to identify those that 
collect ssns;

•	 justification to continue collection of ssns in accordance 
with the justification memo for the continued collection 
of the ssn issued by the don cIo and available at 
www.doncio.navy.mil/ContentView.aspx?id=2423;

•	 Identification of those systems that could eliminate 
collection; and

•	 Identification of those that could substitute another 
unique identifier.

phase 3: In february 2012, “department of the navy 
social security number (ssn) reduction Plan Phase Three,” 
don cIo washington dc 171625Z feb 12, (www.doncio.
navy.mil/contentView.aspx?id=3757 ) was released and:

•	 authorizes the use of dod Id numbers as substitutes 
for ssns;

•	 requires that collection of ssns in memorandums, 
letters, spreadsheets, hard copy lists, electronic lists 
and surveys meet acceptable use criteria and other 
Privacy act considerations;

•	 states that any form of an ssn will now be treated with 
the same sensitivity as the full ssn and considered a 
reportable breach if compromised;

•	 Prohibits ssns in rosters; and

•	 Provides new policy when scanning and faxing PII.  

In november 2012, the don cIo revised the fax policy 
to make it less restrictive with the release of “department 
of the navy fax Policy," don cIo washington dc dTg 
081745Z noV 12 – www.doncio.navy.mil/contentView.
aspx?id=4267.
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Navy Tactical Afloat Network Approved 
for Limited Deloyment

CANES to the Rescue

f
ive legaCy netWorks, eaCh 

With a DeDiCateD infrastruC-

ture, Will be replaCeD by the 

navy's ConsoliDateD afloat 

netWork anD enterprise 

serviCes, or Canes, a streamlineD Com-

mon Computing infrastruCture for 

C4i — CommanD, Control, CommuniCa-

tions, Computers anD intelligenCe 

appliCations — anD harDWare Compo-

nents that Will Deliver viDeo, Data anD 

netWork serviCes to the fleet. 

The canes program received 
approval to enter the production 
and deployment phase dec. 14. The 
milestone “c” acquisition decision 
memorandum was approved by under 
secretary of defense for acquisi-
tion, Technology and logistics frank 
Kendall. The decision commits the 
department of defense to production 
and authorizes the program to begin 
limited deployment. The program was 
approved for limited fielding of 29 
canes units with 23 installations. 

The canes program is managed 
by the Program executive officer for 
c4I. To acquire canes, Peo c4I used 
a game-changing business model that 
encourages vigorous industry com-
petition that when combined with an 
open architecture design, reliance on 
commercial off-the-shelf technology 
and government-owned data rights 
decreases total ownership costs for the 
navy and delivers operational warfight-
ing agility. 

"canes is more than a system, it is 
also a new business model for deliv-
ering capability to the fleet. It takes 
five legacy networks and combines 
them into one network, allowing us to 

streamline support, training and operat-
ing procedures," said rear adm. jerry 
Burroughs, program executive officer 
for c4I.  

The development of canes is in 
response to fleet demand for a robust 
tactical network. canes is made up 
of two main subprograms: the com-
mon computing environment, which 
consolidates all the hardware, racks, 
servers and communications media for 
shipboard applications, and the afloat 
core services, which is a consolidation 
of applications in use today. 

capt. d.j. legoff, Peo c4I, tacti-
cal networks program manager (Pmw 
160) and program manager for canes, 
said canes standardizes infrastructure 
and components which decreases the 
complexity and costs of training and 
sustainment. 

“applications that ride on canes are 
owned by other programs of record 
with their own resource sponsors. 
canes provides the common infra-
structure and replaces about 135 legacy 
systems. The standard baseline makes 
it easier for sailors to operate and main-
tain canes,” legoff said. “hardware 
refresh is planned and funded for every 
four years and software refresh every 
two years and assures keeping pace 
with technology — it eliminates the 
headaches of multiple versions of hard-
ware and software and also decreases 
threats to the network.” 

canes technology is scalable, mean-
ing there are minor variations depend-
ing on the ship class — which assures 
the same infrastructure from one ship 
to another. 

"Today, we have many different vari-

ants of networks out there that present 
significant supportability and informa-
tion assurance challenges," Burroughs 
said. "canes also has significant Ia 
capability built into it that we've never 
had before, which will allow us to 
ensure we're delivering secure capabil-
ity that stays relevant to the warfighter."

“Ia in legacy systems was bolted-
on or patched in,” legoff said. “Ten to 
15 years ago when we were building 
systems the risks were not the same 
as they are now, also new threats have 
emerged over the years. Information 
assurance is the foundation that we 
used to build canes. It makes pro-
tecting canes easier — as well as the 
hardware and software refresh.” 

There is an established training pipe-
line for the sailors who will be operating 
canes — information systems techni-
cians receive training in a continuum 
from beginner to journeyman level 
which includes a 26-week course that 
includes courses in microsoft certifi-
cations. Then ITs deploy on ships for 
real fleet experience and return to the 
classroom in “c” school. a five-week 
canes course is in development in san 
diego and will be ready for students in 
february. 

sailors will be able to perform routine 
Ia, but most network elements will be 
locked down to ensure system integrity 
and configuration management.

commander operational Test 
and evaluation force conducted an 
operational assessment of canes in 
september. while the final report from 
that assessment won't be available 
until early next year, initial evaluation 
contributed to a successful milestone 

by Sharon Anderson
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c decision. following the decision, 
work began on the san diego-based 
destroyer uss milius (ddg 69) dec. 17. 
Installation will take about 18 weeks 
to strip out the legacy hardware and 
systems and install canes. 

“But we are not tying up the milius for 
18 weeks; she is undergoing other types 
of maintenance as part of the ship’s 
availability alterations to ships accom-
plished by alteration installation teams,” 
Burroughs said. 

at the same time, legoff and Bur-
roughs said they hope to decrease the 
time it takes to install canes on each 
ship because the cost savings and ben-
efits to the navy are so great, and they 
are confident that they can. 

“with the lessons learned from instal-
lation on milius, we hope to shrink the 
18-week installation estimate down. we 
fully expect to see some surprises, but 
we are fully prepared for that,” legoff 
said. 

ultimately, canes will be deployed 
to more than 190 ships, submarines and 
maritime operations centers by 2020. 

legoff said his office is working with 

naval sea systems command and the 
navy to obtain funding to install canes 
on the other 100 or so other ships in 
the fleet. 

“The first set of ships for canes 
[deployment] is determined first and 
foremost by age — those with the 
oldest and most problematic legacy 
systems, but this can be limited by the 
maintenance availability which depends 
on a lot factors and is controlled by 
naVsea,” legoff said. 

In may 2012, Peo c4I announced 
that canes proved to be 44 percent 
cheaper than expected compared to 
the government’s initial cost estimate. 
legoff credited the canes business 
model for the lower than expected 
costs. however, the navy is not locked-
in to the current limited deployment 
phase contract, which was awarded in 
february 2013. legoff said the navy 
will recompete the contract for the 
next round of ships selected for canes 
deployment. The open architecture and 
coTs technology ensure that multiple 
vendors can submit bids. 

“we provide all the system docu-

mentation [to potential bidders] and 
the navy owns all the data rights to the 
system … and offering a proposal that 
doesn't meet open standards is the best 
way to get kicked off the contract,” 
legoff said. 

The navy is also taking the lead as 
the software systems integrator and 
will maintain the segment of canes 
called afloat core services, the services-
oriented architecture that forms a key 
part of the common system. The result 
will be products that are entirely open-
source, legoff explained. 

canes encompasses the full gamut 
of security classification up to sensi-
tive compartmented information and 
coalition access. It does not include the 
ship’s machinery and real-time combat 
systems but mostly all a ship’s IT sys-
tems are included, legoff said. 

full rate production for canes is 
planned for spring/summer period in 
2014. 

san dIego (sept. 11, 2012) The arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer uss milius (ddg 69) re-
turns to homeport naval Base san diego after an eight-month independent deployment to the western 
Pacific and u.s. central command areas of responsibility. milius enhanced relationships with foreign 
coastal states, provided local security to merchantmen and fishermen in international waters, and con-
ducted approach and assistance visits to mariners at sea. The ship also conducted Iraqi infrastructure 
protection exercises with the u.s. coast guard, Kuwaiti navy and British royal navy forces. u.s. navy 
photo by mass communication specialist 2nd class rosalie garcia.

"CaneS is more than a system, 

it is also a new business model 

for delivering capability to 

the fleet. It takes five legacy 

networks and combines them 

into one network, allowing us 

to streamline support, training 

and operating procedures." 

rear adm. jerry Burroughs
PeO C4I

ultimately, CaneS will be 

deployed to more than 

190 ships, submarines 

and maritime Operations 

Centers by 2020. 

sharon anDerson is the senior editor of 
chIPs. she can be reached at chips@navy.mil. 



ssC atlantiC rapidly delivers and sup-
ports solutions that enable information 
dominance for naval, joint, national and 
coaliton warfighters. The organization is a 
leading edge Navy engineering center that 
designs, builds, tests, fields and supports 
many of the finest frontline advanced 
command, control, communications, 
computer, intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems in use 
today, and those being planned for the 
future. SSC Atlantic’s headquarters are 
located in Charleston, S.C., with major 
detachments in Hampton Roads, Va., New 
Orleans, La., Washington D.C. and several 
other Southeastern U.S. locations. SSC 
Atlantic overseas locations are in Europe, 
the Middle East and Antarctica.
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ssc aTlanTIc recIPIenT of PresTIgIous 
usd(aT&l) worKforce deVeloPmenT 
gold award 

by Diane owens 

space and naval warfare systems 
center atlantic officials were notified 
oct. 26 that the center was selected 
to receive the 2012 under secretary of 
defense for acquisition, Technology 
and logistics workforce development 
gold award for large organizations 
(more than 500 employees). The award 
recognizes ssc atlantic as a department 
of defense acquisition, technology and 
logistics organization that has made 
exemplary contributions to career-long 
development of its acquisition workforce, 
promoting the goal of a high quality, 
agile and ethical workforce. The award 
program also identifies best practices for 
other usd (aT&l) organizations to follow.

maintaining and enhancing previous 
learning and development programs and 
being proactive in providing employees 
with additional career-development 
activities enabled the center to advance 
from recognition as a silver award recipi-
ent in 2011 to achieving gold status in 
2012. 

The center's total force manage-
ment competency leads submitted the 
award application which described the 
competency aligned organization/inte-
grated product team (cao/IPT) structure 
used by ssc atlantic, and stated that 
ssc atlantic’s fiscal year 2012 tactical 
training plan and budget exceeded $7.3 
million and included tuition assistance, 
graduate programs, process improve-
ment, leadership development programs, 
development of business processes, and 
specialized training focused on building 
capability to deliver new technologies to 
customers. more than $1 million of that 
budget was invested in academics and 
$1.5 million was expended (as of the aug. 
1 application date) on labor costs for the 
acquisition workforce to attend training. 
more than 500 employees have pursued 
undergraduate and graduate coursework 

with an investment exceeding $6 million 
since fiscal year 2008, and the number 
of employees who have earned degrees 
has increased to a historic high of more 
than 65 percent of the workforce. 

a strategic partnership with defense 
acquisition university (dau) resulted in 
more than 17 weeks of onsite courses 
being offered to personnel, which 
greatly reduced travel costs since no 
dau campus is within commuting 
distance of charleston and more than 
1,500 members of the aT&l workforce 
were previously required to travel to 
obtain classroom training. 

other initiatives to provide learn-
ing and development opportunities to 
employees, supervisors and executives, 
included new employee onboarding 
and orientation sessions, the mid-
career leadership development pro-
gram, executive coaching, the council 
of supervisors, leadership development 
workshops, telework, employee yes/
no surveys, strategic communications, 
the IPT lead accreditation program, a 
variety of mentoring programs, new 
professional programs, and community 
outreach focused on science, technol-
ogy, engineering and math careers. The 
award was presented to ssc atlantic 
executive director christopher miller 

at the usd(aT&l) acquisition  awards 
ceremony dec. 17 at the hall of heroes 
in the Pentagon. 

commanding officer for ssc atlantic 
capt. mark glover said, "I am proud to 
command an organization with such a 
talented workforce that every day makes 
IT (information technology) count for 
the warfighter and the nation."

Congratulations on successfully “go-
ing for the gold!”  

Diane oWens is the employee newsletter edi-

tor for sPawarsyscen atlantic. 

assistant secretary of defense 
(acquisition) Katrina g. mcfarland 
presents the usd (aT&l) workforce 
development gold award to 
space and naval warfare systems 
center atlantic executive director 
christopher miller dec. 17, 2012 in 
the hall of heroes at the Pentagon. 
The award recognizes ssc atlantic 
as a dod organization that has made 
exemplary contributions to career-
long development for its acquisition 
workforce, promoting the goal 
of a high quality, agile and ethical 
workforce. 
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ron Broersma, a space and naval 
warfare (sPawar) systems center Pacif-
ic information technology division chief 
engineer, received one of the defense 
department's top awards, the dod high 
Performance computing modernization 
Program (hPcmP) hero award for long-
term sustained contributions. Broersma 
was presented the award jan. 7 by ssc 
Pacific commanding officer capt. joe 
Beel and executive director carmela 
Keeney.

Broersma, a 2010 winner of ssc 
Pacific’s prestigious lauritsen-Bennett 
award, and sPawar's enterprise net-
work security manager, was chosen for 
the honor for his overall contribution to 
the science and technology (s&T) and 
test and evaluation (T&e) communities 
for the last five years. In a letter to the 
award’s nominating committee, Bro-
ersma was cited by hPcmP’s associate 
director for networking for his outstand-
ing support for the organization through 
the defense research and engineering 
network (dren) program. 

Broersma’s technical expertise and 
contributions to the dren (where he 
has served as chief engineer for the 
past decade) were saluted as “sec-
ond to none.” Broersma and his team 
successfully implemented a suite of 
carrier-grade support services, including 
state-of-the-art video teleconferencing, 
domain name service, linux distribution 
repositories, and utilization statistics for 
dren customers. These services were 
installed in multiple enterprise-class data 
centers. 

The hPcmP supports dod objectives 
through research, development, test and 
evaluation. The hPcmP was initiated 
in 1992 in response to congressional 
direction to modernize dod laboratories' 
high performance computing capabili-
ties. The hPcmP was assembled out of 

SPAWAR ENGINEER HONORED with 

MULTIPLE PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS

by patric petrie  

sPawarsyscen Pacific 

commanding officer capt. 

joe Beel and executive 

director carmela Keeney 

present ron Broersma 

with the department of 

defense high Performance 

computing modernization 

Program hero award for 

sustained contributions to 

the hPcmP jan. 7, 2013 at 

ssc Pacific located in san 

diego, calif.

a collection of small high performance 
computing departments, each with a 
rich history of supercomputing experi-
ence that had independently evolved 
within the army, air force and navy 
laboratories and test centers. 

hPc tools are used to solve compli-
cated and time-consuming problems. 
researchers expand their toolkit to solve 
modern military and security problems 
using hPc hardware and software. 
Programs assess technical and manage-
ment risks, such as performance, time, 
available resources, cost and schedule. 

Through hPc solutions, programs 
gain knowledge to protect our military 
through new weapons systems, pre-
pare u.s. aircraft for overseas deploy-
ments in afghanistan and Iraq, and assist 
long-term weather predictions to plan 
humanitarian and military operations 
throughout the world. 

In addition to receiving the dod 
award, Broersma was also recently hon-
ored as one of four recipients of the IPv6 
forum Internet Pioneer award. The IPv6 
forum is a worldwide consortium of 
leading Internet service vendors, nation-
al research and education networks, and 
international Internet service providers. 

The award recognizes significant 
achievement and hard work from 

individuals who excel in their efforts to 
support the mission of IPv6 deployment 
across world geographies for a cause 
greater than their own self interest. 

The IPv6 forum's mission is to pro-
mote the rapidly advancing technology 
of IPv6 by improving market and user 
awareness, creating a quality and secure 
next-generation Internet, and allowing 
worldwide access to knowledge and 
technology.

Broersma was presented with the 
hPcmP hero award on jan. 7, 2013, by 
ssc Pacific’s commanding officer capt. 
joe Beel and executive director carmela 
Keeney. 

patriC petrie is a lead writer for 
sPawarsyscen Pacific. 

spaCe anD naval Warfare systems 
Center paCifiC provides the u.s. navy 
and military with essential capabilities 
in the areas of command and control, 
communications, computers, intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (c4Isr). 
ssc Pacific provides the full spectrum of 
c4Isr capabilities from basic research and 
prototype development, to extensive test 
and evaluation services, through systems 
engineering and integration, to installation 
and life-cycle support of fielded systems.



Sharon anderSon, CHIPS senior editor, 
contributed to this article.
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Enlisted Information Dominance 
Warfare Specialist Program

Program changes expand opportunities for enlisted ID warfare qualification

By the office of the deputy Chief of naval operations for Information dominance (n2/n6)

The Enlisted Information Domi-
nance Warfare Specialist designation 
was implemented in 2010 to enhance 
the Navy’s understanding of informa-
tion dominance to increase warfighting 
and mission effectiveness. The EIDWS 
warfare qualification specifically focused 
on Information Dominance Corps per-
sonnel in the aerographer's mate (AG), 
cryptologic technician (CT), intelligence 
specialist (IS) and information systems 
technician (IT) ratings. 

Navy Cyber Forces Command, as the 
executive agent for the EIDWS program, 
reviewed the program and identified a 
lack of qualification opportunities for 
Sailors in the AG, IS, CT and IT ratings 
assigned to commands not under IDC 
command administrative control. Navy 
Cyber Forces determined that as of 
October 2012, only 50 percent of IDC 
enlisted personnel were eligible to enroll 
in the EIDWS program. 

To support the Navy "Strategy for 
Achieving Information Dominance" and 
enhance the professional development 
of IDC enlisted personnel, the provisions 
of NAVADMIN 343/12 (www.public.navy.
mil/bupers-npc/reference/messages/
Documents/NAVADMINS/NAV2012/
NAV12343.txt) expand the program to 
allow all IDC personnel an opportunity 
to enroll in any existing certification 
program. Any IDC Sailor having rea-
sonable access to a command with an 
established EIDWS program may enroll in 
that command's program. This additional 
opportunity for earning enlisted warfare 
qualifications will enhance the profes-
sional development of all IDC Sailors 
and increase warfighting capabilities and 
cyber expertise throughout the Navy.  

Shipboard personnel attached to com-

mands without a program may enroll 
and qualify via an approved program 
within their strike group, amphibious 
readiness group (ARG) or task force.  If 
not assigned to a strike group, ARG or 
task force. Shipboard IDC personnel 
may enroll at any reasonably accessible 
approved EIDWS program. Primary com-
mand personnel qualification standards 
(PQS) and warfare qualifications, based 
on command function, must be obtained 
prior to authorization to enroll in an 
EIDWS program.  

New program validation and approval 
will continue as needed to support 
emerging ID mission expansion. Com-
mands currently in the process of EIDWS 
program development may continue 
with program certification efforts. Specif-
ically, aircraft carriers, amphibious assault 
ships and fleet commands interested in 
creating an EIDWS program are directed 
to follow the guidance outlined in COM-
NAVCYBERFOR Instruction 1414.1. 

Prior to the release of NAVADMIN 
343/12, only 50.4 percent of IDC enlisted 
personnel, or 12,689 of 25,172, were 
eligible to enroll. Program expansion 
increases opportunities for more than 90 
percent of IDC personnel in the AG, CT, 
IS and IT ratings.

"Realizing that it is virtually impos-
sible for us to extend the opportunity 

to 100 percent of the Information 
Dominance Corps, a 90 percent solu-
tion is a great number. In keeping with 
(retired) MCPON West's goal of hav-
ing ‘all Sailors wearing a warfare pin,’ 
our expansion not only drives toward 
this stated goal but exceeds the efforts 
of all other enlisted warfare qualifica-
tion efforts.  Every eligible Sailor who 
pursues this voluntary opportunity will 
bolster their own professional resume 
and enhance the warfighting capability 
of their own commanders. The efforts 
of Senior Ross and Senior Morrow in 
leading the cradle-to-grave charge in 
this effort have been remarkable. The 
EIDWS remains our Navy's most ‘coveted 
and sought after’ warfare pin," said (now 
retired) FORCM(IDW/AW/SW) Jay Pow-
ers, Force Master Chief for Navy Cyber 
Forces Command.

So far, 121 commands have an 
approved EIDWS program, with 22 in 
the process of validation. More than 
3,300 Sailors have already qualified. 
An updated EIDWS instruction will be 
released containing program revisions 
and updated requirements. In the mean-
time, please refer to NAVADMIN 343/12 
for guidance. 

For assistance please contact:  
NAVCYBERFOR Force Master Chief: FORCM Steve Giordano at (757) 417-6705; 
DSN: 537-6705 or steven.giordano@navy.mil.
EIDWS program coordinator: CTNCS Russell Ross at (757) 417-7931 ext. 8; DSN: 
537-7931 ext. 8 or russell.a.ross1@navy.mil. 
Program Coordinator: ITCS STEFAN MORROW at (757) 417-6757 ext. 1; DSN: 537-
6757 ext. 1 or stefan.morrow@navy.mil.
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large number of center for 
Information dominance chiefs Pinned

By Gary Nichols, CID Public Affairs

across the fleet, from naval 
installations to ships at sea to air stations, 
one of the most treasured and time-
honored traditions is the pinning of the 
golden anchors for the first time on the 
collars of the navy’s newest chief petty 
officers.

on sept. 14 at the atrium of the 
national museum of naval aviation, 32 
new chief petty officers were pinned 
from the center for Information 
dominance (cId) unit corry station, 
navy Information operations command 
(nIoc) Pensacola and naval hospital 
Pensacola.

Throughout the cId domain, there 
were 206 e-6s who were board-eligible 
for advancement to chief petty officer. 
of these, 59 were selected, resulting in 
an impressive 29 percent selection rate 
to chief petty officer.

“Typically the advancement rate for 
chief petty officers is about 20 percent 
or lower,” cId domain career adviser eric 
Tremaine said. “The high numbers for 
cId reflect the high caliber of personnel 
we have from across the cId domain.”

Thirteen of these new chiefs were 
based at cId unit corry station, and the 
remainder were scattered throughout 
the cId domain, primarily at the other 
commands: cId unit monterey, fleet 
Intelligence Training command at 
san diego and navy marine corps 
Intelligence Training command at dam 
neck, Va.

“This is proof that the fleet is sending 
the cream of the crop to cId for 
instructor duty, and it shows in the high 
advancement rate for our new chief 
petty officers,” cId command master 
chief Travis Brummer said. “This is a 
win-win situation for everybody: our 
students, our instructors and the navy.”

naval education and Training 

command (neTc) force master chief 
(aw/sw) april Beldo, who was the guest 
speaker during the pinning ceremony, 
had words of encouragement and 
advice for the newly pinned chief petty 
officers.

“I am very passionate about being 
a chief petty officer, and a part of the 
chief’s mess,” Beldo said. she related the 
pride she felt in september 1995 when 
she received her gold anchors while 
onboard the uss abraham lincoln. “I 

remember it like it was just yesterday,” 
she said. “It is still one of the most proud 
times of my life.”

on march 13, 1893, u.s. navy 
regulation circular no. 1 established the 
rating of chief petty officer. In the past 
119 years the chief’s pinning ceremony 
has become one of the navy’s most 
time-honored ceremonies. earning the 
right to wear the gold anchors is not 
easy, and the process of becoming a 
chief petty officer is a long and difficult 

Pensacola, fla. (sept. 14, 2012) fy-13 chief Petty officers during a pinning ceremony at the national 
museum of naval aviation on board naval air station Pensacola. Throughout the cId domain, there were 
206 e-6s who were board-eligible for advancement to chief petty officer. of these, 59 were selected, 
resulting in an impressive 29 percent selection rate to chief petty officer. u.s. navy photo by cryptologic 
Technician collection 1st class joshua Pugh.
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road — and is arguably the greatest 
achievement a sailor can achieve. The 
ceremony signifies a new position of 
leadership and responsibility for the 
new e-7s. for the newly selected chief 
petty officers, the pinning ceremony 
represents the culmination of four weeks 
of the induction process, a rigorous 
training schedule involving physical 
training, and leadership, teamwork, time 
management, and navy history and 
tradition course work.

Information systems Technician “a” 
school instructor chief Information 
systems Technician arian sanchez 
said the induction process was more 
challenging than he expected. “The 
level of teamwork and the level of 
camaraderie that I’ve learned through 
this process is unequaled so far,” 
sanchez said. “The biggest difference he 
said is that with the e-5 and e-6 mindset 
you tend to look out for yourself and 
your career, and by extension, you are 
helping the navy; as a chief petty officer, 
you learn to take care of others first and 
foremost.”

“To the newest members of the mess 
this is your time; I want you to embrace 
it, I want you to have fun and I want 
you to look forward to the days ahead,” 
Beldo said. “you are now ‘the chief,’ the 
backbone of the navy.”

cId unit corry station commanding 
officer cmdr. luciana sung also 
congratulated the new chief petty 
officers. 

“Pinning our newest chiefs is always 
a great honor and we’re all very proud 
of our chief's mess for all the mentoring 
and sponsoring they provided for this 
season,” sung said.
cId unit corry station senior enlisted 

leader master chief cryptologic 
Technician (collection) (sw/aw) 
jimmy dawkins said he was proud to 
be part of the process that helped to 
develop the navy’s newest crop of chief 
petty officers, and offered words of 
encouragement to the new leaders, who 
after four weeks of intensive training 
during the induction process were eager 
to step into their new role as the navy’s 
newest chief petty officers. 
“step up to the challenge,” dawkins 

said. “lead your sailors, guide them, 
mentor them, and understand that you 
have more impact on that sailor’s life 
than you could ever fathom.”

at the conclusion of the pinning 
ceremony, the new chiefs seemed 
relieved but exhilarated. “It’s the greatest 
point in my military career,” chief 
cryptologic Technician (Technical) (Ids/
sw) aaron ricker said. “I’ve never been 
so excited and so proud.”

“I am very proud of each and every 
one of you, and look forward to serving 
with you in the fleet,” Beldo said.
cId is the navy’s learning center that 
leads, manages and delivers navy 

Pensacola, fla. (sept. 14, 2012) center for Information dominance commanding officer capt. susan 
K. cerovsky congratulates newly pinned chief petty officers at the national museum of naval aviation 
on board naval air station Pensacola. u.s. navy photo by cryptologic Technician collection 1st class 
joshua Pugh.

and joint force training in information 
operations, information warfare, 
information technology, cryptology and 
intelligence. 

gary niChols is the public affairs officer for 
the Center for Information Dominance. 

for more information
Center for Information Dominance news
www.navy.mil/www.navy.mil/local/corry/

Center for Information Dominance
www.netc.navy.mil/centers/ceninfodom

the chief petty officer pinning ceremony signifies a new 

position of leadership and responsibility. for the newly selected 

chief petty officers, the ceremony represents the culmination 

of four weeks of the induction process, a rigorous training 

schedule involving physical training, and leadership, teamwork, 

time management, and navy history and tradition course work.
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In 
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aSSauLt SHIPS uSS 

BOnHOmme rICHarD 

(LHD 6), anD uSS 

eSSex (LHD 2), StatIOneD In SaSeBO, jaPan, 

COmPLeteD a HuLL SWaP DurInG WHICH 

tHe CreWS WOrKeD DILIGentLy LearnInG 

tHe DIfferenCeS BetWeen tHe netWOrK 

SyStemS anD SOftWare aPPLICatIOnS 

InStaLLeD On eaCH Of tHe SHIPS.

tHe CHaLLenGe
Hull swap, or ship rotation, is part of 
the navy’s long-range plan to routinely 
replace older ships assigned to the 
navy’s forward Deployed naval force 
with newer or more capable ships. In a 
hull swap, ships switch places, but crews 
and families remain in their homeport. 

Initially planned for one month in 
duration, the timeframe for the hull 
swap between Bonhomme richard and 
essex was reduced to two weeks due to 
the fleet’s tight operating schedule. the 
compressed schedule allowed the for-
ward deployment of Bonhomme richard 
to ensure the ability of Commander u.S. 
7th fleet to fulfill the u.S. government’s 
commitment to the defense of japan 
and the maintenance of international 
peace and security in the far east in sup-
port of the treaty of mutual Cooperation 
and Security.

Critical to the success of the hull 
swap was the deployment of an auto-
mated solution to transition naval tacti-
cal Command Support System (ntCSS) 
personnel data between the two ships. 
Personnel from the navy’s Command 
and Control Program Office, PmW 150, 
under the Program executive Office for 
Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers and Intelligence (C4I), led 
the effort by gathering requirements and 
planning and coordinating efforts with 
Space and naval Warfare Systems Cen-

Hull Swap – a Sea Story
SPAWAR personnel install critical shipboard software upgrade

by Sharon Anderson

ters atlantic and Pacific. the team con-
sisted of 20 employees from PmW 150, 
SSC Pacific and its detachment in yoko-
suka, and SSC atlantic. their combined 
actions resulted in a seamless transition 
of maintenance, supply and administra-
tive capabilities between the ships and 
enabled the hull swap to be successfully 
executed as scheduled.

the SSC atlantic team’s contribution 
involved designing and engineering the 
automated solution to transition ntCSS 
personnel data between the two ships. 
One of the major differences between 
the applications installed on the ships 
was the ntCSS software version used. 
essex had the legacy Cy04 version of 
ntCSS, whereas the Bonhomme richard 
used the newest release, Patriot, which 
is two releases ahead of the Cy04 ver-
sion. Working with two different versions 
created unique challenges for the team,  
but swapping ntCSS versions on the 
ships was not an option due to the com-
plexity of the software configurations 
and underlying hardware platforms and 
network components unique to each 

ntCSS version. In addition, the solution 
had to be ready for testing, installation 
and validation by SSC Pacific personnel 
in the compressed 13-day window — 
april 9 to 21 — with training also com-
pleted for both ships’ crews to allow 
essex to deploy to San Diego for a much-
needed shipyard overhaul and repairs. 
the only viable option was to develop 
an automated database routine that 
could quickly download personnel data 
from the essex and upload it to the Bon-
homme richard. also, the Bonhomme 
richard’s Patriot r-aDm database had to 
be downgraded to the Cy04 version and 
loaded on the essex.

naVaL taCtICaL COmmanD 
SuPPOrt SyStem
ntCSS is a multi-application information 
system that provides standard informa-
tion resource management to afloat and 
shore-based fleet activities. ntCSS was 
created by the merger of three long-
time key programs: the Shipboard non-
tactical automated Data Processing Pro-
gram (SnaP), the naval aviation Logistics 

san Diego (oCt. 24, 2012) the amphibious assault ship uss essex (lhD 2) is mooreD 
With the assigneD messing anD berthing barge at naval base san Diego. essex is at 
the beginning of an 18-month planneD maintenanCe perioD. the u.s. navy is reli-
able, flexible, anD reaDy to responD WorlDWiDe on, above, anD beloW the sea. join 
the Conversation on soCial meDia using #Warfighting. u.s. navy photo by senior 
Chief mass CommuniCation speCialist joe kane.
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Command management Information 
System (naLCOmIS) and maintenance 
resource management System (mrmS). 

ntCSS provides a full range of stan-
dardized mission support automated 
data processing hardware and software 
to support management of logistics 
information, personnel, material, equip-
ment maintenance, and the funding 
required to maintain and operate ships, 
submarines and aircraft in support of the 
navy and marine Corps. major ntCSS 
components include personnel data 
stored in the relational administrative 
Data management (r-aDm) application, 
one of the primary ntCSS applications, 
and in ntCSS OrG, an application con-
taining the ship's organizational struc-
ture, for example, code information, such 
as the department, division and work 
centers where personnel are assigned. 
ntCSS also includes relational Supply 
(rSupply), Organizational maintenance 
management System new Generation 
(OmmS-nG) and naLCOmIS. 

r-aDm is the authoritative database 
for afloat activities that use the ntCSS 
suite; it is designed to capture individual 
level unit training, personnel qualifica-
tion standards (PQS) and certifications. 
r-aDm also tracks training exercises 
and enables creation, management and 
maintenance for watch bills. 

rSupply is a real-time interface into 
the Defense automated addressing Sys-
tem for status processing (both incoming 
and outgoing) and requisition submis-
sion. rSupply uses a real-time cumula-
tive transaction ledger which provides 
users with explicit details of the transac-
tions processed thus providing a tool for 
tracking and researching transactions. 

OmmS-nG provides navy mainte-
nance personnel with quick, convenient 
access to the maintenance information 
they need to ensure warship readiness. 
Such information includes informa-
tion concerning configuration items, 
work candidates and ordering parts for 
equipment. 

naLCOmIS is an automated infor-
mation system that provides aviation 
maintenance and material management 
with timely, accurate and complete data 
on which to base daily decisions. It is a 

single, integrated, real-time system that 
supports workers, supervisors and man-
agers. naLCOmIS features an automated 
source data entry device for simplifying 
and improving data collection, while 
also furnishing a means to satisfy the 
naval aviation maintenance Program 
requirements. 

the ntCSS Patriot release encom-
passes improved security, including 
enhanced protection for personally 
identifiable information (PII); it eliminates 

non-essential data and allows encryption 
for Social Security numbers, essentially 
making the migration of data to an ear-
lier ntCSS version much more complex. 

from the two different release plat-
forms, the SSC atlantic team had to 
identify all the personnel data that 
needed to be migrated from the essex, 
then determine whether the data was 
encrypted and if it existed on the Bon-
homme richard, and then identify the 
r-aDm database table structures of the 

space and naval warfare systems center Pacific lightning Bolt awardees: aZcs adolfo ramirez, cedric 
Peery, glenn Peterson, otis glover, mike wickstrom and rocky sgro. 

ssc Pacific det yokosuka lightning Bolt awardees: lscs ronald cruz, enc manuel jamosmos, lscm 
arlene carter, lsc lito fuentes and staff sgt. marklyne chery.
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ships’ platforms. after determining these 
items, using Perl, a high-level, general-
purpose, dynamic programming lan-
guage, personnel performed database 
analysis, wrote the conversion script and 
designed and developed the data pack-
ages needed for each ship. the team’s 
efforts eliminated countless labor-inten-
sive hours in manual data entry for more 
than 1,000 crew members and helped 
ensure that the ships’ departure sched-
ules were met. 

SSC Pacific Detachment yokosuka, 
along with Commander naval Surface 
force, u.S. Pacific fleet (COmnaVSur-
PaC) and SSC atlantic personnel, worked 
tenaciously running various software 
scripts to extract databases and com-
plete the Integrated Shipboard network 
System (ISnS) Common PC Operating 
System environment Program (COm-
POSe) and ntCSS users migration for 
both ships in a timely manner.

the SSC atlantic team delivered the 
data packages to the SSC Pacific team 
april 6 in time for SSC Pacific employees 
to assist the crews of both ships in trans-
ferring data between the ntCSS data-
bases, train the crews on the differences 
between the two releases and then com-
plete the actual hull swap. 

military personnel from SSC Pacific’s 
ntCSS team in yokosuka and San Diego, 
provided training guides and devoted 
66 hours of training to the crews to 
ensure that crew members could suc-
cessfully operate ntCSS and generate 
required reports and financial records. 
team members worked across multiple 
geographical locations and time zones 
to keep the project on track. they main-
tained continuous communications with 
shipboard and COmnaVSurPaC per-
sonnel in preparation for the data migra-
tion and training via regularly scheduled 
briefs.

fLeet fIrSt
the combined cooperation and team-

work of PeO C41/PmW 150, SSC Pacific 
ntCSS fleet Support and the SSC atlan-
tic In-Service engineering agent (ISea) 
enabled the task to be successfully 
planned, managed and completed from 
start to finish. In recognition of the team’s 

nCtss team members anD spaWar 
lightning bolt aWarDees 
peo C4i pmW 150
rOCCO SGrO (COntraCt SuPPOrt)
mICHaeL WICKStrOm (COntraCt SuPPOrt)

ssC atlantiC 
jane mCnauGHt (team LeaD)
mOHameD aL-aGHBarI
mICHaeL arteGIan
OSCar GOnzaLez 
rOBert KOnu 
PatrICIa rarICK
CLare tuCKer
jaSOn WOmaCK 

ssC paCifiC
GLenn PeterSOn (BranCH HeaD fOr ntCSS 
ImPLementatIOn & fLeet SuPPOrt) 
OtIS GLOVer
azCS aDOLfO ramIrez
CeDrIC Peery (COntraCt SuPPOrt)
rICHarD SImPSOn

SSC PaCIfIC DetaCHment yOKOSuKa
LSCm arLene Carter (team LeaD)
marIne COrPS Staff SGt. marKLyne CHery
LSCS rOnaLD Cruz
LSC LItO fuenteS
enC manueL jamOSmOS

outstanding performance, each member 
was recognized with SPaWar’s presti-
gious Lightning Bolt award. the team is 
now busily making plans for future sea 
swaps using the lessons learned and suc-
cesses of this first effort. 

SSC atlantic is the central design 
agency to PeO C4I’s PmW 150 program 
office, providing ntCSS systems and 
software engineering, implementation, 
technical support, help desk services 
for software-related trouble calls, and 
installation and training for east Coast 
ntCSS hardware installations. SSC atlan-
tic meets the nation's demands for unin-
terrupted vigilance, fail-safe cybersecu-
rity, adaptive response and engineering 
excellence by delivering secure, inte-
grated and innovative solutions to naval, 
joint and national agencies.

PeO C4I acquires, fields and sup-
ports C4I systems that extend across 
navy, joint and coalition platforms. this 
includes managing acquisition programs 
and projects that cover all C4I disci-
plines: applications, networks, commu-
nications, intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance systems for afloat plat-
forms and shore commands.

SSC Pacific provides West Coast 
ntCSS software installations, training, 
help desk services and other technical 
assistance. SSC Pacific delivers naval, 

joint and national knowledge superiority 
through quality research, development, 
acquisition, test and evaluation and full 
life cycle support of effective C4ISr, 
information operations, enterprise infor-
mation services and space capabilities. 

ssc atlantic lightning Bolt awardees, front row, from left: robert Konu, jason womack, oscar 
gonzalez, back row, mohamed al-aghbari, clare Tucker, jan mcnaught, Patricia rarick, michael 
artegian. Photo by heather rutherford/chIPs. 
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the 
department of 
the navy, through 
its contract with 

hewlett Packard (hP) for the navy 
marine corps Intranet, is entitled to 
microsoft’s home use Program (huP) as 
a volume license holder with microsoft. 

The huP allows government civilian 
and uniformed personnel presently 
with active nmcI accounts to obtain a 
licensed copy of the current versions 
of microsoft office, Project or Visio 
desktop applications to install and use 
on a home computer if these products 
are also installed on their nmcI 
computer, regardless of the version on 
the user’s work computer. 

Microsoft Office Professional 
Plus 2010 Available for  
Home Use to DON Military and 
Civilian Personnel

DON Military and Civilian Personnel with 

Active NMCI Accounts Can Use the HUP 

for Minimal Fee

By Sharon Anderson

Who is Eligible
Participants must have a valid nmcI 

email address in order to participate, 
for example, john.doe@navy.mil, jane.
doe@usmc.mil or jack.doe@pacom.mil. 
The huP is a software assurance benefit 
extended to the don by hP under 
the nmcI contractor’s license with 
microsoft. If users have a non-nmcI 
computer or a legacy computer, even 
though they have connectivity to the 
nmcI network, they cannot participate 
in the huP. home use or secondary 
usage rights for their microsoft 
products, is contained in their non-
nmcI license agreement with microsoft. 
contractors are ineligible to participate.

Products Available
specifically, the don’s nmcI huP 

includes*: 
 Î microsoft office Professional Plus 

2010 (contains: word 2010, excel 
2010, PowerPoint 2010, outlook 
2010, onenote 2010, sharePoint 
workspace 2010, Publisher 2010, 
access 2010 and InfoPath 2010);

 Î language packs for microsoft office 
Professional Plus 2010 (available for 
$9.95 each);

 Î microsoft Project Professional 2010; 
microsoft Visio Premium 2010; 
and  

 Î microsoft office 2011 for 
macintosh.** 
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* applications should only be 
purchased for home use if used at your 
work place.

** If you use office Professional at 
work and have a mac at home, you can 
order and use mac office 2011 at home.

There is a  minimal charge for the 
administrative costs of obtaining the 
software, including media and shipping. 
each product costs $9.95 for processing 
and handling, plus local sales tax for an 
electronic download service, payable via 
a credit card for each product ordered. 
media, if requested, is an additional 
$13.99. 

Terms & Conditions
There is no specific expiration date 

to the home use Program license. 
however, if you leave the department 
of the navy, or your agency/command 
discontinues its software assurance 
coverage or you are no longer a user 
of the licensed software as part of your 
employment, your license terminates 
and you should discontinue use of 
the software. your agency/command 
should notify you if any of these 
conditions apply.

only one copy of each product 
can be obtained per nmcI email 
address, and you are restricted to only 
one home computer for hosting the 
obtained microsoft product. however, 
although you cannot purchase more 
than one license, it does allow for 
two installations on one Pc and one 
“portable device” (i.e., laptop). 

for portable devices, simply 
download the software (if you don’t 
have media) from the huP email you 
received from microsoft. The email must 
be accessed via your portable device. 
you also must use the same product 
key. 

you can upgrade only when a newer 
version of the software application is 
offered. 

If you change computers at home 
after purchasing a version of office (Pc 
or mac), you can switch to a new office 
version (Pc or mac) only when microsoft 
replaces the office Professional or mac 
office version offered on huP with a 
new version. under the provisions of 
software assurance, microsoft will offer 
its latest versions on huP. Please check 
the ordering website for offered product 
changes.

The huP is for personal home use 
only for eligible don personnel. The 
huP is not a substitute or alternative 
microsoft purchasing program for 
government-owned computers. don 
personnel are not allowed to share 
the home use Program products with 
anyone. This includes family members. 
loading copies of home use Program 
software on Pcs or laptops not being 
used to augment employees working 
at home is a violation of the licensing 
agreement and must cease immediately.

The department of the navy chief 

Information officer (don cIo) website 
hosts a list of frequently asked ques-
tions (faqs) about the don’s home 
use Program to help users determine 
their eligibility with specific information 
about the terms and conditions of using 
the huP. also provided in the faqs is 
a step-by-step instruction for eligible 
nmcI users to order available microsoft 
products from the don’s huP. don 
huP faqs are available at: www.doncio.
navy.mil/contentView.aspx?id=849.

Who Can Help?
The point of contact for the huP is 

the director of commercial IT strategy 
for the department of the navy chief 
Information officer (don cIo) and 
co-chair of the department of defense 
enterprise software Initiative program, 
mr. floyd V. groce. he can be reached 
at floyd.groce@navy.mil or (703) 695-
1917. 

sharon anDerson is the CHIPS 
senior editor. She can be reached at 
chips@navy.mil .

  

resources

microsoft’s home use program (hup)
www.microsoft.com/licensing/software-assurance/home-use-program.aspx.  

nmCi homeport
specific ordering information for nmcI users who want to participate in the navy’s 
huP is available from the nmcI homeport 
https://www.homeport.navy.mil/news/articles/hup-license-info/.

Don Cio information technology policy and guidance
www.doncio.navy.mil
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The eighth annual Army Expeditionary Warrior Experiment Bold Quest began on 
September 17, 2012 at Fort Benning, Ga. AEWE addresses live, prototype exper-
imentation requirements with a primary focus on the Soldier and small unit, 
examining emerging capabilities and concepts for the current and future 
force across all warfighting functions. AEWE-BQ12 set a new precedent by 
inviting Joint Staff to take part in this year’s exercise, in turn, welcoming 
Commander, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command to participate as an 
observer. CHIPS caught up with COMNECC subject matter experts in early 
December who responded in writing to questions about COMNECC participa-
tion in BQ12.

Q&a

Q: Can you discuss your role as observer? 

a: comnecc was approached by the joint staff earlier this year 
about participating in the Bold quest series of experimenta-
tion. although major portions of the experiment revolve around 
combat identification, there are significant pieces that are ser-
vice driven. Bq 12-2, marked the first-ever integration of this 
joint/coalition assessment process with the army expeditionary 
warrior experiment (aewe). as such, the Bq coalition of u.s. 
and allied participants were afforded a unique, front row view 
of key initiatives fundamental to the Army’s Squad:  Foundation 
of the Decisive Force concept; they gained insights into the hu-
man dimension and leader development elements of the squad.

The heavy emphasis of small unit experimentation was ap-
pealing to necc and had a direct relationship to similar navy 
small units such as navy eod (explosive ordnance disposal) 
platoons, boat crews, intelligence detachments, construction 
detachments and civil aaffairs teams.  

we saw this exercise as an opportunity to gain insight into 
multiple processes. first, it was an opportunity to observe the 
planning and execution involved with an experiment of this 
size and nature. If necc has plans to conduct a similar experi-
ment, then this exercise was the opportunity to capture best 
practices for experimentation. second, this venue introduced 
a multitude of small unit concepts and technologies that are 
not emphasized elsewhere in the navy’s training strategy. There 
were concepts related to improving situational awareness and 
decision making combined with virtual technologies designed 
to immerse users in a realistic scenario that replicates the de-
ployed environment. 

The goal of the virtual immersion is to provide users with re-
peatable scenarios that will inform future decision-making for 
individuals when confronted with similar scenarios in the joint 
operating environment. most virtual trainers used by the navy 
are designed for ships and aircraft. for necc, our virtual training 
requirements are more aligned with the army and marine corps 
with an added dose of maritime flavor. comnecc’s attendance 

Navy Expeditionary Combat Command

at fort Benning was designed to gain insight into other service’s 
training concepts and technologies and to examine how these 
may work to prepare sailors for similar tasks in a maritime en-
vironment.

Q: Among the training modules presented at Bold 
Quest, which do you think will be most useful to 

the Navy? 

a: The most promising observation was a concept called asaT 
— advance situational awareness Trainer. asaT is a combat 
situational awareness training approach developed by orbis 
operations, llc and modeled after the marine corps’s combat 
hunter program. The goal of asaT is to provide students with 
the physical and mental ability to recognize threats in a combat 
environment with a focus on urban terrain. 

asaT employs a combination of pattern recognition, expe-
riential learning, law enforcement techniques, military tactics, 
and other approaches to improve sense making and tactical de-
cision-making. The instructor delivery techniques were a major 
factor in knowledge transfer during the classroom iteration. al-
though instruction included complex topics based on philoso-
phy (logic), sociology and psychology, the delivery method was 
tailored to the training audience (army’s squad) and appeared 
to be effective. This capability could appeal to expeditionary 
forces if the baseline was re-centered on the maritime environ-
ment.  

also, this capability aligns with the navy’s effort in Maritime 
Infrastructure Protection and Confronting Irregular Challenges 
by emphasizing the human dimension of training. a version of 
asaT tailored to necc’s diverse maritime and ground forces 
(coastal riverine force/crf, explosive ordnance disposal/
eod, naval construction force/ncf, navy expeditionary Intel-
ligence command/neIc, maritime civil affairs and security 
Training command/mcasTc, and navy expeditionary logistics 
support group/naVelsg), integrated with other live and virtual 
training efforts would significantly enhance the combat readi-
ness of our forces.  
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Q: Do you know when the Navy will have the oppor-
tunity to use the virtual training demonstrated at 

the AEWE Bold Quest event?

a: The navy and comnecc continue to pursue simulation and 
synthetic training in order to deliver better and more effective 
integrated training. during the exercise, some of the virtual train-
ing was used as a demonstration, while other efforts are funded 
service programs of record. The first step in any procurement 
process is to make sure that the problem is identified and clearly 
articulated. 

comnecc has drafted a synthetic training strategy that out-
lines efforts to integrate live, virtual and constructive training 
initiatives for expeditionary forces. This draft strategy has high-
lighted the need to further develop a simulation master plan that 
drives future requirement and resourcing decisions for emerging 
training technologies and concepts like the ones demonstrated 
at fort Benning. once these processes are in place, comnecc 
can better decide on our use of current and future training tech-
nologies and the mechanisms required to sustain the chain of 
live, virtual and constructive training efforts. 

Q: How does the Navy conduct training now and can 
you explain how virtual training may replace or 

enhance the training that the Navy currently uses?

a: comnecc commander, navy expeditionary combat com-
mand is aligned with other Type commands (Tycoms) and de-
livers training based on the fleet Training continuum and the 
fleet response Plan. Based on the fleet response Training Plan, 
live, virtual and constructive training is conducted throughout 
each phase as separate or integrated functions. The end state 
of the frTP is readied and prepared forces as emphasized in 
the recently issued u.s. fleet forces command Vision guidance 
(october, 2012).  

comnecc’s current approach to training demands the inte-
gration of a mix of requirements to include: expeditionary core 
skills training; required operational capability training; general 
military training; theater specific training, to include language 
and culture training; and mission essential training. additionally, 
expeditionary forces are more likely to confront irregular mis-
sion sets; therefore, [they] are prepared beyond the basic navy 
crew standards for deployment. 

In order to meet these competing requirements, training is 
conducted at the individual and unit level throughout the frTP. 
Individual training is normally evaluated at the lower command 
level, while unit or collective training is evaluated at higher lev-
els to include Tycom (type commander) certification during the 
integrated phase of the frTP. 

Training in a live environment offers the highest degree of 
human interaction and experience. This factor is important when 
training scenarios are designed around counterinsurgency, 
security force assistance, maritime security and other irregular 
mission sets that require more use of the human dimension of 
warfighting and decision making at lower levels. necc’s current 

frTP does include several simulated and constructive training 
technologies, but we would like to see an increase in training 
systems related to support of irregular mission sets and expedi-
tionary force requirements. 

although simulated training cannot replace live training, it 
does provide many advantages for both individual and collective 
training. first, it offers the ability to conduct multiple iterations 
of tactical scenarios for individual and small unit training. This 
provides the training audience the ability to learn through 'new' 
experiences and develops a database of practical knowledge 
that can be recalled in time of conflict. 

second, simulated and immersive training offers a cost-effec-
tive means to introduce environmental characteristics into the 
training environment such as civilians on the battlefield, multi-
dimensional terrain displays, sights, sounds and smells that are 
more expensive to replicate in a live environment. There is still 
much work to be done in these areas, but we foresee simulated 
and immersive training as the standard for major portions of 
military training in the next 20 years. The key is finding the right 
mix and ensuring that they are properly synchronized within the 
entire training spectrum.

Q: I understand that 2012 is the first year that NECC 
was invited to attend Bold Quest.  Are there plans 

for the Navy to be more hands-on at the next Bold Quest?

a: fleet forces command has been a participant in past Bq 
events focused on combat Id and is currently involved with the 
2013 planning. necc has made plans to be an active partici-
pant in the Bq-13 events. next year’s participation will be small 
in scope and will highlight comnecc’s capabilities to provide 
operational support through digitally aided close air support 
(dacas) technology. This event was timely and was easily inte-
grated into the planning cycle. 

Based on lessons learned from observations at fort Benning, 
comnecc will need to properly position resources to ade-
quately pursue similar virtual training efforts demonstrated by 
the army. This includes all of the administrative and logistical 
considerations for experimentation such as: experimental force, 
analysis team, ranges and training areas, and contract admin-
istration. our goal is continued participation in the Bold quest 
series and to ramp up our participation level each year. more 
emphasis on simulation at the tactical and operational levels is 
needed for expeditionary forces and necc is working to align 
simulation resources comparable to other Tycoms. Bold quest 
offers an excellent venue for continued experimentation in this 
effort. 

bolD Quest aeWe
WWW.benning.army.mil/mCoe/CDiD/aeWe/

navy expeDitionary Combat CommanD

WWW.neCC.navy.mil
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n
ot every ship can make such a 
boast but there is no doubt the 
uss enterprise (cVn 65) has 

earned the right in its 51 years of service. 
enterprise, the world's first nuclear-
powered aircraft carrier, served in every 
major conflict since the cuban missile 
crisis in 1962: six deployments in sup-
port of the Vietnam war and through 
the cold war and gulf wars. 

enterprise commemorates a name 
that has been a continuing symbol of 
the great struggle to preserve american 
liberty, justice and freedom since the 
first days of the american revolutionary 
war. It is the eighth ship in the fleet to 
carry the illustrious name that is defined 
by boldness, power and innovation. 

The first enterprise originally 
belonged to the British and cruised lake 
champlain to supply posts in canada. 
after the capture of fort Ticonderoga 
by the americans may 10, 1775, it 
became apparent to Benedict arnold 
that he would not have control of lake 
champlain until its capture. on may 18, 
he surprised and stormed the British 
garrison at st. john’s on the riche-
lieu in canada and took possession 
of the 70-ton sloop. arnold named it 
enterprise. 

The seventh enterprise (cV 6) was 
the first of the enterprise ships to 
receive the nickname of “Big e” — other 
nicknames included the “lucky e” — 
the “grey ghost” — and the “galloping 
ghost.” cV-6 became the sixth aircraft 
carrier to join the u.s. navy fleet upon 
its commissioning oct. 3, 1936. after its 
heroic world war II service, the first Big 
e was decommissioned feb. 17, 1947 —
as the most decorated ship in u.s. naval 
history. 

enterprise viii (Cvn 65)
In 1954, congress authorized the 

construction of the world’s first nuclear-
powered aircraft carrier, uss enterprise 

uss enterprise (cVn 65) – “we are legend”
by Sharon Anderson

(cVn 65). The giant ship would be 
powered by eight nuclear reactors, two 
for each of its four propeller shafts. This 
was an enormous undertaking because 
never before had two nuclear reactors 
ever been harnessed together. when 
the engineers first started planning the 
ship’s propulsion system, they were 
uncertain how it would work, or even if 
it would work according to their theo-
ries. after years of planning and exhaus-
tive work by thousands of engineers, 
designers, welders, and more, she was 
commissioned nov. 25, 1961. 

In october 1962, enterprise and 
other ships in the u.s. 2nd fleet were 
dispatched to set up a naval blockade 
around cuba when it was discovered 
that the soviet union had built nuclear 
missile sites on the island. The aim of 
this "quarantine," as President john f. 
Kennedy called it, was to prevent the 
soviets from bringing in more military 
supplies. The President demanded 
the immediate removal of the missiles 
already there and destruction of the 
missile bases. The first soviet ship was 
stopped oct. 25, and oct. 28, soviet 
leader nikita Khrushchev agreed to 
dismantle the nuclear sites, concluding 
the cuban missile crisis — and averting 
nuclear war.

on sept. 11, 2001, enterprise was 
headed to naval station norfolk after a 
long deployment when its commanding 
officer ordered the ship to turn around 
and head toward southwest asia, 
where it later launched some of the first 
attacks in direct support of operation 
enduring freedom. The ship's captain 
at the time is now the vice chairman of 
the joint chiefs of staff, adm. james a. 
winnefeld.

another defining moment in the 
ship’s history occurred in 1969 on the 
morning of jan. 14 when an explosion 
erupted due to an overheated rocket 
attached to a parked f-4 Phantom. The 

initial explosion caused other armed 
aircraft to ignite spreading fires and 
additional explosions across the flight 
deck. The fires were brought quickly 
under control, in comparison to previ-
ous carrier flight deck fires, and were 
finally extinguished four hours later. 

forty-three years later, while under-
way in the atlantic ocean, jan. 14, 2012, 
sailors and marines assigned to uss 
enterprise paused to remember the cat-
astrophic fire probably for the last time. 
former crew members recalled that 
day both as enterprise’s worst tragedy 
and its finest hour as the crew fought 
bravely to save the ship. Twenty-seven 
sailors perished and 314 were injured, 
and despite the valiant efforts of the 
crew, enterprise was heavily damaged 
during the fire. repairs were completed 
in april 1969 in Pearl harbor, hawaii, and 
then enterprise proceeded as sched-
uled on deployment to Vietnam and the 
Tonkin gulf. The fire not only changed 
damage control and firefighting for the 
enterprise, it improved techniques and 
training across the fleet. many lessons 
learned from that tragedy are still used 
by the navy today.

enterprise has also had its share of 
hollywood glamour. The hugely popular 
1986 movie “Top gun” was filmed 
aboard the enterprise featuring dar-
ing young naval aviators that captured 
the imagination of young adults across 
america who wanted to emulate the 
skill and bravado of the f-14 Tom-
cat fighter pilots in the action-drama. 
when production concluded the movie 
producers donated a pair of black fuzzy 
dice which are still on display in Primary 
flight control or “Pri-fly” 26 years later. 

during its memorable history, enter-
prise chalked up some amazing statis-
tics: 25 deployments, 10 major opera-
tions and 400,000 arrested landings. 
on enterprise’s final deployment, which 
lasted eight months, it transited through 
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the strait of hormuz 10 times to protect 
freedom of the seas. 

But ultimately, it’s not the number 
of deployments, hollywood movie 
or impressive statistics that make up 
a ship’s legacy — it’s the crew — its 
heart and soul. The navy estimates 
that 100,000 sailors have served on 
the enterprise and many former crew 
members joined the current crew dur-
ing inactivation week — a weeklong 
celebration of enterprise history which 
culminated in an inactivation ceremony 
dec. 1 on board naval station norfolk. 
during inactivation week veterans and 
friends of the “Big e” were given the 
opportunity to tour the ship. about 
8,000 visitors toured enterprise that 
week, while the inactivation ceremony 
drew about 12,000 attendees. 

legenDary CreW anD ship
chIPs staff joined about 1,000 other 

enthusiastic well-wishers nov. 29 for a 
tour of the enterprise. among those we 
met was a man who said he had been 
fascinated with the enterprise since he 
was a small boy. he and his young son 
tackled the 15-hour drive from Keno-
sha, wisconsin, to norfolk for the tour 
and were lucky enough to score tickets 
for the inactivation ceremony. we met 
retired, teary-eyed shipyard workers, 
pilots, crew members, schoolchildren 
— and the curious — all fascinated by 

the historic ship and exceedingly moved 
to be aboard enterprise for the final 
farewell. 

a carrier has approximately 18 levels, 
including eight above the ship’s enor-
mous hangar bay and 10 decks below. 
The “island” or superstructure above 
the flight deck contains the bridge, 
where the commanding officer moni-
tors flights and oversees operations, and 
the flag bridge, where the admiral and 
staff can watch operations and conduct 
task force planning. our group eagerly 
clambered up and down the ship's lad-
ders leading to most of the 18 levels on 
enterprise. 

Topside, the 4.5 acres of flight deck 
looked particularly desolate without 
enterprise’s usual complement of 60 
to 70 aircraft, including f/a-18e and f 
super hornets, e-2c hawkeyes, ea-6B 
Prowlers, sh-60f seahawk helicopters, 
c-2 greyhounds (carrier onboard deliv-
ery aircraft) and marine corps f/a-18c 
hornets. enterprise’s air wing, carrier air 
wing one, with about 1,300 personnel, 
had flown off the enterprise days before 
its return to norfolk nov. 4.

our tour guide, aviation Boatswain's 
mate (aircraft handling) 3rd class 
Benji long, was joined by airmen sean 
condon and eric murphy to escort our 
group of 15. we began on the bridge 
where we met quartermaster 2nd class 
Thomas sanborn, who along with sev-

eral other sailors, was standing watch. 
sanborn explained that he was manning 
the ship’s signal flags on the lookout for 
a man overboard, computing tidal data, 
conducting weather observation, and 
generally vigilant for any type of emer-
gency. he showed us the enterprise’s 
position on a nautical chart and pointed 
to several areas of interest in the waters 
off norfolk naval station. he explained 
that while newer ships in the fleet use an 
electronic navigation system, enterprise 
relied on paper navigation charts and 
compass to plot course. “It didn’t slow 
us down though,” sanborn said. “we 
were still the fastest ship in the navy.” 

while other nuclear-powered carriers 
have four nuclear reactors, enterprise’s 
eight allowed it to sail more than 35 
miles an hour in the open seas. 

next stop, Pri-fly, a level up from the 
bridge, where we saw the famous fuzzy 

aTlanTIc ocean (nov. 3, 2012) The aircraft carrier uss enterprise (cVn 65) underway in the atlantic ocean after completing a 7-and-a-half month 
deployment to support operations in the mediterranean and arabian seas. enterprise is completing its final deployment to the u.s. 5th and 6th fleet areas 
of responsibility in support of maritime security operations and theater security cooperation efforts. u.s. navy photo by lt. ryan de Vera.

aviation Boatswain's mate (aircraft handling) 3rd 
class Benji long and airmen sean condon and 
eric murphy aboard uss enterprise nov. 29.
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dice and were briefed by aBh2 jenna wed-
del. The small room towers seven stories 
above enterprise's flight deck. The pan-
oramic view of deck operations below pro-
vides sailors with a bird’s eye view of flight 
ops. monitoring an average of 90 aircraft 
take-offs and arrested landings on a daily 
basis while the ship is deployed, often with 
less than a minute (sometimes seconds) 
between launch and recovery operations, 
the Pri-fly crew must continuously survey 
all flight and deck operations to help keep 
personnel safe in one of the world's most 
dangerous working environments. The "air 
Boss" and "mini Boss" are in charge of all 
Pri-fly operations, which cover all aircraft 
activity within a five-mile radius of the ship. 

using a number of advanced radar 
systems and constant communication with 
the pilots, aircraft from up to 50 miles away 
from the ship are monitored by personnel 
located in the caTcc, or carrier air traffic 
control center. even with advanced radar 
systems, landing 30-ton jets can still be 
difficult. Problems that may occur include: 
low fuel, engine or landing gear problems, 
and any number of emergency landing 
situations, long said. 

more ladders to navigate, and on to flight 
deck control, which is the central location 
for all operations that involve any flight 
deck maneuver. from foreign object debris 
walk downs, refueling jets, to launching and 
recovering aircraft, the crew in flight deck 
control coordinates operations by means 
of a “ouija board” — a scaled down version 
of the flight deck sized to 1/16 inch to one 
foot, mounted on a table and populated 
with miniature aircraft. 

The atmosphere in flight deck control 
was definitely laid back, with no aircraft on 
board to worry about; aircraft handlers had 
time to describe flight operations for those 
touring the ship. The camaraderie of the 
air crew was obvious and no wonder they 
work 15 to 16-hour days while deployed 
relying on each other to ensure the safety 
of personnel and multimillion-dollar air-
craft. several off-duty sailors had brought 
their active toddlers on board for a visit. at 
one point, an inquisitive baby grabbed a 
plane from the ouija board while his mom 
remarked that she moved those planes 
around all day. long said, “we are like fam-
ily here; even during our time off we like to 
hang out with each other.” 

sailors in flight deck control must keep 
aircraft handlers informed of flight deck 
movements. The handler displays the air-
craft's movement and location on the ouija 
board, and it is the handler's job to confirm 

all aircraft are in the appropriate location 
during flight operations. The handler's 
main task is to make sure the flight deck 
has enough room for jets to maneuver, not 
only for launch and recovery missions, but 
refueling as well. 

“we can get a call from [air crew] on 
deck, someone could just want to open the 
wings on a plane but he has to call down 
here [flight deck control] for permission 
first,” long said. 

The hangar bay covers 3.5 acres, and four 
elevators move aircraft between the hangar 
bay and flight deck. There are four steam 
catapults to launch aircraft.

long’s berthing compartment was 
nearby so we headed there next, where 
he graciously showed us his rack (bunk), 
storage locker and a communal shower. 
spaces were cramped but our group 
gamely took turns inspecting everything 
that long and his cohorts were willing to 
show us. one sailor passing in the opposite 
direction marveled, “he’s showing them the 
bathrooms?” clearly, our tour guides were 
proud to present every inch of the enter-
prise for inspection.

from there we saw the general mess for 
the crew, chiefs’ mess and wardroom, each 
stocked with an appetizing variety of fresh 
salads and fruit, as well as fried chicken, 
mashed potatoes and gravy. we didn’t tour 
these, but enterprise also has a general 
store, two gyms, two barber shops, laun-
dromat, print shop, chapel, library, televi-
sion station and studio, coffee shop, and a 
daily newspaper distributed when the ship 

was underway.  
next we moved to damage control, sick 

bay and the ship’s forecastle (pronounced 
fo'ksul). The forecastle is the forward 
part of the main deck and is home to the 
ship’s ground tackle, all the equipment 
used in anchoring. ground tackle is one 
of the most vital parts of a ship’s equip-
ment since its safety can depend upon the 
proper use of this gear. we examined the 
anchor windlass, equipped with capstan 
head, massive anchor chains and the chain 
locker. Interestingly, the forecastle, because 
of its large open space, is also used to hold 
ceremonies.

In sick bay, corpsmen provided a snap-
shot of the enterprise’s medical capabilities 
and reported that most crew injuries were 
broken bones and bumped heads result-
ing from rushing up and down ladders or 
failing to duck under low bulkheads. still, 
the ship’s doctor and corpsmen can handle 
virtually any medical emergency while 
more complicated cases may require airlift 
to a hospital when the ship is deployed.

In damage control, personnel use equip-
ment and techniques to prevent or mini-
mize damage caused by battle, fire, colli-
sion, grounding and explosion. Personnel 
are also trained in defensive measures used 
to mitigate the effects of weapons of mass 
destruction, such as chemical, biological 
and radiological warfare.

inaCtivation phase
The enterprise will remain at naval station 
norfolk for approximately six months to 

norfolK (nov. 30, 2012) a u.s. navy sailor, assigned to the aircraft carrier uss enterprise (cVn 65), gives a 
presentation on the operations of the ship's flight deck control center to a tour group during the ship's inactiva-
tion week tours nov. 30. he is seated in front of the "ouija board" — a scaled down version of the flight deck. 
enterprise was commissioned in 1961 and is scheduled to celebrate her inactivation, dec. 1, after 51 years of 
service. u.s. navy Photo by mass communication specialist 2nd class alex r. forster.
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norfolK (dec. 1, 2012) Veterans, family, and friends participate in the inactivation ceremony for the aircraft 
carrier uss enterprise (cVn 65). enterprise was commissioned nov. 25, 1961 as the first nuclear-powered 
aircraft carrier. The inactivation ceremony marks the end of her 51 years of service. u.s. navy photo by mass 
communication specialist seaman joshua e. walters.

off-load equipment and to make the ship 
ready for tow to huntington Ingalls Indus-
tries-newport news shipyard for inactiva-
tion. The inactivation phase will last about 
four years in which hydraulic systems will 
be drained and expendable materials, tools, 
spare parts and furnishings will be removed.  

additionally, tanks containing oil and 
other fluids will be drained and cleaned, any 
hazardous material will be removed, and the 
ship's electrical and lighting systems will be 
de-energized. 

concurrent with inactivation, the ship 
will be defueled using the same proven 
techniques that have been used success-
fully to refuel and defuel more than 350 
naval nuclear-powered warships. The ship 
will also be prepared to be towed to Puget 
sound naval shipyard and Intermediate 
maintenance facility in 2017 for dismantling 
and recycling. 

most of the crew will be reassigned to 
other commands shortly after inactivation. 
a smaller group will stay with the ship serv-
ing as watch standers until the reactors are 
completely defueled. some will remain dur-
ing the tow to Puget sound naval shipyard.

during the tour, we chatted with the 
enterprise’s pleasant and highly professional 
crew — in many ways — the best part of 
the tour. most were anxious to hear of their 
next assignment. long said he hoped to be 
headed for a career change and acceptance 
into “a” school for hospital corpsman. a 
few were looking forward to shore duty 
while most we talked with were going to 
other carriers and back to sea.

crew members were cheerfully anticipat-
ing the holidays in port. airman eric murphy 
said he has been enjoying his wife’s cook-
ing since the ship’s return; it was what he 
missed most while deployed. airman sean 
condon said he was just glad to hang out 
with his friends — most of whom are enter-
prise shipmates. 

In a video played at the inactivation 
ceremony, secretary of the navy ray mabus 
announced that the name enterprise will 
live on as he officially passed the name to 
cVn 80, the third ford class carrier and the 
ninth ship in the u.s. navy to bear the name. 
nostalgic enterprise veterans old and new 
were delighted to hear the news. 

uss enterprise (Cvn 65) faCts anD stats 
 
KEEL LAID: Feb. 4, 1958
LAUNCHED: Sept. 24, 1960
COMMISSIONED: Nov. 25, 1961
MAIDEN VOYAGE: Jan. 12, 1962
INACTIVATION: Dec. 1, 2012 

SHIP'S COMPANY: 3,100
AIR WING: 1,300
EMBARKED STAFFS: 200 
AIR WING: CVW-1 (Carrier Air Wing ONE)

Staffs Include: Carrier Strike Group Twelve and Destroyer Squadron Two

ARMAMENT: Multiple NATO Sea Sparrow, Phalanx CIWS, and Rolling Airframe Missile (RAM) 
mounts

enterprise’s final Deployment

 Î 239 Days DeployeD (270 of 308 Days in 2012 unDerWay)

 Î 80,968 miles steameD

 Î 39 restriCteD Water transits

 Î 10 strait of hormuz transits

 Î 2 bab el-manDeb transits

 Î 2 suez Canal transits

 Î 1 strait of messina transit

 Î 38 replenishments at sea

 Î 7 port visits

 Î 15 pre-aCtion aim Calibration (paC) fire on the Close-in Weapon system (CiWs) 

expenDing 6,750 rounDs.

The Enterprise Medical Department had 25,150 patient encounters, filled more than 
10,000 prescriptions, performed 1,189 radiology exams, 5,494 laboratory tests, 
conducted 77 emergent and same-day surgical procedures and managed more than  
59 medical evacuations from seven different ships at sea.

The supply team handled more than 700,000 pounds of mail, prepared more than 
 3 million meals, baked more than 300,000 cookies, processed more than  
500,000 pounds of laundry, gave more than 25,000 haircuts and expedited 6,000 high-
priority parts valued at $250 million to keep enterprise’s jets flying.sharon anDerson is the senior editor of chIPs. 

she can be reached at chips@navy.mil. 

for more information
www.enterprise.navy.mil. 
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Personnel attached to norfolk naval 
station and residents living near the base 
are accustomed to seeing cutting-edge 
technology in the form of ships and aircraft, 
and other high-tech platforms, on this, the 
world’s largest naval base, nearly every day. 
In keeping with the navy’s pioneering spirit, 
in december 2012, the base unveiled a new 
10-acre solar array system to help pay its 
utility bill.

The solar farm contains 8,624 solar 
panels installed in a rack system, each 
bolted onto steel stilts installed in a soggy 
field called monkey Bottom just outside 
the naval station’s gate and visible from 
the chesapeake Bay and hampton roads 
Bridge-Tunnel. 

eighteen-thousand linear feet of above-
ground conduit is installed in the array 
field with 15,000 linear feet of PVc conduit 
installed below ground; 230,000 linear 
feet of wire is pulled in the array field to 
support the operation of the solar panels. 
The system produces up to 2.1 megawatts 
of electricity, according to naval facilities 
engineering command mid-atlantic, who is 
responsible for the project. 

according to Tom Kreidel, spokesman for 
naVfac mid-atlantic, the solar array is the 
largest solar project at any navy base on the 
east coast.

The project is important because 
secretary of the navy ray mabus set an 
energy policy that will improve the navy’s 

Norfolk Naval Station’s Solar 
Electric System Project

Navy builds largest solar array on East Coast

by Heather rutherford

energy security, 
increase its energy 
independence and help 
lead the nation toward a 
clean energy economy. 
The department of 
the navy established 
five ambitious energy 
goals (http://www.
navy.mil/features/
navy_energysecurity.
pdf) intended to move 
the navy and marine corps away from a 
reliance on petroleum and dramatically 
increase the use of alternative energy. 

one of the goals is to increase alternative 
energy ashore. By 2020, the department 
will produce at least 50 percent of 
shore-based energy requirements from 
alternative sources and 50 percent of don 
installations will be net-zero — meaning 
they will produce enough energy to be 
energy-independent. 

The solar project will help the norfolk 
naval station meet the secretary’s goals for 
greater energy efficiency.

The project was awarded in june 2009, 
and the solar array is expected to be fully 
operational by the end of 2012. 

solar panels use the sun's rays to produce 
electricity. sunlight, in the form of photons, 
shines down on the panels. The panels 
convert the photons into electrons as direct 
current. Then the photons flow to a dc/ac 

power converter, also known as an inverter, 
where they are converted into alternating 
current power. 

“as far as how it works with our energy 
program, the power from the panels goes 
back into the grid that feeds the base. so 
it doesn't go to any one particular place 
on base. The energy we produce with the 
solar panels is energy that we don't have to 
buy from the local electric company,” said 
michelle Perry, naVfac’s project manager 
for the solar panel system.

The cost of the project was $21 million.   

for more information

naVfac mid-atlantic

https://portal.navfac.navy.mil/portal/page/portal/

navfac/navfac_ww_pp/navfac_naVfacmIdlanT_pp

naval facilities engineering command mid-atlantic recently completed a 
photovoltaic project at naval station norfolk. The project features more than 
8,000 solar panels that will generate more than 2 megawatts of electricity at 
the world's largest naval base. u.s. navy photos by john land/naVfac.

heather rutherforD is the assistant editor of 
chIPs. she can be reached at chips@navy.mil. 

closer look at naval facilities engineering command 
mid-atlantic's solar farm project onboard naval 
station norfolk.
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t
he offiCe of naval researCh 
(onr), a leaDer in the 
exploration of reneWable 

poWer, played a major role in the 
development of a new "world green 
city" at its headquarters in arlington, Va., 
on dec. 12, as a prototype community 
powered by alternative energy sources. 

Keeping in line with chief of naval 
operations adm. jonathan greenert's 
recently announced 2013-2017 navigation 
Plan — which calls for improving 
operational energy efficiency by investing 
in new technologies — the world green 
city boasts the latest in renewable 
power, including a direct-current (dc) 
microgrid funded by onr's sea warfare 
and weapons department (http://www.
onr.navy.mil/science-Technology/
departments/code-33.aspx).

dr. richard T. carlin, head of the 
department, spoke to international 
leaders and scientists during the opening 
ceremony of the world green city and 
eco-Product exhibition 2012. 

"The world green city provides an 
opportunity to evaluate and understand 
the implementation of renewable energy 
technologies in a real-world microgrid," 
carlin said. "such microgrids make 
possible sustainable, decentralized 
power systems that are applicable to 
many communities, especially remote 
communities, as well as forward-deployed 
naval operational bases. our partnership 
with chiang mai rajabhat university will 
benefit communities in Thailand and 
ultimately communities across the asia 
Pacific region." 

The idea for the microgrid began 
two years ago when dr. wattanapong 
rakwichian, executive director of the asian 
development Institute for community 
economy and Technology (adiceT) at 
chiang mai rajabhat university, discussed 
his vision for a "green" campus with onr 
officials at a workshop on alternative and 
renewable energy funded by onr.

located on the new saluang-Keelek 
campus of chiang mai rajabhat university 
in northern Thailand, the world green city 
now includes about 20 buildings over 200 

acres operating on renewable power from 
solar cells.

"with support from onr, we have 
created a model community that applies 
smart technologies and renewable 
energies into the green living style," said 
dr. "watt," as he is affectionately called. 
"as a result, we hope that our world green 
city will serve as a model for developing 
the rest of the smart communities in 
Thailand and other parts of asia."

The dc system takes power from 
an array of solar cells and delivers it to 
houses, businesses, classrooms and offices 
on the campus without having to convert 
to alternating current (ac). This saves 
money and eliminates the need for dc-
to-ac power conversion equipment, and 
the associated losses of the conversion 
process. 

The research also features innovations 
in the development of smart microgrids, 
which manage power production, storage 
and distribution. research in this area 
could lead to smaller, portable dc power 
plants that can be set up quickly for use 
during emergencies, without the need for 
fossil fuels. such systems could find use in 
various naval applications. 

"It's ideal for a small rural village and 
also island communities," said capt. Paul 
marshall, interim associate director for 
Power and energy for onr global (http://
www.onr.navy.mil/science-technology/
onr-global.aspx) and project officer from 
the onr reserve component. "If you 
have a community living on an island 
disconnected from the main power grid, 
they need to be able to produce their own 
power, which can be managed by having 
a microgrid on the island. In a way, it's 
analogous to a ship at sea. some of these 
technologies being researched could 
someday be used in naval applications." 

Ken foster, consul general of the 
u.s. department of state's consulate 
general in chiang mai (http://chiangmai.
usconsulate.gov/about_the_consulate.
html), praised the collaboration between 
onr and the local university during his 
remarks at the opening ceremony for the 
world green city. 

"as the u.s. department of state 
celebrates 180 years of friendship between 
the united states and Thailand, we are 
pleased to witness another partnership 
success story between the u.s. office of 
naval research and chiang mai rajabhat 
university," foster said. "we congratulate 
these partners for establishing real-world 
renewable energy research in northern 
Thailand, and connecting environmental 
innovators across sectors and across the 
globe."

The forum began with an opening 
speech from Thailand's Vice minister of the 
ministry of energy, and a ribbon cutting for 
the world green city. In addition to the 
opening ceremony, onr representatives 
are attending, presenting and moderating 
at the third annual workshop on 
alternative and renewable energy for 
sustainability and the world alternative 
energy forum while in Thailand. 

ONR-Funded Microgrid Powers "World Green City"

Concept ideal for small rural village and island communities

by eric beidel, office of naval research

offiCe of naval researCh

onr provides technological advantage 

to the navy and marine corps through 

investments in science and technology 

(s&T) research. onr’s investments have 

enabled many firsts, including the launch 

of the first u.s. intelligence satellite; the 

development of sealaB I/II; the validation 

of the global Positioning system concept 

and launch of the first gPs satellite; 

the first global atmospheric prediction 

model; overseas contingency operation 

support through various quick-response 

programs; the electromagnetic railgun; 

free electron laser; energy s&T; and 

underwater autonomous systems. 

 Ranked No. 1 Best Place to Work in the 

Navy, by the Partnership For Pubic Service

e-mail: onrcsc@onr.navy.mil

Web: www.onr.navy.mil

facebook: www.facebook.com/

officeofnavalresearch



software Categories for esi

it asset management

belarc

belmanage asset management: Provides 

software, maintenance and services.

ContraCtor: Belarc Inc. (w91quZ-

07-a-0005)

authorizeD users: This BPa is open for 

ordering by all department of defense (dod) 

components and authorized contractors.

orDering expires: 30 dec 16

ContaCt: chess helpdesk (888) 232-4405 

(peoeis.pdchess.helpdesk@us.army.mil)

Web link: https://chess.army.mil/contract/

details/100083

bmC

remeDy asset management: Provides soft-

ware, maintenance and services.

ContraCtor: Bmc software Inc. (w91quZ-

07-a-0006)

authorizeD users: This BPa is open for 

ordering by all department of defense (dod) 

components and authorized contractors.

cally manage application usage to achieve 

continuous compliance, optimized usage and 

maximized value.  

ContraCtors: 
flexera Dlt solutions (n00104-12-a-Zf43); 

small Business;(703) 584-3120 

flexera immixtechnology, inc. (n00104-12-

a-Zf44) 

orDering expires: 21 oct 15 

Web links: flexera Dtl solutions 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=319&type=2 

flexera immix group 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=320&type=2

Database management 
tools

microsoft products

miCrosoft Database proDuCts: see infor-

mation under office systems on page 76.

oracle (Deal-o)

oraCle proDuCts: Provides oracle 

database and application software licenses, 

support, training and consulting services. 

ContraCtors: 
Dlt solutions (w91quZ-06-a-0002); 

(703) 708-8979 

immixtechnology, inc. (w91quZ-

08-a-0001);  

mythics, inc. (w91quZ-06-a-0003); 

small Business; (757) 284-6570 

orDering expires: 

dlT: 31 mar 17 

immixTechnology: 02 mar 16 

mythics: 16 mar 13 

authorizeD users: This has been des-

ignated as a dod esI and gsa smart-Buy 

contract and is open for ordering by all u.s. 

federal agencies, dod components and 

authorized contractors. 

ContaCt: chess helpdesk (888) 232-4405 

(peoeis.pdchess.helpdesk@us.army.mil) 

Web link: https://chess.army.mil/cms/a/

sw_deal_o_hPg 

speCial note to navy users: see the 

information provided on page 67 concerning 

the navy oracle database enterprise license 

under department of the navy agreements.

orDering expires: 23 mar 15

ContaCt: chess helpdesk (888) 232-4405 

(peoeis.pdchess.helpdesk@us.army.mil)

Web link: https://chess.army.mil/contract/

details/100084

Dlt

bDna asset management: Provides asset 

management software and services.

ContraCtor: dlT solutions Inc. (w91quZ-

07-a-0002)

authorizeD users: This BPa has been des-

ignated as a gsa smartBuy and is open for 

ordering by all department of defense (dod) 

components, authorized contractors and all 

federal agencies.

orDering expires: 01 apr 13

ContaCt: chess helpdesk (888) 232-4405 

(peoeis.pdchess.helpdesk@us.army.mil)

Web link: https://chess.army.mil/contract/

details/100081

flexera

flexera proDuCts: flexera is a provider 

of strategic solutions for application usage 

management. flexera software helps applica-

tion producers and their customers strategi-

the enterprise software initiative (esi) is a department of defense (dod) 

initiative to streamline the acquisition process and provide best-priced, standards-

compliant information technology (IT). The esI is a business discipline used to coor-

dinate multiple IT investments and leverage the buying power of the government for 

commercial IT products and services. By consolidating IT requirements and negotiat-

ing enterprise agreements with software vendors, the dod realizes significant Total 

cost of ownership (Tco) savings in IT acquisition and maintenance. The goal is to 

develop and implement a process to identify, acquire, distribute and manage IT from 

the enterprise level.

additionally, the esI was incorporated into the defense federal acquisition regu-

lation supplement (dfars) section 208.74 on oct. 25, 2002, and dod Instruction 

5000.2 on may 12, 2003.

unless otherwise stated authorized esI users include all dod components, and 

their employees including reserve component (guard and reserve), and the u.s. 

coast guard mobilized or attached to dod; other government employees assigned 

to and working with dod; nonappropriated funds instrumentalities such as nafI em-

ployees; Intelligence community (Ic) covered organizations to include all dod Intel 

system member organizations and employees, but not the cIa, nor other Ic employ-

ees, unless they are assigned to and working with dod organizations; dod contrac-

tors authorized in accordance with the far; and authorized foreign military sales.

for more information on the esi or to obtain product information, visit the esi 

website at www.esi.mil/.
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sybase (Deal-s)

sybase proDuCts: offers a full suite of 

software solutions designed to assist custom-

ers in achieving Information liquidity. These 

solutions are focused on data management 

and integration; application integration; 

anywhere integration; and vertical process 

integration, development and management. 

specific products include but are not limited to: 

sybase’s enterprise application server; mobile 

and embedded databases; m-Business studio; 

hIPaa (health Insurance Portability and ac-

countability act) and Patriot act compliance; 

PowerBuilder; and a wide range of application 

adaptors. In addition, a golden disk for the 

adaptive server enterprise (ase) product is part 

of the agreement. The enterprise portion of the 

BPa offers nT servers, nT seats, unix servers, 

unix seats, linux servers and linux seats. soft-

ware purchased under this BPa has a perpetual 

software license. The BPa also has exceptional 

pricing for other sybase options. The savings to 

the government is 64 percent off gsa prices.

ContraCtor: sybase, Inc. (daaB15-

99-a-1003); (800) 879-2273; (301) 896-1661

orDering expires: 15 apr 13

authorizeD users: authorized users include 

personnel and employees of the dod, reserve 

components (guard and reserve), u.s. coast 

guard when mobilized with, or attached to the 

dod and nonappropriated funds instrumen-

talities. also included are Intelligence com-

munities, including all dod Intel Information 

systems (dodIIs) member organizations and 

employees. contractors of the dod may use 

this agreement to license software for perfor-

mance of work on dod projects.

Web link: 

https://chess.army.mil/contract/details/100020

enterprise application 
integration and 

architecture tools

ibm software

ibm softWare proDuCts: Provides IBm 

product licenses and maintenance with 

discounts from 1 to 19 percent off gsa pricing. 

on june 28, 2006, the IBm rational Blanket 

Purchase agreement (BPa) immixTechnology 

was modified to include licenses and Passport 

advantage maintenance for IBm products, 

including: IBm rational, IBm database 2 (dB2), 

IBm Informix, IBm Trivoli, IBm websphere and 

lotus software products. 

ContraCtors: 

immixtechnology, inc. (daBl01-03-a-1006); 

authorized reseller

orDering expires: 05 may 14

Web link: https://chess.army.mil/contract/

details/100035

Quest products

Quest proDuCts: Provides quest software 

licenses, maintenance, services and training for 

active directory Products, enterprise manage-

ment, erP planning support and application 

and database support. quest software products 

have been designated as a dod esI and gsa 

smartBuy. only active directory products 

have been determined to be the best value to 

the government and; therefore, competition 

is not required for active directory software 

purchases. discount range for software is from 

3 to 48 percent off gsa pricing. for mainte-

nance, services and training, discount range is 

3 to 8 percent off gsa pricing.

ContraCtors:

Quest software, inc. (w91quZ-05-a-0023); 

(301) 820-4889

Dlt solutions (w91quZ-06-a-0004); (703) 

708-9127

orDering expires:

quest: 14 aug 15

dlT: 01 apr 13

Web links: 

Quest software, inc. 

https://chess.army.mil/contract/details/100038

Dlt solutions  

https://chess.army.mil/contract/details/100045

enterprise resource 
planning

oracle

oraCle: see information under database 

management Tools on page 74.

rWD technologies

rWD teChnologies: Provides a broad range 

of integrated software products to improve 

the productivity and effectiveness of end users 

in complex operating environments. rwd’s 

Info Pak products allow you to easily create, 

distribute and maintain professional training 

documents and online help for any computer 

application. rwd Info Pak products include 

Publisher, administrator, simiulator and 

omnihelp. Training and other services are also 

available. 

ContraCtor: rwd Technologies (n00104-

06-a-Zf37); (404) 845-3624

orDering expires: 14 apr 15

Web link: www.esi.mil/contentview.

aspx?id=150&type=2

small Business; (703) 752-0641 or  

(703) 752-0646 

orDering expires: 02 mar 16 

Web link: 

immixtechnology, inc. 

https://chess.army.mil/contract/

details/100013

vmware

vmWare: Provides Vmware software and 

other products and services. This BPa has 

been designated as a gsa smartBuy.

ContraCtor: carahsoft Inc. (w91quZ-

09-a-0003)

authorizeD users: This BPa has been 

designated as a gsa smartBuy and is open for 

ordering by all department of defense (dod) 

components, authorized contractors and all 

federal agencies.

orDering expires: 27 mar 14

Web link:  

https://chess.army.mil/contract/details/100091

enterprise management

Ca enterprise management

software (C-ems2)

Computer assoCiates uniCenter 

enterprise management softWare: 

Includes security management; network man-

agement; event management; output man-

agement; storage management; Performance 

management; Problem management; software 

delivery; and asset management. In addition 

to these products, there are many optional 

products, services and training available.

ContraCtor: computer associates 

International, Inc. (w91quZ-04-a-0002); (703) 

709-4610

orDering expires: 25 mar 13 (Please phone 

for extension information.)

Web link: 

https://chess.army.mil/contract/details/100040

netiQ

netiQ: Provides net Iq systems management, 

security management and web analytics solu-

tions. Products include: appmanager; appana-

lyzer; mail marshal; web marshal; Vivinet voice 

and video products; and Vigilant security and 

management products. discounts are 8 to 10 

percent off gsa schedule pricing for products 

and 5 percent off gsa schedule pricing for 

maintenance.

ContraCtors:

netIq corp. (w91quZ-04-a-0003)

northrop grumman – authorized reseller

federal Technology solutions, Inc. – 



sap

sap proDuCts: Provides software licenses, 

software maintenance support, information 

technology professional services and software 

training services.

ContraCtors:

sap public services, inc. (n00104-08-a-Zf41); 

large Business; (202) 312-3515

advantaged solutions, inc. (n00104-08-a-

Zf42); small Business; (202) 204-3083

Carahsoft technology Corp. (n00104-08-a-

Zf43); small Business; (703) 871-8583 

oakland Consulting group (n00104-08-a-

Zf44); small Business; (301) 577-4111 

orDering expires: 14 sep 13

Web links: 

sap public services, inc.

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=154&type=2

advantaged solutions, inc 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=155&type=2

Carahsoft technology Corp.

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=156&type=2

oakland Consulting group

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=157&type=2 
information assurance tools

Websense (Wft)

weBsense: Provides software and mainte-

nance for web filtering products.

ContraCtor:

patriot technologies (w91quZ-06-a-0005)

authorizeD users: This BPa is open for or-

dering by all dod components and authorized 

users.

orDering expires: 07 nov 12 (go to army 

chess website for extension information.)

Web link: https://chess.army.mil/contract/

details/100055

Collaboration

Collaboration

Collabnet: Provides collabnet licenses, 

collabnet support for Teamforge and subver-

sion, consulting services and Training services 

at a discount up to 5 percent. collabnet 

sourceforge enterprise integrates software 

configuration management, issue tracking, 

project management, and collaboration tools 

into a single web-browser based alm platform 

that empowers distributed teams to deliver 

great software. 

ContraCtor:

Carahsoft technology Corp. (hc1047-

11-a-0100)

orDering expires: 30 mar 16

Web link: 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=245&type=2

xacta 

xaCta: Provides web certification and ac-

creditation (c&a) software products, con-

sulting support and enterprise messaging 

management solutions through its automated 

message handling system (amhs) product. 

The software simplifies c&a and reduces its 

costs by guiding users through a step-by-step 

process to determine risk posture and assess 

system and network configuration compli-

ance with appli cable regulations, standards and 

industry best practices, in accordance with the 

dITscaP, nIacaP, nIsT or dcId processes. 

Xacta’s amhs provides automated, web-based 

distribution and management of messaging 

across the enterprise. platform that empowers 

distributed teams to deliver great software. 

ContraCtor:

telos Corp. (fa8771-09-a-0301); (703) 724-

4555

orDering expires: 24 sep 14

Web link: 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=205&type=2

lean six sigma tools

igrafx business process 

analysis tools

igrafx: Provides software licenses, main-

tenance and media for igrafx Process for six 

sigma 2007; igrafx flowcharter 2007; enter-

prise central; and enterprise modeler. 

ContraCtor:

softchoice Corp. (n00104-09-a-Zf34); (416) 

588-9002, x 2072

softmart, inc. (n00104-09-a-Zf33); (610) 

518-4192

shi (n00104-09-a-Zf35); (732) 564-8333

orDering expires: 31 jan 14

Web links: 

softchoice

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=118&type=2

softmart

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=117&type=2

shi

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=123&type=2

minitab

minitab: a dod-wide blanket purchase 

agreement was established non-competitively 

with minitab, Inc. to provide software licenses, 

media, training, technical services, and mainte-

nance for products including minitab statistical 

software, quality companion, and quality 

Trainer. It is the responsibility of the ordering 

officer to ensure compliance with all fiscal laws 

prior to issuing an order under a BPa, and to 

ensure that the vendor selected represents the 

best value for the requirement being ordered 

(see far 8.404).

ContraCtor:

minitab, inc. (n00104-08-aZf30); (800) 448-

3555

authorizeD users: This BPa is open for 

ordering by all department of defense (dod) 

authorized components, u.s. coast guard, 

naTo, Intelligence community and authorized 

dod contractors. 

orDering expires: 07 may 13

Web link: 
www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=73&type=2

powersteering

poWersteering: Provides software licenses 

(subscription and perpetual), media, training, 

technical services, maintenance, hosting and 

support for Powersteering products: oftware 

as a service solutions to apply the proven 

discipline of project and portfolio management 

in IT, lean six sigma, Project management of-

fice or any other project-intensive area and to 

improve strategy alignment, resource manage-

ment, executive visibility and team productivity. 

It is the responsibility of the ordering officer to 

ensure compliance with all fiscal laws prior to 

issuing an order under a BPa, and to ensure 

that the vendor selected represents the best 

value for the requirement being ordered (see 

far 8.404).

ContraCtor:

immix group, inc. ((n00104-08-a-Zf31); 

small Business; (703) 663-2702

authorizeD users: all dod components, 

u.s. coast guard, naTo, Intelligence commu-

nity, and authorized dod contractors.

orDering expires: 14 aug 13

Web link: 
www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=145&type=2

office systems

adobe Digital media product

aDobe Digital meDia proDuCts: The de-

partment of the navy IT umbrella Program and 

the naval supply systems command, weapon 

systems support, mechanicsburg, Pa., have 

established multiple enterprise agreements for 

adobe software products on behalf of the dod 

esI. This agreement expires 6/30/2016 (inclu-

sive of BPa option ordering periods). Products 

include licenses, upgrades and maintenance. 

The adobe BPas were awarded non-competi-

tively against gsa schedule. 
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It is the responsibility of the ordering officer 

to ensure compliance with all fiscal laws prior 

toissuing an order under a BPa, and to ensure 

that the vendor selected represents the best 

value for the requirement being ordered (see 

far 8.404). 

dod contractors are encouraged to use 

the esI agreements when approved by their 

contracting officer in accordance with far 51. 

note: ordering under this vehicle is not limited 

to the products listed on the BPa Price list 

(attachment a). any adobe software product 

that is on the vendor’s gsa schedule may be 

procured using this vehicle at a discount below 

gsa pricing, including the acrobat suite, Inde-

sign and web Premium, fireworks, lightroom, 

coldfusion standard, etc. go to www.esi.mil/

agreements.aspx?id=301. 

ContraCtors:

Carahsoft technology inc. (n00104-12-a-

Zf31); (703) 871-8577

CDW-g. (n00104-12-a-Zf32); (800) 808-4239

Dell (n00104-12-a-Zf33); (224) 543-5314

emergent, llC (n00104-12-a-Zf34); (757) 

493-3020

govConnection, inc. (n00104-12-a-Zf35); 

(800) 800-0019 x78007

insight (n00104-12-a-Zf36); (800) 862-8758

shi international Corp. (n00104-12-a-Zf37); 

(732) 868-5926

softchoice (n00104-12-a-Zf38); (877) 333-

7638 x323260 or x323228

softmart (n00104-12-a-Zf39); (800) 628-

9091 or (610) 518-4375

orDering expires: 30 jun 16

Web links: 

Carahsoft technology inc. 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=301&type=2

CDW-g 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=302&type=2

Dell 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=303&type=2

emergent, llC 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=304&type=2

govConnection 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=305&type=2

insight 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=306&type=2

shi international Corp. 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=307&type=2

softchoice 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=308&type=2

softmart 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=309&type=2

adobe server products

aDobe server proDuCts: Provides soft-

ware licenses (new and upgrade), maintenance, 

training and support for numerous adobe 

server products, including livecycle forms; 

livecycle reader extensions; acrobat connect; 

flex; coldfusion enterprise; flash media server 

and other adobe server products. 

ContraCtor:

Carahsoft technology Corp. (n00104-09-a-

Zf31); (703) 871-8556

orDering expires: 14 jan 14

Web link: 
www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=186&type=2

autodesk

autoDesk: Provides software licenses for 

more than two dozen autocad and autodesk 

products.

ContraCtor: dlT solutions 

(n00104-12-a-Zf30)

orDering expires: 20 nov 14

Web link: www.esi.mil/contentview.

aspx?id=266&type=2

microsoft products

miCrosoft proDuCts: Provides licenses 

and software assurance for desktop configura-

tions, servers and other products. In addition, 

any microsoft product available on the gsa 

schedule can be added to the BPa.

ContraCtors:

CDW government, llC (n00104-02-a-Ze85); 

(312) 705-1889 or (703) 621-8211

Dell (n00104-02-a-Ze83); (224) 543-5306 or 

(512) 728-2277

enpointe gov., inc. (n00104-12-a-Zf42); (310) 

337-5200 x2640 or (310) 337-5200 x5496

govConnection (n00104-10-a-Zf30); (301) 

340-3407 or (800) 998-0019

gtsi (n00104-02-a-Ze79); (703) 502-2112 or 

(703) 502-2156

hewlett-packard (n00104-02-a-Ze80); (800) 

727-5472 or (402) 758-3304

insight public sector, inc. (n00104-02-a-Ze82); 

(800) 862-8758 or (443) 534-6457

shi (n00104-02-a-Ze86); (800) 527-6389 or 

(732) 564-8333

softchoice (n00104-02-a-Ze81); 312-655-

9002 x323260 or (312) 655-9002 x323228 

softmart (n00104-02-a-Ze84); (800) 628-9091  

or (610) 518-4192

orDering expires: 31 mar 13 

Web links: 

CDW government, llC 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=177&type=2

Dell 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=176&type=2

enpointe gov., inc.

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=318&type=2

govConnection 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=229&type=2

gtsi 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=235&type=2

hewlett-packard 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=114&type=2

insight public sector, inc. 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=173&type=2

shi 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=178&type=2

softchoice 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=174&type=2 

softmart 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=175&type=2

red hat/netscape/firefox

Through negotiations with august schell en-

terprises, dIsa has established a dod-wide 

enterprise site license whereby dIsa can pro-

vide ongoing support and maintenance for the 

red hat security solution server products that 

are at the core of the department of defense’s 

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The red hat se-

curity solution includes the following products: 

red hat certificate system and dependen-

cies; red hat directory server; enterprise web 

server (previously netscape enterprise server); 

and red hat fortitude server (replacing enter-

prise server). 

august schell also provides a download site 

that, in addition to the red hat products, also 

allows for downloading dIsa-approved ver-

sions of the following browser products: firefox 

Browser; netscape Browser; netscape com-

municator; and Personal security manager. 

The red hat products and services provided 

through the download site are for exclusive 

use in the following licensed community: (1) 

all components of the u.s. department of de-

fense and supported organizations that utilize 

the joint worldwide Intelligence communica-

tions system, and (2) all non-dod employees 

(e.g., contractors, volunteers, allies) on-site at 

the u.s. department of defense and those not 

on-site but using equipment furnished by the 

u.s. department of defense (gfe) in support of 

initiatives which are funded by the u.s. depart-

ment of defense. licensed software products 

available through the august schell contract 

are for the commercial versions of the red hat 

software, not the segmented versions of the 

previous netscape products that are compliant 

with global Information grid (gIg) standards. 

The segmented versions of the software are 

required for development and operation of ap-

plications associated with the gIg, the global 

command and control system (gccs) or the 

global combat support system (gcss). 

If your intent is to use a red hat product 

to support development or operation of an 

application associated with the gIg, gccs or 

gcss, you must contact one of the following 

websites to obtain the gIg segmented version 

of the software. you may not use the com-

mercial



version available from the august schell red 

hat download site. If you are not sure which 

version (commercial or segmented) to use, we 

strongly encourage you to refer to the web-

sites listed below for additional information to 

help you to make this determination before 

you obtain the software from the august 

schell red hat download site (or contact the 

project manager). 

ContraCtor: august schell enterprises 

(www.augustschell.com)

Download site: http://redhat.augustschell.com

gCss users: www.disa.mil/gcssj

orDering expires: nov 13; all downloads 

provided at no cost.

Web link: www.disa.mil

red hat

reD hat linux: Provides operating system 

software license subscriptions and services to 

include installation and consulting support, cli-

ent-directed engineering and software custom-

ization. red hat enterprise linux is the premier 

operating system for open source computing. 

It is sold by annual subscription, runs on seven 

system architectures and is certified by top en-

terprise software and hardware vendors.

ContraCtors:

Carahsoft technology Corp. (hc1028-

09-a-2004) 

Dlt solutions, inc. (hc1028-09-a-2003) 

ordering expires:

carahsoft: 09 feb 14 

dlT solutions, Inc.: 17 feb 14 

Web links: 

Carahsoft technology Corp.

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=201&type=2

Dlt solutions, inc. 

www.esi.mil/contentview.

aspx?id=200&type=2

research & advisory

gartner inc.

gartner inC.: research and advisory servic-

es BPas provide unlimited access to telephone 

inquiry support, access to research via web-

sites and analyst support for the number of us-

ers registered. In addition, the services provide 

independent advice on tactical and strategic 

IT decisions. advisory services provide expert 

advice on a broad range of technical topics and 

specifically focus on industry and market trends. 

The BPa ordering Period commences 12/01/2006 

and is effective for the term of the gsa fss 

schedule. The BPa will be reviewed annually and 

is contingent upon the contractor maintaining or 

renewing gsa schedules gs-35f-5014h.

ContraCtor: 

gartner Inc. (n00104-07-a-Zf30); (703) 387-

5676 or (703) 387-5704; 

orDering expires: 31 mar 13

Web link: 

www.esi.mil/contentview.aspx?id=171&type=2

forrester research

forrester researCh: forrester research 

is an independent technology and market 

research company which focuses on delivering 

research-based services to their custom-

ers. They align research, data, advisory and 

consulting services to their customer agendas 

and help customers understand existing and 

potential impacts of technology. The dod esI 

BPa contract with forrester is available to all 

dod components including the Intel commu-

nity and offers discounts of up to 5% from gsa 

prices. forrester will work with the various dod 

components to create a customized package 

that fits each components' needs and is based 

specifically on their requirements. The BPa will 

be reviewed annually and is contingent upon 

the contractor maintaining or renewing gsa 

schedules gs-35f-4900h.
ContraCtor: 
forrester research (n00104-12-a-Zf41); 
(703) 584-2626 or (703) 584-2628
ordering expires: 10 aug 2013 

Web link: www.esi.mil/contentview.

aspx?id=314&type=2

Department of the navy 
agreements

oracle (Deal-o) 

Database enterprise license

for the navy

on oct. 1, 2004 and may 6, 2005, the navy 

established the oracle database enterprise 

license, effective through nov. 1, 2013. The 

enterprise license provides navy shore-

based and afloat users, to include active 

duty, reserve and civilian billets, as well as 

contractors who access navy systems, the 

right to use oracle databases for the purpose 

of supporting navy internal operations. navy 

users in joint commands or supporting joint 

functions should contact dan mcmullan, 

naVIcP mechanicsburg contracting officer, 

at (717) 605-5659 or email daniel.mcmullan@

navy.mil, for further review of the requirements 

and coverage.

This license is managed by the space and 

naval warfare systems center (sPawar-

syscen) Pacific. The navy oracle database 

enterprise license provides significant benefits, 

including substantial cost avoidance for the 

department. It facilitates the goal of net-cen-

tric operations by allowing authorized users 

to access oracle databases for navy internal 

operations and permits sharing of authoritative 

data across the navy enterprise.

Programs and activities covered by this 

license agreement shall not enter into separate 

oracle database licenses outside this central 

agreement whenever oracle is selected as the 

database. This prohibition includes software 

and software maintenance that is acquired:

a.  as part of a system or system upgrade, 

including application specific full use (asfu) 

licenses;

b. under a service contract;

c. under a contract or agreement administered 

by another agency, such as an interagency 

agreement;

d. under a federal supply service (fss) sched-

ule contract or blanket purchase agreement 

established in accordance with far 8.404(b)

(4); or

e. by a contractor that is authorized to order 

from a government supply source pursuant to 

far 51.101.

This policy has been coordinated with the 

office of the assistant secretary of the navy 

(financial management and comptroller), of-

fice of Budget.

Web link: 

www.esi.mil/agreements.aspx?id=139

microsoft enterprise licensing

The department of the navy signed an 

enterprise licensing agreement july 5, 2012. 

all procurement of microsoft brand software 

licenses including software assurance (sa), sa 

only, and subscriptions and sa-step up (sasu) 

for desktop and server based products must 

be acquired through the microsoft don enter-

prise licensing agreement (ela) if that product 

is offered by the don ela.

This agreement, valid through 2015, consol-

idates previous microsoft enterprise licenses; 

and, therefore, optimizes cost savings by 

leveraging the full purchasing capacity of the 

department. acquired licenses and sa must 

be compatible and interoperable with existing 

don hardware and technology equipment.

The maximum dollar value, including the base 

period and two option periods, is $700 million.

ordering guidance: all navy and marine 

corps procurement actions for information 

technology software must go through their 

respective processes identified at the Program 

executive office for enterprise Information 

systems Pmm-110 portal page: https://www.

peoeis.portal.navy.mil/pmm110/default.aspx. 

since this is a dynamic environment, other 
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policies may be added with little notice. Infor-

mation about ordering products via don elas 

can also be found at this site.

use of don elas, where available, is man-

datory by all don organizations and programs 

per the joint memo “mandatory use of don 

enterprise licensing agreements,” which was 

signed feb. 22, 2012, by the department of the 

navy chief Information officer, the assistant 

secretary of the navy for research develop-

ment and acquisition, and the assistant secre-

tary of the navy for financial management and 

comptroller. 

Web links: 

Don Cio 

www.doncio.navy.mil/PolicyView.

aspx?Id=3777  

www.doncio.navy.mil/contentView.

aspx?Id=3778

DoD itam reports 
on software asset 
management resources

The department of defense (dod) 
IT asset management (ITam) team has 
noted progress on several fronts for 
dod employees who are responsible 
for software asset management (sam). 
for example:
•	ITAM	is	collaborating	with	a	TagVault	
work group on defining secure asset 
management. TagVault.org is the 
registration authority for Iso/Iec 
19770-2 software identification tags.
mitre—a collaborator on Information 
security community standardization 
activities and initiatives for making 
security measurable—has joined the 
TagVault board and is working as part 
of the TagVault work group defining 
common Platform enumerator (cPe) 
requirements. cPe is a standardized 
approach for identifying and describing 
an enterprise’s computing assets, 
including: applications, operating 
systems, and hardware devices. 
•	The	DoD	is	encouraging	use	of	the	
Iso 19770-2 standard that establishes 
specifications for tagging software 
to optimize its identification and 
management. 

new bpas Deliver up to 
33% Discount for adobe 
software

on july 1, 2012, the department 
of the navy IT umbrella Program 
and the naval supply systems 
command, weapon systems support, 
mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 
established multiple enterprise software 
agreements (esas) for adobe digital 
media (formerly adobe desktop) 
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•	Microsoft	has	announced	its	support	
for the Iso-Iec 19770-2 software asset 
tag standard. It has already embedded 
-2 tags in some of its products and is 
committed to incorporating them into 
the planning cycle for future product 
releases. 
•	DoD	has	submitted	a	change	request	
to the dod IT standards registry (dIsr) 
to add the Iso-Iec 19770-2 standard as 
an emerging technology with a plan to 
mandate it for all commercial software 
vendors in the future. 
•	GSA	has	re-established	the	Federal	
software asset management (sam) 
work group. The dod IT asset manager 
is working with the gsa to help in 
defining the way forward for sam.

software products on behalf of the dod 
esI Project (www.esi.mil). These esas 
expire 6/30/2016, after two one-year-
option ordering periods.

The esas were established as Blanket 
Purchase agreements (BPas) against 
general services administration 
(gsa) federal supply schedules, and 
include software licenses, upgrade 
licenses, maintenance, media, and 
documentation. some of the adobe 
digital media products offered through 
these BPas include the adobe acrobat 
family, adobe creative suite family, 
adobe elearning suite, and adobe 
captivate, as well as other software 
programs. The BPas offer discounts 
up to 33 percent off gsa TlP prices 
and are open for ordering by all 
dod components, the Intelligence 
community, the u.s. coast guard and 
authorized contractors. Prices are 
reviewed annually and spot discounting 
is encouraged.

The BPas and ordering instructions 
can be found on the dod esI website at 
www.esi.mil/agreements.aspx?id=301.

In accordance with dfars 208.74, 
software buyers must check the dod 
esI for inventory or an esa before 
using another method to purchase any 
software products.

new BPa ProVIdes access To forresTer research and adVIsory serVIces 
on august 10, 2012, the department of the navy awarded a new Blanket Purchase 
agreement (BPa) to forrester research — an independent technology and market 
research company. forrester provides proprietary research, business data, custom 
consulting, and other services to help leaders in the technology market address their 
specific challenges. The new dod esI BPa with forrester is available to all dod com-
ponents including the Intel community—and offers additional discounts beyond gsa 
pricing. more details including ordering information and the complete document can 
be found at www.esi.mil/.contentview.aspx?id=313&type=1.

www.esi.mil



uss enterprise

The aircraft carrier uss enterprise 

(cVn 65) arrives at naval station 

norfolk nov. 4, 2012. enterprise’s 

return to norfolk will be the 25th and 

final homecoming of her 51 years of 

distinguished service. The enterprise was 

inactivated dec. 1, 2012.

U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Rafael Martie.


